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ABSTRACT
This report presents the results of the preparatory work to support the review of the
EU Thematic Strategy on the sustainable use of natural resources (Resource Strategy).
It focuses on raw materials (metals, minerals, fossils, and biomass), and space/land but
excludes energy. It also covers their environmental pressures on the media (air, water
and soil). The report highlights the strengths and weaknesses of the implementation of
the Resource Strategy; its key actions; strategic leverages (awareness, knowledge, MS
initiatives, and policy integration); and achievement of the key objectives of decoupling
and observing the threshold of overexploitation.
The recent trends (1970-2007) show that considerable progress has been made on the
increase of resource productivity in the EU. Although relative decoupling of material
use and economic growth has been achieved in some areas, absolute decoupling is yet
to occur. The stable or even decreasing domestic material extraction is balanced by the
significant increase of global, physical trade, illustrated by the increasingly reliance of
EU consumption on environmental burden shifting. Methodological limitations and
data gaps still prevent quantifying the environmental impacts of resource use.
The integration of the key concepts conveyed by the Resource Strategy into post-2005
policies in the EU and MS had a positive but partial influence. There is a variable
applicability across types of resources, policies, and sectors. This is partly explained by
the different understanding of these concepts, the lack of operational tools, and
specific targets. The analysis of initiatives in countries within and beyond EU shows
some promising examples, such as market-based instruments. Key factors for a
successful implementation of a resource-use-related measure include the setting of
clear objectives and targets, a better cooperation between policy makers and sectoral
representatives, use of synergies across policies, and integration of local specificities.
The strategy has achieved significant progress in some areas. In particular, the
establishment of a Data Centre for Natural Resources and the development of
indicators of resource use provide a strong basis for the knowledge base. Policy
integration across sectors and stages of the life cycle has been increasingly promoted.
The awareness of environmental impacts of resource use and life-cycle thinking has
been raised and particularly strengthened by the JRC’s work on life-cycle assessment
and the establishment of the International Panel on Sustainable Resource
Management. Some MS have highly contributed to more sustainable use of resources.
There is still opportunity for improvement. In particular, the establishment of a strong
knowledge base allowing environmental impacts and resource use to be linked remains
an ambitious challenge. Strong disparities still remain between MS regarding their
contribution to more sustainable use of resources. This underlines the importance to
set up the High Level Forum in a short term, as was required by the Resource Strategy.
Finally, the study proposes five promising areas for future action: 1) Setting a more
precise formulation of the Strategy, with clearer definitions and targets, and the
consideration of new policy options; 2) Raising awareness among stakeholders and a
closer cooperation between policy makers, researchers, and sectoral representatives;
3) Improving knowledge, in priority research areas, and the establishment of a basket
of indicators; 4) Fostering the development of MS initiatives through sharing of leading
initiatives, and 5) Fostering policy integration, including input and output of economic
processes, and a common framework to deal with Waste, Resource use and
Sustainable Consumption and Production.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The main objective of the Thematic Strategy on the Sustainable Use of Natural
Resources (Resource Strategy) is to achieve a more sustainable use of natural
resources by reducing the negative environmental impacts generated by the use of
natural resources and at the same time ensuring economic growth.
This report assesses the progress achieved towards the Resource Strategy’s objectives
mainly by evaluating its policy knock-on effects and also the real-world effects.
This report analyses:
•

the past, current and future trends in the use of natural resources,

•

the influence of the Resource Strategy on the adaptation and development of
existing and new policies,

•

leading examples of policy initiatives in EU Member States and third-countries,
and

•

the efforts made for, and main outcomes of, the implementation of the
Resource Strategy

The outcome of this study includes the identification of progress towards the
achievements of the Resource Strategy’s objectives and axes of further improvement.
Possible future orientations are also provided to enhance further the implementation
of the Resource Strategy.

TRENDS IN RESOURCE USE
Conceptually, it is suggested to define resources as natural assets deliberately
extracted and modified by human activity for their utility to create economic value. As
such, they can be measured both in physical units (such as tons, joules or hectares),
and in monetary terms expressing their economic value. This is a somewhat narrower
definition than that employed by the Resource Strategy, but allows for an exhaustive
classification of resources into energy resources, material resources, water and land
resources, each with sub-classes, for which consistent accounting systems in principle
exist.
Empirically, for data availability reasons, the focus is on materials and land. Energy
resources are not in the scope of the study and accounts for water resource use do not
yet yield meaningful aggregate results that could be linked to economic growth in the
way addressed by the TS. The same can be said for the environmental impacts of
resource use: While comprehensive data on the amounts of resources used and their
relation to economic development are presented, no comprehensive account of the
impacts of resource use was possible to establish. Whether the environmental impacts
per unit of resources used have remained constant, have decreased or were even rising
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in the past, cannot be judged on the basis of existing data. The report suggests an
alternative ecosystem service based approach to assess environmental impacts of
resource use.
Domestic Material Consumption (DMC) in the EU amounted to 8.2 billion tons or 13%
of global materials extraction in 2007. Mineral materials account for 79% of this mass,
the reminder is renewable biomass. With an average per capita consumption of
approximately 16.5 t/cap/yr material use, the EU is more than 65% above the global
average. While material use has stabilised at a high level in the EU-15, it is still
increasing in the EU-12. Overall, material use in the EU-27 is growing slowly and at a
similar pace as population. While the extraction of many materials shows a declining
trend, both imports and exports are increasing at high rates. Net imports of material
into the EU-27 amount to 1.3 billion tons and have increased by almost 26% in the
period 2000 to 2007.
The increasing dependency on imported materials warrants caution for the
interpretation of material flow indicators. Current material flow accounts only consider
direct material flows and neglect upstream material flows associated with the
production of traded commodities in the exporting countries. Pilot studies which
quantified these upstream flows indicate that for highly industrialised countries the so
called Raw Material Equivalents (RME) of imports are three to six times larger than
direct import flows and suggest that overall material demand of the EU is higher than
the indicator DMC shows.
In combination with high economic growth rates in the past, the slow growth of
material use resulted in considerable growth in overall Resource Productivity (RP)
(measured as DMC or DMI per unit of Gross Domestic Product (GDP)) and, hence, in
relative dematerialisation. While the physical economy of the EU has been growing at a
slower pace than GDP, absolute decline of material use only occurred during very short
periods, always linked to phases of recession or very low economic growth. Absolute
decoupling of material use and economic growth, as has been observed for Japan
since 1990, has not been achieved in the EU. At the MS level, different trends can be
observed. While most MS show relatively stable DMC and relative dematerialisation,
some MS such as Germany and the United Kingdom have reached absolute
dematerialisation, even in the long run. Absolute dematerialisation in most cases was a
result of deindustrialisation and fading out of material intensive heavy industries or
mining activities, a process which can be related to the externalisation of material use
and corresponding environmental impacts to third countries. A number of MS have a
DMC growing faster than GDP. Typically, these are the MS with a low level of per capita
income but high economic growth (e.g. Spain, Estonia, Romania). In these MS, in
particular, the development of built infrastructures contributed to the high increase of
overall material use.
The EU-27 covers a territory of 4.3 million km², of which roughly 44% is used by
agriculture and 36% covered with forests. As in many other industrialised regions, the
EU is experiencing a long term trend of decline in agricultural areas. During the last ten
years, an annual average of 10,700 km² land was taken out of agriculture production
8
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and was either reforested or developed as urban or infrastructure land. On the other
hand, the forest area grew by roughly 7,100 km² per year.
Despite the substantial decline of agricultural area, biomass production from
agriculture has been growing for many years. Since the 1980s, growth in harvest from
cropland and grassland has slowed down or even stabilised at a high level. While the
shift from intensively used agricultural land towards forest land can be interpreted as a
release of environmental pressures, land use intensity on agricultural areas has been
increasing until the late 1980s. Since then, agricultural inputs like artificial fertilisers
and pesticides (in terms of their mass flow) have decreased markedly while yields
remained high. This can be interpreted as a certain overall decoupling of land use
intensity from economic development. Nevertheless, land use intensity is very high in
the EU and in many regions Human Appropriation of Net Primary Production (HANPP)
is at a very high level, above 40 or 50%.
In contrast to domestic biomass extraction, trade of biomass based products is very
dynamic, both imports and exports of biomass are growing rapidly. Overall, the EU is a
net importer of biomass products as it imports large amounts of feed and animal
products as well as wood and wood-based products. Thus, biomass consumption in the
EU affects the land use in third countries. It has been estimated that the net imports of
agricultural biomass of the EU-15 in the 1990s were equivalent to 25 to 33 million ha of
land. The implementation of the European biofuel strategy (10% share of transport
fuels in 2020) will increase biofuel demand from currently 10 to 35 million tonnes of oil
equivalent and is likely to further increase EU’s draw on global land resources.
Resource (Material) Productivity (RP) in the EU is significantly correlated to income,
but rather weakly to competitiveness (such correlation disappears when both income
and competitiveness are considered). Thus MS with higher RP may simply benefit a
richer economy rather than being more resource efficient.
At the global level, RP is strongly correlated to income. This can be explained by the
inelasticity of resource use: the more inelastic a resource, the stronger is the
correlation of RP with income. In other words, RP is largely a function of national
income and the international income elasticity of the resource. This means that
international differences in RP are mainly due to differences in income. Globally, RP is
thus not an independent indicator of efficient resource use or sustainability, but rather
an indicator of wealth. The challenge of maintaining RP growth equal or above
economic growth rates can also be expressed in terms of the income elasticity of
resource use. The resource elasticity should drop and eventually become negative at
higher incomes (as in an Environmental Kuznets Curve), in contradiction with past
evidence and present trends.
From this, one may conclude that ambitious measures far beyond the usual
promotion of technical efficiency need to be pursued in order for reductions or even
stabilisation in resource use levels to be achieved. The goal of increase in resource
productivity which are at par or above the economic growth is certainly laudable.
However, it constitutes a departure from the business-as-usual of EU economies. So
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far, progress has been made on the increasing the RP in the EU, however at a much
slower pace in comparison to other economic inputs, such as human capital. Economic
growth almost always surpasses growth in resource productivity, leading to a net
growth in resource use: the savings caused by increases in resource efficiency
contribute to the growth of the economic system through macro-economic rebound
effects. In this sense, resource efficiency increases can be seen as economic factors of
production, since they contribute to economic growth, a growth which outpaces the
progress in efficiency. Future measures will have to be wide-ranging to overcome this
phenomenon of market economics.
The review of the existing literature calculating the environmental impacts of
resource use suggests a lack of data and methodologies. The few aggregate impact
indicators that have been constructed (above all the Environmentally Weighted
Material Consumption and the Ecological Footprint) are criticised for a number of
methodological weaknesses. So far no comprehensive impact coefficients per unit
resource use have been developed and no quantitative time series data for
environmental impacts exists, not even for specific impacts or in specific countries.
To assess the environmental impacts of resource use, instead of evaluating the impact
on different media components (air, water, soil etc.), a plausible approach could be to
consider the natural environment as a system providing services to human beings.
These services can be affected by socio-economic activities (related to resource use),
and these negative effects on services provided by the natural environment can be
conceptualised as environmental impacts.
This idea would allow linking impacts to the prominent concepts of “ecosystem
services” and “earth systems” and might provide a more systematic approach to
environmental impacts and their relation to resource use.

IMPACT OF THE RESOURCE STRATEGY ON OTHER POLICIES
The Resource Strategy’s strategic goals and approach are embedded in the key
concepts of sustainable use of resources, decoupling, eco-efficiency, and life-cycle
thinking, whose diffusion and implementation it seeks to promote at both EU and MS
levels. This part of the study analyses in what way and to what extent the key concepts
introduced by the Resource Strategy have been integrated in selected EU and MS
policy initiatives adopted after 2005. In this analysis, the Strategy’s four concepts are
considered here as representative of a whole range of related concepts which convey
an equivalent meaning or approach. For this reason a qualitative approach was mainly
followed to evaluate the diffusion of the Resource Strategy’s concepts in EU and MS
policies. In addition to this qualitative analysis, a quantitative investigation allowed to
assess the diffusion of the exact terms and their synonyms.
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Most of the screened EU policy initiatives conceived since the adoption of the
Resource Strategy use more or less explicitly the four key concepts. While several
policies, such as the EU 2020 Strategy, may contribute significantly to the promotion of
a key concept in particular, much of the potentially relevant legislation only reflects
limited uptake of the concepts. The policy documents screened at the EU level have
been grouped into three main categories: transversal EU policies, EU sectoral policies
and EU policies targeting resources. Overall, the concept of sustainable use of natural
resources appears to be the most widespread and primarily related to achieving
growth and enhancing competitiveness, rather than focused on the environmental
impacts that arise from the use of resources. In all three screened policy categories,
the concept of decoupling is frequent present but rarely considered explicitly. The
concept of eco-efficiency is well diffused and most often focused on specific sectors or
resources. Overall, in the screened policies the application of life-cycle thinking is less
widespread.
The findings of the screening and analysis of selected MS Policies in Spain, Czech
Republic, Greece, Ireland, Sweden, Romania, Hungary, and UK suggest that, while the
general approach regarding the importance of achieving a sustainable use of natural
resources conveyed by the Resource Strategy is widely reflected, at least in wording,
the other three key concepts are overall used heterogeneously. In general there
appears to be commitment to sustainable resource use compared to clearer and
potentially measurable objectives as decoupling and prescription of practical
implementing steps such as the promotion of eco-efficiency. The concepts of the
Resource Strategy are more strongly reflected in the French and the German screened
policies.
In addition, a comparative analysis was carried out in the use of the key concepts in
Sustainable Development Strategies (SDS) in Romania, Finland and Sweden, which
were adopted before and after 2005. Overall, the key concepts of the Resource
Strategy have been applied in MS policies, even before its adoption. However, the
comparative analysis in the SDS adopted in selected MS before and after the adoption
of the Resource Strategy shows that progress in reference to the concepts has been
achieved over time, in particular for the use of the term “decoupling”.
The adoption and integration of the key concepts in policy initiatives is expected to
lead to the adoption of instruments and policies that produce real world effects,
mainly by changing behavioural patterns but also in terms of production processes and
consumption. The integration of key concepts into policies is also expected to have
environmental impacts. However, as it has been explained in the previous section, so
far the knowledge of the relationship between resource use and its environmental
impacts is insufficient. Similarly the environmental consequences of policies that affect
resource use cannot be identified either. Therefore, this section focuses into the
economic real world effects that a wider diffusion of the key concepts can be expected
to result in.
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Specifically, policies aiming to promote more sustainable use have impacts on
production costs and incomes at an aggregate level and also foster reallocation of
growth among economic sectors, from resource intensive or polluting to more
environmentally-friendly sectors. In the short-term these policies might lead to an
increase in production costs but in the medium to long-term direct gains from reducing
resource intensity of production processes become more apparent. In addition, a more
sustainable use of natural resources would underpin the preservation of well
functioning ecosystems.

RELEVANT INITIATIVES WITHIN AND BEYOND EU
In the framework of the Resource Strategy, MS were recommended to develop
domestic measures and programs to achieve a sustainable use of natural resources.
The analysis of the initiatives which have been implemented by MS gives instructive
elements of how MS are dealing with the objectives of the Resource Strategy, and how
they could improve the management of the issue. Additionally, initiatives developed in
countries outside of the EU give elements for future orientations of the EU and MS
actions and policies.
In order to build an overview of the actions and policies MS have implemented since
the adoption of the Resource Strategy, the MS were formally asked by the Commission
to give relevant information on the domestic situation related to the sustainable use of
natural resources, i.e. trends of natural resources use and existing resource-use-related
initiatives. Based on this information and on complementary information search, an
analysis of existing actions and policies in MS was established.
From this analysis, two categories of MS could be distinguished: the first category
gathers MS who have adopted a pro-active approach to manage natural resources, at
least in regard to specific resources, often referring to the key concepts of the
Resource Strategy. They have taken initiatives to promote the concepts of the
Resource Strategy which go beyond the sheer transposition of EU measures. Among
them, only Finland has adopted a National Natural Resource Strategy. The second
category consists of MS who seem to be in a lag phase in the management of the
natural resources use. They don’t seem to have developed yet a coherent approach to
better understand and govern the resource use at a national level. Existing policies are
merely to be interpreted as a transposition of EU measures.
Among the 830 screened initiatives, some of them were considered as “best practices”.
The Finish Natural Resource Strategy was retained since it is an interesting initiative of
building a national framework for resource use. Lessons learnt from the Resource
Efficiency Action Plan under development in Austria could be taken into account for
future implementations of programs or roadmaps. The Consumption Tax and the
Carbon Tax implemented respectively in Denmark and in Sweden are market-based
instruments which have successfully contributed to reduce the consumption of fossil
fuels. The Organised Waste Market in Portugal is relevant to be studied since it aims to
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bring together producers and material consumers. In addition, specific standards for
biomass, currently under development in the Netherlands, are an innovative initiative
to ensure a sustainable production of biomass. In Estonia, laws governing mineral
extraction are interesting examples of policies in the field of land use. The French
initiative on Raw Material Accounting is also relevant to present the initiative of
Germany which is one of the rare attempts at the EU level to set quantitative targets
regarding resource use. Various elements of these initiatives were studied in-depth,
considering the context of implementation, aims, implementation modalities, and
achievements. The potential of diffusing a policy initiative to other MS or expanding it
to the EU level, and the barriers which may be encountered and addressed early on at
the stage of policy design were also assessed.
MS have access to different natures of initiatives as action leverages to achieve the
objectives of the Resource Strategy such as strategies, programs, roadmaps and
market-based instruments. They cover natural resources in general, or focus on a
specific resource or group of resources. MS also target specific stages of the life cycle
of resources, specific economic agents or specific sectors.
The key factors to ensure a successful implementation of an initiative include defining
clear objectives and targets, using project management tools and methods,
implementing stakeholder consultation, establishing information and cooperation
between policy makers and other sector representatives, implementing additional and
supportive measures and taking into account and fully implementing the existing
initiatives inside the MS or in other MS. As for the transferability of an existing
initiative, the key factor for a successful transfer is to assess the local characteristics.
Outside the EU, some countries confronted early with particular challenges with regard
to the use of specific resources have gained experience in the use of different methods
and have by now established mature approaches to manage these resources. The
United States and Australia have established tools and instruments to achieve a
more sustainable use of a specific resource, while Japan and China focus on the
management of raw materials in general. The latter adopted approaches which place
at their heart the concept of Circular Economy societies based on reduced
consumption of natural resources. Their analysis provides useful information on the
relevance of these potential courses of action for the EU or MS.
Australia achieved a more sustainable management of its water resources through
the introduction of water trading which results in great water savings. First
developed within each Australian state, the initiative is being promoted at the
interstate level. Then, while the Water Framework Directive requires that MS set out
and implement specific measures and incentives in order to foster water savings from
2010, the Australian experience could potentially provide the EU with useful guidance
for the implementation of market based tools, and in particular trading schemes, to
achieve more sustainable resource use. The analysis of the water trading scheme
points out a number of important principles to be retained in the European context,
such as clear roles and responsibilities of stakeholders, agreed standards for measuring
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water commodities and improvements in water metering and accounting. Another
relevant feature is the adequate combination of water trading with mandatory water
restrictions. Then, based on the lessons learnt from the Australian experience, the EU
might develop a market-based instrument implemented at a regional level even if
monitored at MS and EU levels, and combined with other adequate measures. For the
most efficient implementation of water trading, the EU might have an interest in
identifying the MS candidates in order to optimise benefits.
Since the 1970s, Japan has developed a coherent and holistic vision regarding
material cycle management, supported and strengthened by the implementation and
large diffusion of the concept of a Sound Material Cycle society. The in-depth
integration of the life-cycle approach into a national strategic framework appears to be
one of the key reasons of the successful material policy in Japan. The concept of life
cycle and the related emerging material flows are still considered as tools rather than
as a consistent strategy in the EU. The EU could therefore greatly benefit from learning
from the Japanese experience, by observing the reasons for success and the difficulties
encountered. A number of features of the Japanese approach, which calls for a better
integration of waste and resource policies, could be successfully implemented in the
field of material management in the EU.
China’s Circular Economy promotion law is a comprehensive, thoroughly integrated,
environmental strategy. Based on a visually strong and intuitive concept (the Circular
Economy), it could be of importance in establishing a more strongly interlinked
approach to resource and waste management in the EU. The approach adopted by the
Chinese Government should be of particular interest to policy-makers in EU as it tries
to address the issue of increased shortages in a number of resources worldwide, by
building on the approach and experience gathered in Japan.

PROGRESS ACHIEVED BY THE RESOURCE STRATEGY
The progress made on the implementation of the actions promoted by the TS seems to
be positive. First, the Data Centre and the International Panel have been established
and successfully running. One can therefore expect further promising outcomes in the
upcoming years in terms of knowledge sharing, as well as production and
dissemination of policy-relevant information related to resource use and global
environmental impacts. In addition, considerable steps forward have also been
achieved in the development of material flow indicators and life-cycle based
indicators. The achievements in the field of indicators must however be balanced since
further progress needs to be accomplished in the establishment of a basket of
indicators, in particular as regards the measure of hidden flows and burden-shifting.
In addition, limitations are encountered to measure the environmental impacts of
resource use, despite the considerable efforts granted.
Within the Resource Strategy, several strategic leverages were pointed out to be
activated. The assessment concludes on a mitigated balance.
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Several communication channels have supported successfully the dissemination of
information related to resource use. The outcome is an increasingly awareness on the
resource-use related issues among various targets, such as policy makers, scientific
community, businesses and civil society.
The improvement of the understanding of the Resource Strategy’s concepts is another
strategic leverage to activate in order to move towards the achievement of the
Strategy’s objectives. The assessment reveals a general progress carried out on the
understanding of the concepts based on the development of tools and indicators, but
points out differences between concepts. Precisely, there is still an insufficient
understanding of the notion of “resources” and there is not a common understanding
of environmental impacts. Moreover, the diffusion of the Resource Strategy’s key
concepts into EU and MS policies is effective but incomplete, with a variable
application across resources and policies. Besides, the observance of disparities
among countries moderates the general progress. Another interesting outcome is that
the understanding of the notion of resource, of the related environmental impacts of
resource use and the key concepts promoted by the Resource Strategy comes up
against conceptual and methodological difficulties. It is illustrated by the absence of
measurable objectives related to the concepts. These difficulties are today pointed out
as limiting factors to the concrete implementation of the Resource Strategy.
Despite the difficulties, the Resource Strategy had a positive influence on both existing
and new policies, at the EU and MS levels. It is likely to bring an even more significant
contribution to the integration of the ideas of sustainable use of resources and
decoupling through the powerful policy-knock effects of the affected policies. Given
the number of previous and parallel initiatives at the EU level, that somehow convey
the same concepts of the Resource Strategy, the establishment of a straightforward
and direct link between the present and future trends of resource use and the specific
impact of the Resource Strategy is more than unlikely. However, in several areas such
as waste management, rural development or transversal strategies, EU and MS recent
initiatives are shown to be clearly in line with the Resource Strategy’s objectives. This
in itself is a significant achievement of this Strategy which provides, together with a
prior-to-2006 pool of policies, an overall guidance related to resource use at the EU
and MS levels.
At the MS level, the Resource Strategy has mostly strengthened existing policies and
supported new ones. It has rarely encouraged the development of new and innovative
policies except in countries that waited for EU support to further develop legislative
frameworks related to resource use. However, many initiatives have been deployed
since the adoption of the Resource Strategy, such as instruments to monitor resource
use. This makes this strategic document a catalyst of the development of new
initiatives that aim to raise awareness among the public and the stakeholders, and to
support the decisions of policy-makers.
The promoted policy integration by the Resource Strategy through a life-cycle
approach has resulted in an important dissemination, and on the deployment of
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isolated policy initiatives which integrate life-cycle thinking. Among these particular
initiatives, no global approach has been adopted or promoted yet at the economic or
political EU level.
Given the complexity of measuring the environmental impacts of resource use and the
recentness of the Resource Strategy, its real-world effects are difficult to estimate.
Insight on the overall past and current trends, as well as projections of resource use
can however be provided. Trends show that relative decoupling between material use
and economic growth has been achieved in the EU for both materials and energy.
However, absolute decoupling has not occurred since resource productivity has not
improved fast enough to surpass the growth in GDP. Whether a relative decoupling of
environmental impacts from economic growth has taken place cannot be judged on
the basis of the existing evidence. In order to achieve an absolute decoupling, that is
reductions of resource use, ambitious measures far beyond the usual promotion of
technical efficiency need to be pursued.
Although the Resource Strategy shows significant progress in some areas, such as the
development of indicators to monitor resource use, which confirms the EU and some
MS active contribution to the achievement of the objectives, there are many areas of
improvement and many efforts remain to be done. The assessment of the Strategy’s
achievements reveals several factors which limit the concrete implementation of the
Resource Strategy. These are likely to hinder the thorough integration into policies and
concrete measures of the key concepts. They especially include an unsatisfactory blend
of different categories of resources (raw materials, environmental media and land), a
limited understanding of the functional interdependencies that exist between different
resources and a lack of systematic accounting for the environmental impacts within
and beyond the EU. The absence of targets and concrete timelines, the insufficient
definition of responsibilities and the specificity of national conditions (socio-economic,
political and environmental factors) are also identified as potential barriers. If these
issues are already tackled, there are still areas of improvement.

FUTURE ORIENTATIONS
Several policy options are identified in order to enhance the implementation of the
Resource Strategy and to accelerate the achievement of its objectives.
First, fostering the implementation of the Resource Strategy could be achieved through
a better understanding of its scope. This could be obtained through a narrower
definition of the notion of resources, closer to the economic aspects while including
the issues of scarcity and pressure, as well as the notion of “environmental impacts”.
The latter could entail a new conceptualisation of environmental impacts by
establishing their link with socioeconomic activities, and earth system/ecosystem
services. In addition to these clarifications, setting quantitative targets on resource
productivity, such as Austria and Germany did, would provide concrete guidance for EU
and MS policy-makers to reach the Resource Strategy’s objectives.
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The formulation and design of new resource-related policies have to be considered to
optimise the management of certain categories of resources, in particular in the fields
of materials and space/land. A separate materials strategy that would distinguish the
materials from other types of natural resources, while encompassing the
environmental impacts of the use of the former on the latter, could be an interesting
option for more sustainable use of resources. It would allow practical measures to be
designed, targeting the specific issues and challenges encountered by the uses of
materials. In particular, it could feed the debate about the necessity and the way to
define specific strategies or methodologies for biotic and abiotic materials. Similarly, a
separate policy on land use could be a significant asset for a better integration of the
different, and sometimes competitive, types of resource use.
In addition to policy formulation and design, more effective dissemination methods
and closer cooperation between stakeholders would help support the achievement of
the Resource Strategy’s objectives, by involving several actors from the general public
to policy makers and researchers in the field.
The development of a better knowledge base within the already established Data
Centre today appears as a priority. Practical steps could already be taken. A major one
is the acceleration of specific resource-use-related research areas, such as the research
into the functional interrelations between the use of different resources to identify
strategic (combined) resource use reduction potentials. The promotion of existing
operational indicators (DE, DMI, DMC) would also allow quantitative targets to be set
up and shared at the MS and EU levels. This basket of indicators could be progressively
complemented by further developed indicators of environmental impacts (for
example, via a slight extension of the classical Ehrlich IPAT formula). Meanwhile,
several promising ways of better linking indicators of resource use and economic
impacts could be explored and progressively implemented.
Another promising area of action deals with the guidance and support given to MS to
foster the implementation of national initiatives. The clarification of the stakeholders’
responsibilities and the introduction of concrete objectives and timelines would help
MS to pilot policy initiatives. The identification, the promotion and the sharing of
leading examples and best-practices could help MS assimilate the Resource Strategy’s
objectives and develop tailor-made initiatives.
Finally, further policy integration is a key factor of the successful implementation of the
Resource Strategy. The study calls for expanding the existing cross-cutting integration
across sectoral policies and Directorate Generals, while promoting a life-cycle
approach. A common framework dealing with Waste, Resource use, and Sustainable
Consumption and Production would allow taking advantage of their synergies.
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ABBREVIATIONS
bn

billion

cap

capita

DE

Domestic (material) Extraction (used)

DMC

Domestic Material Consumption

DMI

Domestic Material Input

EF

Ecological Footprint

EMC

Environmentally Weighted Material Consumption

EU

European Union

GDP

Gross Domestic Product

ha

hectare(s)

HANPP

Human Appropriation of Net Primary Production

MFA

Material Flow Accounting

MS

Member State(s)

OECD

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development

RME

Raw Material Equivalent

RMC

Raw Material Equivalents of domestic Consumption

RP

Resource Productivity

t

metric ton

List of countries
EU-15: Austria (AT), Belgium (BE), Denmark (DK), Finland (FI), France (FR), Germany
(DE), Greece (GR), Ireland (IE), Italy (IT), Luxembourg (LU), Netherlands (NL), Portugal
(PT), Spain (ES), Sweden (SE), and United Kingdom (UK)
EU-12: Bulgaria (BG), Cyprus (CY), Czech Republic (CZ), Estonia (EE), Hungary (HU),
Latvia (LV), Lithuania (LT), Malta (MT), Poland (PL), Romania (RO), Slovakia(SK), and
Slovenia (SI)
EU-27: EU-15 + EU-12
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1. SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES
1.1. BACKGROUND
Natural resources are defined as natural assets occurring in nature that can be used
for economic production and/or consumption and are subject to depletion through
human use1. This definition includes both biotic and abiotic resources and classifies
them in four categories: mineral and energy, soil, water, and biological resources. This
definition could be further expanded by considering the following:
•

Flow resources such as wind and tidal energy sources, as well as other
renewable energy resources such as geothermal and solar energy;

•

Land or space, with increasingly limited access and competitive uses, are
closely linked both to the demand of goods and commodities; and

•

Environmental media such as air, soil, and water which are the basic resources
that support our ecosystems and their diversity.

By fulfilling our needs through goods and commodities or provision of ecosystem
services, natural resources form the backbone of our economies. However, with a
growing demand for natural resources (such as food, fresh water, timber, fibre, and
fuel) and without a targeted effort of the global community to improve natural
resources management, the world is under acknowledged threat of collapse of some of
these main assets. In particular, the trends in the unsound use and management of
raw materials, land and environmental media result in severe detrimental economic
and environmental impacts. The depletion of raw materials due to their
overexploitation, the fragmentation or overconsumption of land, and the degradation
of the quality of environmental media and ecosystems threaten the long-term supply
of the elements of basic human needs and the safeguarding of ecosystems services.
Closely linked to the competitiveness of the industry, the issue of natural resource
management has appeared on different political agendas in recent years.
In 2001, the OECD set the goal of decoupling environmental pressures from economic
growth2. Similarly, in 2005, the European Union (EU) adopted the Lisbon Strategy for
Growth and Jobs3 giving high priority to more sustainable use of natural resources,
and called upon the EU to take the lead towards more sustainable consumption and
production in the global economy.
This was followed by the adoption of the Thematic Strategy on the Sustainable Use of
Natural Resources under the 6th Environmental Action Program (6th EAP). This strategy
is referred to in this report as “the Resource Strategy” or “the Strategy”.
1

Source: OECD Glossary of Statistics Terms stats.oecd.org/glossary/detail.asp?ID=1740
st
Goal set by the OECD in its 2001 “Environmental Strategy for the First Decade of the 21 Century”.
3
Lisbon Strategy for Growth and Jobs, 2007, document available at
ec.europa.eu/economy_finance/structural_reforms/growth_jobs/index_en.htm [accessed 01/07]
2
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1.2.

EU RESOURCE STRATEGY

The Resource Strategy has the objective of achieving a more sustainable use of
natural resources by reducing the negative environmental impacts generated by the
use of natural resources while ensuring economic growth. It deals with the three
categories of natural resources: raw materials, environmental media, and space/land.
As illustrated in Figure 1 below, the Strategy recognises two mechanisms that are
needed to achieve an absolute decoupling of environmental impacts from the Gross
Domestic Product (GDP), viz. decoupling of resource use from the economic growth
and decoupling of environmental impacts from resource use.
Figure 1: Decoupling economic growth and environmental impacts4
Eco efficiency: less
environmental impacts
per value/benefits
Resource productivity:
more value/benefits
per unit of resource

Economic
activity (GDP)
Resource use
(e.g. kg, m²,kW)

Environmental impacts
(e.g. GWP, Acidification,
PM emissions)

2005

2030

Decoupling
environmental impacts
from resource use

The Resource Strategy targets to achieve decoupling by gaining resource efficiency (i.e.
increasing resource productivity or reducing resource intensity) while ensuring that the
consumption of natural resources (both renewable and non-renewable) stays below
the threshold of overexploitation. This requirement is a critical condition to achieve
absolute decoupling (i.e. environmental impacts stabilise or decrease while the
economic growth increases) compared to relative decoupling (i.e. environmental
impacts increase slower than the economic growth).
Furthermore, the Resource Strategy emphasises the importance of integrating these
concerns into current or future policies (both at the EU and MS levels) that might play a
role in reducing environmental impacts of natural resource use. It sets out an analytical
framework with a view to allowing the environment impact of resource use to be
accounted into public policymaking.

4

Based on the communication, Thematic Strategy on the Sustainable Use of Natural Resources,
COM(2005) 670
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The Strategy considers it necessary to identify the environmental impacts of the use
of materials and energy throughout the life cycle (often referred to as the cradle to
grave approach) and to determine their relative importance. According to the Strategy,
this understanding of the global and cumulative impacts along a causal chain is needed
in order to target policy measures so that they can be more effective for reducing the
environment impacts and more cost-efficient for public authorities and economic
operators.
The Resource Strategy also targets exploiting the strong synergies between resource
use and waste, in particular through one of the seven thematic strategies implemented
in parallel to the Resource Strategy under the 6th EAP, i.e. the Thematic Strategy on the
Prevention and Recycling of Waste. Both Thematic Strategies set long term objectives
(25 years), based on the assessment of environmental impacts.
To achieve its overall objectives, the Resource Strategy emphasises four areas of action
to guide its implementation at the EU and MS levels:
•

Improving the understanding of knowledge on resource use, its negative
environmental impact, and significance in the EU and globally

•

Developing tools to monitor and report progress made at EU and MS levels

•

Fostering the application of strategic approaches and processes in different
economic sectors and encouraging MS to develop relevant plans and
programmes

•

Raising awareness among stakeholders and citizens of the significant negative
environmental impact of resource use

According to the article 7 of the Strategy, the Commission needs to review the progress
made in achieving the Strategy’s objective in 2010 and then every five years. This
review will also feed into the final evaluation of the 6th EAP. The present study is a
preparatory work to support the Commission in this review process.

1.3. PREPARATORY WORK FOR THE REVIEW OF THE STRATEGY
1.3.1. OBJECTIVES
This study aims to contribute to the review of the Resource Strategy by providing the
elements required for its overall appraisal and preparing the ground for future work.
Its main aim is to assess the progress achieved towards the Strategy’s objectives
through its policy knock-on effects and its real-world effects. To do so, the following
key questions were posed:
•

To what extent has the Resource Strategy impacted the resource use in the EU
and the MS since its adoption?

•

To what extent has the Resource Strategy altered the related environmental
impacts?
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•

To what extent has the Resource Strategy increased the overall understanding
of resource use?

•

To what extent has the Strategy influenced the integration of the four main
objectives into existing policies or emerging ones, i.e. sustainable use of
resources, decoupling, resource efficiency, and life-cycle thinking?

1.3.2. SCOPE


Resource type

In this study, resources are defined as natural assets deliberately extracted and/or
modified by human activity for their utility to create economic value.



•

The study analyses covers raw materials (metals, minerals, fossils and
biomass), environmental media (air, water and soil), and space/land.

•

The study does not cover energy resources, whether fossil or renewable.

Geographical scope

The study covers EU-27 and analyses the issues related to the use of natural resources
at different scales, from the national level, through the EU level to the international
level. It also provides an overview of resource-related policies in 5 countries outside
the EU, viz. Australia, China, Japan, Canada, and the US, with a special focus on the first
three.

1.3.3. APPROACH
The study identifies and analyses the trends and developments of the use of natural
resources, and provides an overview of the initiatives implemented within and beyond
the EU, with in-depth analysis of initiatives relevant for the EU. Using this retrospective
approach, the study mainly provides an assessment of the Strategy’s achievements but
also provides recommendations for the future guidance and new courses of action.

Figure 2 summarises the approach adopted for this study.
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STAKEHOLDERS’ CONSULTATION

Figure 2: Approach adopted for this study

Analysis of the trends and
developments of the use
of natural resources

Overview of existing policies
outside and inside the EU
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beyond the EU

Assessment of the realworld effects of the
Resource Strategy
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effects of the
Resource Strategy

WORKSHOP

Analysis of the Resource Strategy’s achievements

Future orientations

1.3.4. REPORT STRUCTURE
The report is organised in six sections including this first introductory one.
Sections 2 to 4 present a summary of the results of the study. In particular, section 2
provides an overview of the key trends of resource use at the national, EU and global
levels, with a focus on materials and land. Section 3 analyses the policy knock-on
effects of the Resource Strategy by exploring the integration of its key concepts into a
set of EU and MS policies. Section 4 provides an overview of the national policies
implemented in the EU-27 since the adoption of the Resource Strategy as well as an
overview of recent policies implemented in countries outside the EU. Case studies are
used to highlight the policy initiatives of particular relevance.
Sections 5 and 6 are based on the outcomes of the preceding sections. Section 5
assesses the progress achieved by the Resource Strategy since its adoption, at the EU
and MS levels and also identifies the remaining gaps. Finally, Section 6 suggests future
orientations and possible new courses of action.
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2. TRENDS IN RESOURCE USE
2.1. INTRODUCTION AND CAVEATS
This section presents an analysis of the key trends in resource use at the national, EU
and global levels.
In this analysis, resources are defined as natural assets deliberately extracted and/or
modified by human activity for their utility to create economic value. They can be
expressed both in physical units (such as tonnes, joules, or hectares), and in monetary
terms expressing their economic value.
For reasons of data availability, the focus of the analysis is on two specific resource
types: materials and land. Based on existing data, current patterns and long term
trends in material extraction, trade and consumption are analysed. Long-term data
(since 1970s) on the material use are available only for the EU-15. For the new MS,
data are available only for the period 2000 to 2007. EU patterns of resource use are
compared at the EU and global levels (with a focus on the US and Japan) and discussed
in the context of economic development and population growth. A particular focus is
put on the issue of resource productivity and its quality as a headline indicator for
target setting. A review of existing projections and future scenarios of material use at
the EU and global levels is also provided. An attention is given to the relationship
between biomass extraction, trade, and land use.
Energy resources are not in the scope of the study and accounts for water resource use
do not yet yield meaningful aggregate results that could be linked to economic growth
in the way addressed by the TS.
No comprehensive account of the impacts of resource use was possible to establish.
With the available data it is difficult to estimate if the environmental impacts per unit
of resources used have remained constant, decreased or increased. However, some
insights on the environmental impacts of resource use are provided along with the
trends in the quality of environmental media.

2.2. MATERIAL EXTRACTION, TRADE AND CONSUMPTION
The most recent Material Flow Accounting (MFA) data available for the EU5 show that
material use (Domestic Material Consumption, DMC) of the EU-27 amounted to 8.2
billion tonnes in 2007. Non-renewable minerals (including fossil energy carriers)
5

This analysis is based on MFA data from Eurostat’s 2007 survey, published in 2009. More recent data was
published by Eurostat only in June 2010 which was used to update the information in this report; the
analysis in Annex 1, however, is based on the 2007 survey with 2005 as most recent year. Due to changes
in the reporting system, data from these two surveys are not fully consistent and statistical breaks may
occur.
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account for nearly four-fifths of total material use in the EU. The EU has an overall
proportionally high share in global material use, which is also reflected in an annual
per capita material consumption of 16.5 tonnes in 2007, a value more than 65% above
global average (9-10 t/cap/yr) (see Annex I, section 2.5). Japan, having adopted a
rigorous resource conservation policy, has achieved a significantly lower per capita
material use (12 t/cap/yr) than the EU. Material consumption in the USA (27 t/cap/yr)
is roughly 70% above the EU level. Across MS, DMC ranges between 5 and 50
t/cap/yr. In general, material use is lowest in countries with low Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) per capita and/or high population density. It is noteworthy that
countries with a low rate of material use per capita (e.g. the Netherlands, UK, Italy) are
characterised by a high rate of material use per unit of area, nevertheless indicating a
high level of overall environmental pressure.
After a period of increasing material use in the 1970s and 1980s, growth in DMC of the
EU-15 (and in most countries) has decelerated markedly and per capita material
consumption has stabilised at a comparatively high level (see Figure 3).
Figure 3: DMC, Population, GDP, DMC/cap/year and Material Productivity (EU-15)
250%

indexed (1970 = 100%)
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GDP
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Material productivity
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Source: Based on Eurostat 2007a,b and Eurostat 2009a,b

For the trends in new MS, please see
Figure 4, however the data are available only for the period 2000 to 2007. During this
period, material use has increased by 31% and material use per capita grew from 13 to
17.5 t/cap/yr, even surpassing the level of the EU-15. Overall, material use in the EU-27
increased moderately during this period from 7.6 to 8.2 bn tonnes.
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Figure 4: GDP, Population, DMC, Material Productivity, and DMC/cap/year (EU-12)
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Source: Based on Eurostat MFA survey 2009

With high economic growth rates in the past and slow growth in material use resulted
in considerable increase in overall material productivity (measured as DMC or Direct
Material Input (DMI) per unit of GDP), and thus in relative dematerialisation. While
the physical economy of the EU has been growing at a slower pace than GDP, absolute
decline of material use only occurred during very short periods and was always linked
to the phases of recession or very low economic growth.
Unlike Japan, the absolute decoupling of material use and economic growth has not
been achieved in the EU. Following trends can be observed in MS:
•

While most MS show relatively stable DMC and relative dematerialisation,
some MS such as Germany and the United Kingdom have reached absolute
dematerialisation, even in the long run. Absolute dematerialisation in most
cases was a result of deindustrialisation and fading out of material intensive
heavy industries or mining activities, which in fact is the externalisation of
material use and corresponding environmental impacts to third countries.

•

In a number of MS the DMC grew faster than GDP. Typically, these are MS with
a low level of per capita income but high economic growth (e.g. Spain,
Romania). In these MS, in particular, the significant growth in built
infrastructures resulted in the high increase of overall material use.

The overall trend of stabilisation of material consumption is a result of stable or even
decreasing domestic material extraction of all four main material groups (biomass,
non-metallic minerals, metal ores and fossil fuels). Domestic Extraction (DE) of
materials in the EU has in particular declined with respect to ores and fossil energy
carriers, while DE of biomass and non-metallic minerals have stabilised at high levels
(see Annex I, section 2.2).
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In contrast, the importance of physical trade for meeting the EU’s material demands,
both in terms of DMI and DMC is rapidly increasing. Like in other industrial economies
such as Japan, the EU is characterised by a very high import dependency, in particular
with respect to strategically important materials such as metal ores, fossil energy
carriers, and specific non-metallic minerals (see Annex I, section 2.3).
•

For the EU-15 MS, the contribution of imports to DMI for metals has increased
to almost 90% and for fossil energy carriers to 60%.

•

Since the year 2000, net-imports of materials into the EU-27 have increased by
almost 26% to more than 1.3 billion tonnes per year.

The growing significance of trade not only means an increasing dependence of the EU
on imports of key raw materials, but it also calls for caution in the interpretation of the
observed trend of stabilisation of material use as indicated by MFA data.
Current material flow accounts only consider direct material flows, but neglect
upstream material flows associated with the production of traded commodities in the
exporting countries. Pilot studies which quantified these upstream flows indicate that
for highly industrialised countries the Raw Material Equivalents (RME) of imports are
three to six times larger than direct import flows. The quantification of RME of
imports and exports allows for the calculation of raw material equivalents of domestic
consumption (Raw Material Consumption, RMC). As shown in Figure 5, in Germany,
RMC exceeds DMC by roughly one third above DMC (see also Annex I, section 2.4).
Figure 5: Direct Material Flows (Imports, Exports, DMC) in comparison with Raw
Material Equivalents of imports (RME imports), exports (RME exports) and domestic
consumption (RMC) for Germany in 2005. RMC = DE + RMEimp – RMEexp
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Source: data from Buyny et al. 2009

Although the methods used to calculate raw material flows are not yet fully
standardised, they clearly show that the inclusion of upstream flows may change the
overall picture of trends and patterns considerably. These results indicate that the EU,
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by importing material intensive commodities, might increasingly shift environmental
burdens to the producing countries.

2.3. MATERIAL USE IN THE EU AND GLOBAL CONTEXTS
To date, only two comprehensive scenario studies dealing with overall material flows in
the EU have been published (EEA 2005 and Lutz and Giljum 2009) (see Annex I, sections
4.4.1 and 4.4.2). However, these studies are limited to forecasts of material extraction
without covering trade and material consumption. The baseline scenarios of both
studies assume overall material extraction in the EU to rise during the next decades (up
to 2020 and 2030, respectively). Lutz and Giljum (2009), for example, assume that
material extraction in the EU-27 will increase by 16% during the next 20 years. Most
of this growth is expected for construction minerals and forest biomass.
The pattern of material use in the EU is typical for highly industrialised countries with a
high share of non renewable mineral materials in DMC, in particular of fossil energy
carriers. The per capita material use is more than 65% above the global average of 910 tonnes per year.
•

In comparison with other industrialised regions, EU material consumption per
capita is moderate (see Annex I, section 4.3): DMC in the EU-27 is roughly 30%
above the level of Japan and 40% below the level of the US. However, while
Japan has significantly reduced its DMC, material use in the EU-15 and the US
has remained stable.

•

At the EU-27 level, however, DMC is still growing, but slower than GDP.

In 2005, the EU directly used 13% of all materials extracted globally. EU’s global share
was highest for materials of strategic importance, such as fossil energy carriers and
metals (16% each) (see Annex I, section 4.2). In addition, the EU, in physical terms, is a
large net importer of commodities that are associated with substantial upstream
resource requirements in the exporting countries. Thus, the EU draw on global
resources is likely to be even more pronounced than the data presently suggest,
because it doesn’t include the materials embodied in the imported commodities.
At the global scale, material use is growing at a rapid pace. While industrialised
countries still have an overall proportionally high share of direct material use, their
relative contribution is declining. Furthermore, growth in material extraction at the
global scale is increasingly driven by newly industrialising countries such as China,
Brazil, and India. However, it is important to note that a substantial portion of this
material use in newly industrialising countries is for producing goods for consumption
in the industrialised countries and in particular the EU.
There are very few projections of material use over the coming decades, either for the
EU or at the global scale. At the global scale, the two existing projections (Lutz and
Giljum 2009 and Fischer-Kowalski et al. 2010) expect a substantial increase in material
extraction and consumption (see Annex I sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3). Lutz and Giljum
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(2009) estimate that global DE will increase from currently 60 billion tonnes to 115
billion tonnes in 2030 and Fischer-Kowalski et al. (2010) suggest a very similar
business-as-usual trajectory (material use in developing countries reaching the stable
levels typical for mature industrial economies) in which overall material use would
climb towards 150 billion tonnes in 2050. Another interesting outcome is that
projections suggesting a more sustainable use of material at the global level rely upon
significant reductions in the material consumption in industrialised countries.
However, these long term trends of material extraction are in contradiction with the
trends observed in the past years in which material extraction in the EU has been
declining (fossil energy carriers and ores) or has stabilised (biomass and non metallic
minerals). Also, DMC has stabilised in the EU during the last years. Average per capita
DMC of the EU-15 countries is constant at roughly 16 t/cap/yr but has been growing at
in the new MS and increased up to the level of the EU-15.

2.4. RESOURCE PRODUCTIVITY: A FOCUS ON MATERIALS
Resource productivity (RP) measures the economic output per resource input: the
higher the RP, the more economic wealth is produced per unit of resource use (see
Annex I, section 5.2). The resource input can be measured in different ways, e.g.
material consumption, energy use, and greenhouse gas emissions are physical
measures of resource use. Depending on the resource under consideration the RP can
vary differently. This report focuses on material flows although much of the
conclusions are valid for energy productivity (fossil fuels account for the majority of EU
energy needs and are included in material flow accounts). The term
“dematerialisation” is used to describe the decreases in material flows which should
accompany increases in material productivity.
RP is an indicator of relative decoupling (see Annex I, section 5.2). A high level of RP
can be achieved at high levels of resource use, and progress in RP can go along with
increases in resource use. It is thus important to take economic growth in
consideration when analysing the RP: absolute decrease in resource use (or absolute
dematerialisation) happens only when RP growth is higher than the economic growth.
Accordingly, since the Lisbon strategy calls for 3% annual economic growth, RP growth
needs to be equal or above that level to stabilise resource use in the EU.
Individual Member States of the EU have experienced growth in material productivity
higher than their GDP growth (see Figure 6), leading to absolute dematerialisation
(see Annex I, section 5.6), but in the majority of cases, this was for MS where
economic growth rates were below 2%. In general, in the EU, high economic growth is
still correlated with increases in resource use. Absolute decoupling will thus require
actions beyond business as usual, and beyond the “best performance” of most MS.
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Figure 6: Material Productivity percentage growth rates (averages 2000-2005) in the
EU-27 plus Norway and Switzerland6

Source: Steinberger et al., 2010

There is an ongoing debate on whether higher RP is correlated to income or to
competitiveness in the EU (See Annex I, section 5.7). The material productivity in the
EU-27 is significantly correlated to income, but only weakly to competitiveness (and
such correlation disappears when both income and competitiveness are considered).
Thus, MS with higher RP may simply benefit from a richer economy rather than being
more resource efficient.
At the global level, RP is strongly correlated to income. This can be explained by the
“inelasticity” of resource use: the more inelastic a resource, the stronger is the
correlation of RP with income. In other words, RP is largely a function of national
income and the international income elasticity of the resource. This means that
international differences in RP are mainly due to differences in income. Globally, RP is
thus not an independent indicator of efficient resource use or sustainability, but rather
an indicator of wealth. The challenge of maintaining RP growth equal or above
economic growth rates can also be expressed in terms of the income elasticity of
resource use. The resource elasticity should drop and eventually become negative at
higher incomes (as in an Environmental Kuznets Curve), in contradiction with past
evidence and present trends.
In conclusion, ambitious measures far beyond the usual promotion of technical
efficiency need to be pursued in order to achieve a reduction or stabilisation of
resource use. The goal of increase in resource productivity which are at par or above
the economic growth is certainly laudable. However, it constitutes a departure from
6

Romania's material growth is 16.6%, and Malta is not shown.
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the business-as-usual of EU economies, even a more significant departure than has
perhaps been acknowledged to date. So far, progress has been made on increasing the
RP in the EU, however at a much slower pace in comparison to other economic inputs,
such as human capital. Economic growth almost always surpasses growth in resource
productivity, leading to a net growth in resource use: the savings caused by increases
in resource efficiency contribute to the growth of the economic system through
macro-economic rebound effects. In this sense, resource efficiency increases can be
seen as economic factors of production, since they contribute to economic growth, a
growth which outpaces the progress in resource efficiency. Future measures will have
to be wide-ranging to overcome this phenomenon of market economics.

2.5. LAND USE AND BIOMASS
EU-27 covers a territory of 4.3 million km² (see Annex I, section 3.2), of which, roughly
44% is used by agriculture and 36% is covered with forests. As in many other
industrialised regions, the EU is experiencing a long-term trend of decline in
agricultural areas. During the last ten years, an annual average of 10,700 km² land was
taken out of agriculture production and was either reforested or developed as urban
or infrastructure land. On the other hand, the forest area grew by roughly 7,100 km²
per year. Figure 7 illustrates this shift from intensively used agricultural land towards
extensively used woodlands in the EU.
Figure 7: Land use, GDP, fertiliser consumption and cereal yields (EU-27)
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Data on land uptake for urban settlements and infrastructure are less comprehensive
and difficult to interpret, but for the period 1990 to 2000 it can be estimated that a
minimum of 1,000 km² land area has been converted into infrastructure each year
(EEA, 2005a). Hence, with respect to the loss of productive land to urban and
infrastructure land there is no observable decoupling from economic development.
Available evidence suggests that increase in built up land is progressing in all MS and is
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closely linked to economic development. The environmental impact of the gradual
increase in built up areas, however, goes beyond the loss of productive soils, but
affects much larger areas due to processes such as ecosystem fragmentation.
Despite of the substantial decline of agricultural area, biomass production from
agriculture has been growing for many years (see Figure 8). Since the 1980s, growth in
harvest from cropland and grassland has slowed down or even stabilised at a high
level. While the shift from intensively used agricultural land towards forest land can be
interpreted as a release of environmental pressures, land use intensity on agricultural
areas has increased until the late 1980s. Since then, agricultural inputs such as
chemical fertilisers and pesticides (at least in terms of mass flows; data on aggregate
toxicity are not available) have decreased markedly while yields remained high.
Nevertheless, land use intensity is very high in the EU and in many regions HANPP7 is at
a very high level above 40 or 50%.
Figure 8: Land use and harvest trends
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The growth in the forest land and the decline in agricultural inputs can be interpreted
as a certain overall decoupling of land use intensity from economic development
which has resulted in the reduction of pressures on terrestrial ecosystems.
In contrast to domestic biomass extraction, trade of biomass products is very dynamic
and both imports and exports of biomass are growing rapidly. Overall, the EU is a net
importer of biomass products as it imports large amounts of feed and animal products
as well as wood and wood-based products.

7

The “Human Appropriation of Net Primary Production” is an aggregated indicator that reflects both the
amount of area used by humans and the intensity with which it is used. It measures to what extent land
conversion and biomass harvest alter the availability of biomass in ecosystems. HANPP is related to e.g.
biodiversity and is considered a pressure indicator. It has been argued that growth in the amount of
biomass used by humans for their socio-economic metabolism must be envisaged with caution. As a
measure of the physical size of the economy relative to the containing it may help for example in the
development of policies which promote the use of biomass for energy provision aiming at the highest
possible efficiency in biomass use.
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Thus, biomass consumption in the EU affects the land use in third countries. Figure 9
shows that the EU is only producing minor quantities of soybeans, but imports roughly
15 million tonnes of soybeans and 23 million tonnes of soybean cake. EU imports of
soybeans and soybean cake used in intensive EU livestock production as protein feed,
for example, are equivalent to an area of over 20 million ha of cropland, an area larger
than the total area used for soybean production in Brazil, together with the US as one
of the main export countries. This illustrates how EU imports are demanding large
areas of fertile cropland in distant regions of the world and EU consumption patterns
are contributing to deforestation and land use change elsewhere.
Figure 9: Development of soybean production in the EU-27, net-imports of soybean
and area-equivalent in comparison with soybean area of Brazil
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A recent study (Van der Sleen, M., 2009) estimated that the net imports of agricultural
biomass of the EU-15 in the 1990s were equivalent to 0.25 to 0.33 million km² of land.
This land was required in addition to the 1.4 million km² of land used within the EU-15
during that period. On average, for each three hectares used for agricultural
production in the EU-27, approximately one hectare is of the land used abroad. The
implementation of the EU biofuel strategy (10% share of transport fuels in 2020) will
increase biofuel demand from currently 10 to 35 million tonnes of oil equivalent
(equivalent to 5 to 20 mio ha of domestic cropland) and is likely to further increase
EU’s draw on global land resources.

2.6. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF RESOURCE USE
The material and land use at the EU and global levels may have a direct or indirect
impact on other resources such as the environmental media (air, soil and water) and
threaten the biodiversity of ecosystems (see Annex I, section 6.2).
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Methodological challenges of assessing the environmental impacts of resource
use

To assess the environmental impacts of resource use, instead of evaluating the impact
on different media components (air, water, soil etc.), a plausible approach could be to
consider the natural environment as a system providing services to human beings.
These services can be affected by socio-economic activities (related to resource use),
and these negative effects on services provided by the natural environment can be
conceptualised as environmental impacts.
•

This idea links up to the concept of “ecosystem services” that plays an
important role in the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, for example, and to
“earth systems” (e.g. hydrosphere, biosphere, atmosphere) that play an
important role in climate modelling and policy. Much of the more traditional
functional references for environmental impacts (toxicity, acidification, etc.)
can be easily translated into earth system or ecosystem services put at risk by
socio-economic activities. Such a functional reference would legitimise concern
about the environmental side effects of an economic activity.

•

The second link should be with resource use (“from cradle to grave”) as a key
quantifiable representation of socio-economic activities.

Thus, (negative) environmental impacts should be defined as side effects causally
linked to resource use that put certain earth system / ecosystem services at risk.
A review of the existing literature on the link between environmental impacts and
resource use doesn’t provide a deeper insight. So far, no comprehensive
environmental impact indicators per unit of resource use have been developed. No
quantitative time series data for environmental impacts exists, not even for specific
impacts or in specific countries. Thus, for the time being it is impossible to determine
whether a decoupling of resource use and environmental impacts has been achieved.
In order to allow for any such conclusions, new conceptual and methodological
pathways have to be developed, some of which are briefly discussed here.
The methodological strength of impact identification at lower aggregation levels could
create a strong link to resource use. Ultimately, this could result in time specific impact
coefficients that link one unit of resource use (from cradle to grave) to a matrix of
ecosystem services, coefficients for impacts ij , where i refers to a certain resource use
and j to a certain ecosystem service potentially put at risk. This is different from what
has been attempted before (such as with EMC) as it does not deal with “materials”, but
with the use life cycle of a resource (mining / production / consumption / disposal)
and refers it to specific risks of ecosystem services. It would not be required to monitor
impacts in continuous time series (which is difficult), but nevertheless allows to reflect
major environmental policy achievements in changes of impact coefficients for certain
resource use (for example, the elimination of lead from transport fuels, the
introduction of effective sewage systems, the shift away from fluorchlorocarbons, the
introduction of carbon capture and storage, etc.).
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In a next step, one could model aggregate environmental impact across various
resource uses and services put at risk at the ecosystem level according to the classical
IPAT-formula in a slightly different interpretation (see Annex I, section 5.13):
Impact = population * income * resource use per unit income * impact coefficients
This formula would thus include the inverse of resource productivity as well as impacts
per unit resource use.
The advantage of this approach lies with the potential of delivering reliable aggregate
information in time series without the need to continuously monitor environmental
impacts.
Indeed, it would require substantial efforts to structure and establish the required
matrices relating resource use to ecosystem services put at risk. In a first attempt, a
“quick-and-dirty” trial could be performed followed by sensitivity analyses. The few
aggregate environmental impact indicators that have been constructed (EMC,
ecological footprint, etc.) have not yet brought a solution and are criticised for a
number of methodological weaknesses.
Conventional reporting of environmental impacts



 Water quality and quantity

Among the environmental media, water is of particular interest since it is both a
compartment, subject to pollution, and a resource, subject to scarcity.
Despite a sufficient global availability of water8, water scarcity issues remain and local
overexploitation of water resources occur. It results from the imbalance between
supply and demand at local scale, especially to meet the demand of agricultural and
touristic sectors. If gross water abstraction is declining since the 1990s, different
sectors are expected to witness both increases in water use or progressive water
savings. Despite the overall significant water savings expected from the improvement
in resource efficiency in agriculture, industries and households, water reservoirs will
undergo multiple and interrelated pressures, mainly linked to new climatic,
demographic and economic conditions.
Regarding water quality, the main concerns in EU relate to the alteration of rivers and
to the discharge and accumulation of nitrates in water bodies, all the more since their
persistence in water-table is likely to hinder efforts towards a better water quality for
the upcoming decades. With respect to projections on water quality, a fair reduction in
nitrates and phosphates pollutions are expected from the implementation of EU
policies and preventing measures. Nevertheless, increases of 35-50% in use of
phosphates and nitrates are likely to occur in the new MS, with the new economic
impulse resulting from their entrance in the EU.

8

3

3

Total rainfall over Europe is about 3500 km for a demand of 300 km a year
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 Air quality

Air quality concerns are strongly linked to concerns with regard to potential impacts on
health and climate change.
A substantial reduction in air pollution has been achieved since the 1990s, especially
regarding acid rain and particulate emissions. Nevertheless, particulate pollution
continues to represent the biggest air pollution killer in the EU and it remains likely
that, for some decades to come, many urban areas in EU-25 will continue to have
unsafe concentrations.
Emissions of precursors of ozone have declined by one third since 1990 but annual
ozone concentrations have nevertheless increased. Emissions of a number of other air
pollutants, such as lead or a waste number of persistent organic pollutants (POPs) has
declined and reached safer levels. However, not all air quality targets have been met
yet despite the increasing “end-of-pipe” technological innovation and the resulting
gain in eco-efficiency. Increase in transport due to the sprawl of suburbs, the declining
availability of public transports and the growing demand for imported consumer goods
are expected to result in an increase of the emissions of a number of air pollutants.
The important rise in greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere (in 2005,
human activities within the EU-15 were estimated to emit 4,192 million tonnes of CO2
into the atmosphere each year) is expected to be the major factor in future global
warming. Current estimates expect emissions between 2008 and 2012 within the EU15 to be 1.6 % below the 1990 level, in comparison of the 9.3% predicted under the
assumption that domestic measures and Kyoto commitments have been fully
implemented.
 Soil

From a quantitative perspective, soil resources are subject to significant losses
through erosion processes, climatic events such as storms in areas subject to severe
drought have been proven to result in average soils losses of 20 to 40 t/ha/storm, up
to 100 t/ha, observed regularly in Europe, once every two or three years (Morgan,
1992). A limited access to soil also occurs because of unsustainable trends in soil
sealing from urbanisation or compaction from poor agricultural practices (between
1990 and 2000, the built up area of Europe expanded by about 12%. About 50,000 ha
per year were used for housing services and recreation). Soil compaction is also a
widespread source of soil degradation in central and Eastern Europe as it affects more
than 60 million ha (EEA, 2005d). From a qualitative perspective, soil is mainly impacted
by point source pollution from industrial sites (two million sites are estimated to be
contaminated by a large range of chemicals) and non-point source pollutions from acid
rain, leaching of farm chemicals or loss of nutrients due to soil erosion.
Progress has been achieved in raising awareness of the essential ecological services of
soils through MS and EU policies. However, they are expected to undergo growing
threats in the context of climate change with development of desertification and
extreme weather events. Erosion, soil sealing and compaction are expected to
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significantly increase in the agricultural areas across the EU (EEA, 2005c), especially
because of the climate change impacts on precipitations and drought and of the ongoing conversion (even if increasingly controlled) of agricultural land in building land.

KEY MESSAGES
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•

In the EU, the per capita material consumption is 50% more than the
global average (15.8 tons in 2005).

•

Considerable progress has been made on the increase of material
productivity in the EU.

•

Absolute decoupling of material use and economic growth has not
been achieved in the EU (except in few countries where economic
growth rates are below 2%).

•

The stable or even decreasing domestic material extraction is
compensated by the significant increase of physical trade, in a global
context where material use is growing at a rapid pace.

•

The shift inside the EU from intensively used agricultural land towards
extensively used woodlands can be interpreted as an overall
decoupling of land-use intensity from economic development or as an
export of impacts (burden shifting).

•

The “environmental impacts” can be causally linked to resource use
that put certain earth system / ecosystem services at risk.

•

A number of methodological weaknesses and data gaps prevent from
linking environmental impacts to resource use (e.g. difficulty to take
into account the hidden flows).
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3. IMPACT OF THE RESOURCE STRATEGY ON OTHER
POLICIES
3.1. INTRODUCTION
The Resource Strategy is expected to impact the economy as a whole but also the
sectoral policies in areas as diverse as agriculture, waste, transport, or industry. This
section presents in which way and to what extent the four key concepts introduced by
the Resource Strategy have been taken on board in recent policies, both at the EU and
MS levels.
The results of the possible real world effects of such integration are also presented.
However, a clear identification of medium and long-term real world effects and
specific relation of the identified real world effects with the Strategy remains difficult.

3.2. APPROACH
The Resource Strategy suggests that current policies could be improved by accounting
resource use impacts in their formulation. The Strategy’s major goals are embedded in
four key concepts: sustainable use of resources, decoupling, eco-efficiency, and lifecycle thinking.
There is a certain degree of overlap between these four umbrella concepts and the
inter-linkages between the four key concepts become particularly apparent when one
considers the hierarchy between the concepts themselves. The evaluation of the
Resource Strategy’s key concepts diffusion presented in this section has been carried
out with the objective to adequately account for the complexity resulting from the use
of a wide range of concepts with analogous meanings and promoting similar
approaches. This becomes even more evident when analysing policies in different EU
languages as no equivalent terminologies exist across different EU languages. Thus,
restricting the assessment of the diffusion of the four key concepts to a strict screening
for these precise words would not adequately reflect the progress of these concepts in
the different policy areas under scrutiny.
Hence, the Strategy’s four concepts are considered here as representative of a whole
range of related concepts which convey an equivalent meaning or approach. For this
reason a qualitative approach was mainly followed to evaluate the diffusion of the
Resource Strategy’s concepts in EU and MS policies. In addition to this qualitative
analysis, a quantitative analysis allowed to assess the diffusion of the exact terms and
their synonyms.
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Both these approaches to assess the key concept diffusion require that analogous
concepts are clearly identified and adequately acknowledged in the analysis of the
policy initiatives under scrutiny. Therefore, before presenting the screening of policy
initiatives for the Resource Strategy diffusion, a brief introduction to the four key
concepts and lists a range of related concepts conveying similar meanings is provided.

3.2.1. SUSTAINABLE USE OF NATURAL RESOURCES
The concept of sustainable use of natural resources refers to a use of a natural
resource which would preserve the essential services it provides in the long run by
“[improving] resource efficiency, together with a reduction in the negative
environmental impact of resource use”. In addition, the Resource Strategy applies a
life cycle perspective that suggests that the concept of sustainable use of natural
resources should extend beyond the realm of sustainable use of raw materials strictly
speaking by encompassing the idea of minimising the negative environmental impacts
even at the stage of resource extraction and disposal.
Related concepts: sustainable production and consumption, sound management,
rationale use

3.2.2. DECOUPLING
The concept of decoupling refers to the reduction of the negative environmental
impacts generated by the use of natural resources in a growing economy while at the
same time improving overall resource productivity across the economy. According to
the Strategy, delinking resource use and associated environmental impacts from the
economic growth is the only way to achieve a reduction of environmental impacts
throughout the life cycle. Depending if the decline of the environmental intensity is
higher or lower than the GDP growth rate, the decoupling is characterised respectively
as absolute or relative. The Resource Strategy is based on the concept of “double
decoupling”; decoupling resource use from economic growth, and decoupling
environmental impacts from resource use.
Related concepts: delinking, resource productivity, dematerialisation

3.2.3. ECO-EFFICIENCY
The Resource Strategy makes explicit reference to both the term of eco-efficiency and
the term of material efficiency. The concept of “efficiency” is widely used in the
Strategy, primarily in relation to the objective of achieving improved resource
efficiency over time. The Resource Strategy suggests that increased “eco-efficiency”
will not only “[reduce] the ecological stress of resource use by the EU” but it also could
act as a driver for innovation, improved productivity, and hence competitiveness and
growth. To a certain extent, it can be argued that the Resource Strategy applies this
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concept equally to point to the environmental and economic gains which could be
achieved through higher efficiency.
Related concepts: resource efficiency, material efficiency, effective use, ecoeffectiveness

3.2.4. LIFE-CYCLE THINKING
Life-cycle thinking is an approach that enables to assess the cumulative environmental
impacts of resource use along a causal chain. This concept enables to target and
prioritise areas where policies or technologies could really make a difference
regarding environmental impacts and natural resource savings. Acknowledging the
inter-linkages resulting from the globalised world economy, adequately taking into
account the negative impacts resource use generated in other parts of the world, at
the stage of extraction or disposal, becomes an essential component if actions are to
be taken to track and monitor the environmental impacts resulting from natural
resources through their whole life cycle.
Related concepts: cradle to grave approach, integrated approach, environmental
impact assessment, cradle-to-cradle, circular economy, raw material cycle, material
flows, closed-loop cycle, life cycle assessment.

3.3. DIFFUSION OF THE STRATEGY’S KEY CONCEPTS INTO EU
POLICIES
Insight into the diffusion of the Resource Strategy’s four key concepts at the EU level
was gained by looking into different EU policies and strategic policy documents
designed after the adoption of the Resource Strategy in 2005. The screening of these
documents is of particular importance as these policy documents might have
important policy knock-on effects on the future policies in MS.
The screening process showed that most of the EU policy initiatives conceived since
the adoption of the Resource Strategy take into account more or less explicitly the
four key concepts. Some policies even build upon these concepts such as the proposal
for a Directive on the sustainable use of soil or the EU 2020 strategy (decoupling). The
screened EU policy documents are grouped in three main categories to facilitate the
assessment:
•

Transversal policies

•

Sectoral policies

•

Policies targeting specific resource

The detailed analyses of the screened EU policies are provided in Annex II, section 1.
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3.3.1. TRANSVERSAL EU POLICIES
The Transversal EU Policies screened inlude: EU Sustainable Development Strategy
(SDS) 20069, EU 2020 Strategy10, Raw Material Initiative11, Environmental Technology
Action Programme (ETAP)12, Competitiveness and Innovation Framework Programme
(CIP)13, and Commission’s Impact Assessment Guidelines14. These post-2005 policies
were identified as the most relevant to the Resource Strategy’s aims. A comparative
analysis between the SDS 2006 and the SDS 200115 was also done to assess the impact
of the Resource Strategy. The fact that the first EU SDS was designed a few years
before and reviewed shortly after the adoption of Resource Strategy in 2005 provides
the opportunity to carry out a comparison of both policy documents, focusing on the
evolution of the diffusion of the four key concepts over a given period of time (see
Annex II, section 1.1).
Given the transversal nature of these policy initiatives, concrete measures to translate
the key concepts into specific actions at the level of specific resources are not always
visible. However, these strategic frameworks provide an indication as to the weight
that should be given to the objectives conveyed by the Resource Strategy’s key
concepts in more specific future policy initiatives.
The overall idea of decoupling is frequently present, in general when the objectives of
increased economic growth and competitiveness are mentioned alongside the
objective of continuous improvement of environmental conditions. Several threats to
the achievement of decoupling are identified in the EU SDS 2006, including urban
sprawl, transport congestion, unsound planning of land, or mismanagement of
resource stocks. However, the concrete steps towards the implementation of this
concept are not tackled or remain unclear in transversal policies, and leave it the
sector specific policy initiatives to concretely translate this into relevant prescriptions.
The concept of sustainable use of resources is increasingly widespread and is now
acknowledged as a primary condition to competitiveness and sustainable growth. In
several transversal policies such as the Communication EU 2020 or the Commission’s
Impact Assessment Guidelines, the challenge of resource savings seems to be
increasingly promoted through a product approach, which addresses resource savings
through a greening and the optimisation of the production and supply chains.
Nevertheless, the uptake of the concept of sustainable use of resources seems to
slightly differ from the meaning conveyed in the Resource Strategy. When specific
resources are targeted, their sustainable use is mainly raised from the angle of

9

European Commission, 2005a
European Commission, 2010
11
European Commission, 2008a
12
European Commission, 2007a
13
European Commission, 2006a
14
European Commission, 2009a
15
European Commission, 2001
10
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guaranteeing a long-term resource supply, especially when they are non-renewable or
when EU highly depends on their import, such as in the case of Raw Material Initiative.
The overall concept of eco-efficiency appears to be well diffused and generally
underpins the idea of decoupling. The qualitative analysis suggests that the concept is
almost exclusively applied to energy and indirectly targets the use of energy carriers
such as fossil fuels or biomass through the widespread term “energy efficiency”. In
fields other than energy, the concept is generally used under the term “resourceefficiency” without targeting any particular resource. The analysis of the policy
documents selected, such as the CIP, suggests that the potential synergies between
the concept of resource-efficiency and the ones of decoupling and sustainable use of
resources could be explored further and made more concrete. Indeed, the concept of
resource-efficiency needs to be closely combined both with the idea of
overexploitation thresholds of a given resource and the environmental impact that the
use of this resource entails. Otherwise, there is a risk that the use of the resource is
not sustainable and that the decoupling achieved through a better resource-efficiency
is actually only relative and not absolute.
A few elements related to the concept of life cycle are disseminated in transversal
policies. The expansion of the concepts of reuse and recycling, for example, such as
used in the Raw Materials Initiative, gives evidence of the increasing recognition of the
potential value of end-of-life products. However, the environmental impacts at the
stages of extraction or of the use of the resource in itself are generally not addressed
in this policy. As a general rule, the emphasis tends to lie much more on the necessity
to develop integrated policies with horizontal approaches across sectors.
On this point, it is worth placing more weight on EU 2020 Strategy, as this policy has
been adopted to prepare the EU economy for the upcoming decade. The EU 2020
Strategy calls for “making our production more resource efficient while boosting our
competitiveness”. Although three of the key concepts of the Resource Strategy may be
found in the Strategy (sustainable resource use, decoupling and eco-efficiency) the
degree to which reference is made to these is variable. Sustainable use of resources
appears to be embedded in the concept of sustainable growth (“preventing
environmental degradation, biodiversity loss and unsustainable use of resources”),
stated as an EU priority, and which is presented as a way of “promoting a more
resource efficient and greener economy”.
The EU 2020 Strategy also makes clear references to the concepts of decoupling and
resource efficiency. It thus calls for a “Resource efficient Europe”, “to help decouple
economic growth from the use of resources, support the shift towards a low carbon
economy, increase the use of renewable energy sources, modernise our transport
sector and promote energy efficiency”. The concept of resource efficiency is used
extensively but is also almost exclusively used in relation to fossil fuels and energy use
when referring to a specific resource.
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3.3.2. EU SECTORAL POLICIES
The uptake of the key concepts was assessed on EU transport16 and agricultural17
policies (see Annex II section 1.2). The selection is not only strongly relevant to the
Resource Strategy’s scope but it also provides the broadest set of post-2005 sectoral
policies. Sectoral policies are of great importance, as a whole range of them bear the
potential to result in significant direct or indirect impacts on a number of resources.
Furthermore, the development of consistent and coordinated initiatives within a same
sector appears to be a great opportunity to foster the diffusion, and further
integration, of the different concepts. However, given the multiplicity of resources at
stake in sectoral policies these seem less likely to provide for concrete guidelines
specific to each resource involved even if they increasingly acknowledge social costs
and environmental impacts. The two screened sectoral policies address the resources
for which their effect is respectively larger. Specifically, the transport policies focus
largely on energy use and air emissions reduction, while the agricultural policies
concentrate largely on the sustainable water management. However, the transport
policies do not acknowledge the importance of various aspects of resource use
impacts, such as the land-use generated through the development of transport
infrastructure. In contrast, the agricultural policies achieve a more holistic coverage of
affected resources and they include both the environmental and socioeconomic
impacts of resource use.
The concept of sustainable use of natural resources is indirectly touched upon,
generally from the angle of environmental impacts. The concept of decoupling is
mostly reflected by the recognition of the need to ensure mitigation of adverse
environmental impacts in sectoral policies. Even if the concept in general is not
referred to explicitly, specific efforts contributing to the practical implementation of
the concept, for example through the building in of safeguards in EU spending
instruments, can be identified.
As is also the case for the transversal policies, overall, the application of the concept of
life cycle has been limited in the policy initiatives that were looked into, although the
“sector” level seems to be the most appropriate scale for the implementation of the
concept of life cycle insofar as each step of a specific activity can be targeted
consistently according to the significance of its impacts. In the field of agriculture for
example, no specific mention of the life cycle approach was found. However, the
stated recognition of the necessity to develop more “integrated policies” suggests that
resource and environmental concerns would need to be accounted for when
developing policies in these areas. For instance, in the transport sector, the clear
promotion of an approach aiming at optimising the transport system, accounting for

16

European Commission, 2006b (see Annex II.2)
The key concept diffusion of the EU agricultural policy is carried out on a set of legal proposals related to
the CAP drafted by the Commission following the 2007 public consultation on the PAC’s Health Check (see
Annex II.1)
17
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the different impacts of the different modes of transport, suggests that a life cycle
approach has been applied to this policy area.
Regarding the concept of eco-efficiency, it tends to be replaced by somewhat
analogous concepts which convey, at least in part, a similar meaning. Once more,
energy efficiency appears to be the close concept which is most often encountered, be
it in sectoral policies related to agriculture or sectoral policies related to transport. In
addition, resource efficiency in relation to water seems to be quite clearly identified as
important for moving towards a more sustainable agricultural sector.
The Resource Strategy calls for an uptake at a sectoral level of a lifecycle approach to
reduce the negative impacts associated with resource use. For this, the Strategy
identifies as key drivers the sectoral initiatives announced by the EU Strategy for
Growth and Jobs (European Commission, 2005d) and the EU Industrial Policy
Framework (European Commission, 2009b). As the Resource Strategy, both of these
policies were adopted in 2005. In the Industrial Policy Framework, the Resource
Strategy concepts are only partially taken on board, as a reference is made only to
resource efficiency and mainly to energy efficiency. Even though the Industrial Policy
Framework does make a reference to the Waste Strategy, the uptake of the concepts is
missing in all of the proposed initiatives. Two years after the adoption of the Industrial
Policy Framework, a Mid- term review (European Commission, 2007b) was drawn up to
set out the measures for the period 2007-2009. In this review, the uptake of the
Resource Strategy is more widespread. A life-cycle approach is highlighted as an
element for the development of a sustainable industrial policy, while resource
efficiency is promoted by ensuring safe and sustainable access to natural resources.
However, overall the uptake of the Resource Strategy concepts is still elusive and the
concept of decoupling is missing.
The Industrial Policy Framework acknowledges the interrelation of competitiveness,
energy and environmental policies and proposes the exploration of their synergies to
put forward the improvement of sustainability and competitiveness. Indeed a crosssectoral approach can be very effective, as it can address these challenges by activating
the synergies between different sectors that affect a specific resource. In this context
the High Level Group on Competitiveness, Energy and the Environment (HLG) was
created to ensure the coherence between different individual initiatives on these three
distinctive areas and to improve sustainability and competitiveness. The HLG
concentrated largely on climate change issues and energy efficiency. For example, in
one of the initiatives reports, entitled “Ensuring future sustainability and
competitiveness of European Enterprises in a carbon and resource constrained world”
(European Commission, 2007c) decoupling and sustainable resource use is closely
interrelated with energy consumption and carbon emissions. Although the HLG
acknowledged the inclusion of the EU resource policies, no reference is made to the
concept of life-cycle thinking. Resource efficiency is referring either to energy
efficiency or to a better use of resources which are embedded in waste.
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3.3.3. EU POLICIES TARGETING A SPECIFIC RESOURCE
The screening of EU policies targeting a specific resource18 (see Annex II, section 1.3)
suggests that most of the key concepts are not (or only partially) and probably
cannot be applied consistently across the whole range of resources targeted by the
Resource Strategy.
In the field of metals, the issue of sustainability is raised more to highlight the need to
ensure a stable (“sustainable”) supply than to allow for a reduction of associated
environmental impacts at the stage of extraction or disposal as emphasised in the
Resource Strategy.
In line with what was just mentioned above, the concept of eco-efficiency appears to
have been applied to specific resources only with difficulty, in particular since it
primarily applies to processes and technologies in a truly sensible way. For example,
the energy field, fossil fuels and biomass remain only indirectly impacted by the
concept of eco-efficiency which, strictly speaking, is applied to targets with regard to
energy consumption. An exception might be highlighted in the field of water
management, where increasing efforts towards the implementation of the concept of
eco-efficiency can be observed with concrete measures that directly target water
through the improvement of irrigation.
Likewise, the low uptake of the concept of life-cycle thinking in policies targeted at
specific resources suggests that diffusion should be promoted in policies concerned
with specific activities involving the use of specific resources or impacting these
resources (in other words, sectoral policies). Nevertheless, the increasing
acknowledgment of ecosystem services calls for a more horizontal approach in
resource-specific policies, which considers all the environmental impacts associated to
the use of a resource. The proposal for a Soil Directive (European Commission, 2007c)
seems to have done so in an appropriate way as it stresses the strong inter-linkages
between soil management and water quality.
Interestingly, the Resource Strategy’s key concept diffusion analysis also sets
environmental media such as water and air apart from the other resources in terms
of terminology used. In fact, the key concepts are not applied at all in policy
initiatives targeting these resources, such as the EU Bathing Water Directive19. This
might be explained by the fact that the risks associated with the degradation of the
quality of environmental media are much associated with thresholds attached to
human health. As a result, the implementation of the Resource Strategy’s key concepts
appears to be somewhat secondary as the objectives pursued tend to focus on human
health rather than all sustainable levels of resources use.

18

The screened EU policies target the following resources: biodiversity, soil, fossil fuels, forests, water,
biofuels and fisheries (see Annex II.1).
19
Directive 2006/7/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 15 February 2006 concerning the
management of bathing water quality and repealing Directive 76/160/EEC
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3.4. DIFFUSION OF THE STRATEGY’S CONCEPTS IN MS POLICIES
The Resource Strategy gives the MS the responsibility of taking the key concepts into
account in their natural resource policies and leaves them a large degree of flexibility
in the transposition of these concepts into their national legislation. But the Resource
Strategy provides only very little guidance with regard to the practical implementation
of the key concepts for the different resources.
The analysis of the key concepts diffusion in MS policies since the adoption of the
Resource Strategy was carried out on a set of post-2005 resource-related policies
adopted in selected MS. Overall, the key concepts of the Resource Strategy have been
applied in MS policies, even before its adoption. However, the screening of the prior-to
2005 policies would not indicate the policy knock-on effects of the Resource Strategy
which was adopted on 2005. In addition, a comparative analysis was carried out in the
use of the key concepts in Sustainable Development Strategies (SDS) in Romania,
Finland and Sweden, which were adopted before and after 2005. Examples of MS key
concept diffusion analysis and comparative analyses of MS SDS may be found in Annex
II chapter 2 and section 3 respectively.
The comparative analysis of the SDS of MS shows that progress in reference to the
concepts has been achieved over time, both implicitly and explicitly. This progress
has been made in particular for the use of the term “decoupling”. In the SDS drawn
up after the adoption of the Resource Strategy, one notices the general better uptake
of the umbrella concepts (e.g. in Romania) or the evolution of their meaning or scope.
However, practical implications of sustainable resource use, in particular with regard
to life-cycle thinking, could be more explicitly addressed in Romanian and Swedish SDS.
For the screening and analysis of selected relevant legislation in MS, different post2005 national policies were selected in Spain, France, Germany, Sweden, UK, Ireland,
Greece, Czech Republic, Hungary, and Romania. For each MS, 3 to 5 policies were
screened. The findings of the screening and analysis suggest that while the general
approach regarding the importance of achieving a sustainable use of natural
resources conveyed by the Resource Strategy is widely reflected, at least in wording,
the key concepts are overall only used heterogeneously. This might suggest the
commitment to sustainable resource use compared to clearer and potentially
measurable objectives as decoupling and prescription of practical implementing steps
such as the promotion of resource efficiency. This trend is illustrated in Figure 10
which shows that the notion of the sustainable use of the natural resources appears
much more frequently in the screened policies, in comparison to the other three more
substantial concepts.
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Figure 10: Resource Strategy’s key concepts in Selected MS policies
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In France, the approach promoted by the Resource Strategy seems quite consistently
applied in the National Strategy for Sustainable Development. Practical implications
and implementation for example are quite well promoted in its strategic framework
document relating to sustainable agriculture. In addition, the concepts of the Resource
Strategy are strongly reflected in German policies, but they are not diffused to policies
targeting specific natural resources. The screening process of selected policy
documents in Greece, Romania, Czech Republic, Hungary, Sweden, United Kingdom,
Ireland and Spain suggests that the concepts of life-cycle thinking, eco-efficiency and
particularly the concept of decoupling have not been fully assimilated and often they
are only partially applied to a restricted number of natural resources. This appears to
be the case in Spain, Greece and Sweden, where the concepts have primarily been
applied to the most problematic resources. In overall resource efficiency is used much
more widely than the more general term of eco-efficiency, which aims at lowering the
environmental impact of our socio-economic activities in total. Interestingly this trend
is observed even in transversal policies.
The concept of sustainable use of natural resources is widespread in the screened
policies. Overall, the concept is used with the broad meaning of “sustainable
development”, and no tools or specific ways to achieve it are proposed. In Greece, the
concept often refers to the conservation of the “natural and cultural heritage”. The
screening process also suggests that the deployment of this concept focuses mainly in
increasing economic growth and improving competitiveness.
In general, the concept of decoupling is used seldom in the screened policies.
However, in some countries (e.g. the Czech Republic), decoupling was deployed at a
strategic level. This could indicate that in the future this issue might gradually be
approached from a more comprehensive angle. In some languages (e.g. Greek, Czech,
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Polish, Hungarian, Swedish) there is no word that can be translated directly as
“decoupling”. Usually the meaning of the corresponding term used in these languages
is simply “separation” which requires further explanation each time it is used in the
context of “decoupling”.
The concept of life-cycle thinking is used to target a specific resource. In policies that
target biotic materials, such as the French Grenelle of the Sea and the Greek National
Strategic Development Plan for Fisheries, the concept of life-cycle thinking links
directly to the biological-life cycle but in a rather implicit manner. In addition, the
deployment of life cycle thinking tends to focus principally on a specific life-cycle stage
(e.g. disposal).
The analysis suggests that the diffusion of the key concepts into national legislations
is most effectively achieved when EU Directives are being transposed at the MS level.
In Hungary, Greece, Romania and the Czech Republic the way the key concepts are
being applied can be considered to be driven mainly by economic growth and less by a
broad attempt to manage effectively the environmental dimensions of resource
extraction and use.

3.5. REAL WORLD EFFECTS
The diffusion of the key concepts in MS actions has led to the implementation of
instruments and policies aiming to promote a more sustainable use of natural
resources. These instruments of economic, regulatory or informational nature aim at
changing production and consumption behaviours.
Indeed, policies aiming at promoting sustainable development have impacts on
economic sectors in terms of jobs, competitiveness and growth. They also result in a
reallocation of growth among economic sectors, from resource intensive and polluting
to more environmentally-friendly sectors. The integration of resource use issues into
policies is also expected to have environmental impacts. However, as it has been
explained in the previous section, so far the knowledge of the relationship between
resource use and its environmental impacts, is insufficient. Similarly, the
environmental consequences of policies that affect resource use cannot be identified.
Therefore, this section focuses on the economic real world effects that a wider
diffusion of the key concepts can be expected to result in.

3.5.1. MACRO-ECONOMIC LEVEL


Reallocation of economic growth across sectors

Policies aiming to promote a more sustainable use of natural resources have
stimulated eco-industries, as illustrated by the significant and growing weight of this
sector in the EU’s economy: taking the narrow definition of the OECD (OECD, 1999),
which is centred on the activities producing goods and services capable of measuring,
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preventing, limiting or correcting environmental impacts such as water pollution, air,
soil and externalities related to waste, noise and ecosystems, the total turnover of ecoindustries is estimated at € 270 billion (in 2006 prices), or 1.4% of EU-27 total turnover.
The links between the economy and the environment cover a much broader range of
environment related economic activities, as many sectors are supported by a good
quality environment. The types of economic activities covered are as follows:
•

Activities where the environment is used as a primary natural resource or input
(e.g. agriculture, forestry, mining, electricity generation and water supply).

•

Activities relating to the protection and management of the environment (e.g.
waste recycling, pollution & sewage control and environmental management).

•

Activities reliant on environmental quality (e.g. environment related tourism).

Direct impacts can be observed where policies explicitly favour activity in certain
sectors, such as eco-industries and businesses in the area of environmental resource
production or management. Part of the growth of this sector is still driven by demand
for essential commodities (such as water supply and treatment) or services (e.g. waste
collection), which represent mostly mature markets. Recent activities which are
essentially based on investment needs generated by new environmental policy and
legislation (referred to as “legislation-driven” markets) exhibit high growth potential
(for example, renewable energy and eco-construction), as shown in Figure 11.
Figure 11: Primary production of renewable energies in the EU-27 (100=1997)
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Source: Eurostat, 2010

In addition to impacts on eco-industries and related activities, induced and indirect
spill-over effects on the economy as a whole are potentially much larger. Businesses
and sectors are linked together through cross-consumption of goods and services: an
increase of activity in one sector has an impact on the demand addressed to other
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sectors. When these effects are accounted for, the total turnover generated by ecoindustries can go up to 3 trillion Euros (Table 1).
Table 1: Employment and total turnover in eco-industries in the EU – various
definitions
Employment

Total turnover

eco-industries (mainly pollution prevention or treatment)

2.3 million

€ 270 billion

+ activities closely dependent on a good quality environment
(environment-related tourism, organic agriculture, renewable
energy etc)

4.4 million

€ 405 billion

+ induced 'knock-on' or 'multiplier' effects

8.6 million

€ 1 trillion

Widest definition- includes all activities dependent on the
environment (all agriculture, renewable energy etc)

21 million

€ 3 trillion

Source: European Commission, 2008b

Increased activity in eco-industries and related activities is mirrored by lower growth
(and sometimes negative growth) in activities that exert negative pressures on the
environment (fossil fuel energy production and distribution and industries producing
intermediate goods, for example) and, to a lower extent, in activities unrelated to the
environmental sector, as illustrated by Figure 12.
These trends reflect a long-term modification of the structure of EU countries towards
less industry-intensive and more service oriented economies. They are also the result
of a change in the structure of the activities within sectors, such as a shift of the energy
sector towards less carbon intensive technologies. These trends are partly the result of
external factors and long-term changes linked to international specialisation of
production. Reallocation of production across countries has resulted in the relocation
of polluting activities from developed to developing countries. As the nature of the
demand has not changed profoundly, the environmental impacts generated by the
demand emanating from European consumers have not necessarily been reduced.
In addition, the extent to which these trends reflect the impact of environmental
policies, especially those that aim to promote sustainable production and
consumption, is highly uncertain and almost impossible to estimate as a variety of
driving factors are at play simultaneously.
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Figure 12: Turnover for selected industrial sectors in the EU-27 (100=2000)
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Impact on jobs: quality vs. quantity



Eco-industries, according to its narrow definition, employ approximately 2.3 million
people directly in the EU, or 1% of the European workforce. This figure climbs at 4
million when closely related activities are included in the perimeter. When including all
the activities related to environment, 20 million people (~10% of the EU workforce) are
concerned.
Figure 13 shows how these jobs are distributed across sector and illustrates the
variability of the results according to the perimeter chosen for eco-industries.

20

as data for the EU-27 is not available before 2004, it has been reconstructed from EU25 data by applying
retrospectively annual growth rates from the first available year for the EU-27 (2004).
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Figure 13: Employment by environment related economic activity (‘000)

Source: European commission, 2007d

According to a UNEP study (UNEP, 2008b), green employment can be generated in at
least four ways:
•

Additional jobs will be created in some areas, like in the manufacturing of
pollution-control devices which are added to existing production equipment;

•

Substitution of some employment, due for example to the shift in demand
from fossil fuels to renewable energy sources, or from truck manufacturing to
rail car manufacturing, or from land filling and waste incineration to recycling;

•

Jobs may be eliminated without direct substitution, due to environmental
regulations banning certain products (such as packaging materials, etc.).

•

Characteristics of certain jobs (i.e. plumbers, electricians, metal workers, and
construction workers) may be altered due to shifts in production processes and
demand towards greener products and technologies. Day-to-day skill sets,
work methods and job profiles are likely to be affected. This change in job
characteristics may result in costs on the short-term, due to a mismatch
between supply and demand of labour in terms of skills required and to lower
productivity associated to the change in methods.

At the aggregate level, policies aiming to promote sustainable consumption and
production are likely to yield net job creations, since eco-industries are characterised
by a higher labour intensity than businesses in the industrial sector. However, a net
positive impact on job creation can be offset by a reduction in the overall quality of the
new jobs offered: substituting one highly qualified industrial job by two less qualified
job in the construction sector, for instance, might result in welfare losses at the
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individual level (lower level of remuneration) as well as at the aggregate level, due to
lower purchasing power that is likely to translate into lower aggregate demand.
There is a risk, as argued in the UNEP study, that the emergence of a green economy
worldwide would trap the poorest in low-skilled, but environmentally-related jobs in
low-pay sectors such as agriculture and waste-recycling. This shift in the skills structure
of the workforce would weigh on average productivity as low-skilled workers have a
lower than average productivity per person. However, if the job creation is for
unemployed people, the overall productivity of the economy and the average
productivity per person will increase.

3.5.2. IMPACTS ON FIRMS AND SECTORAL COMPETITIVENESS
Short-term impacts



Policies aiming at promoting sustainable use of natural resources can lead, in the
short-term, to an increase in production costs. The alternative for companies is either
to increase output prices in order to maintain profitability or keep prices stable to
remain competitive on domestic and foreign markets. This could however lead to a
decrease in profitability, which would inevitably lead on the long-term to lower
investment and weight on competitiveness.
However, the nature and size of these potential impacts vary widely according to a
number of factors:
•

Policy specific factors, related to the type and the design of the policy
introduced (market-based instrument or regulatory instrument, etc.) which
define the nature and level of the constraint imposed on businesses. Setting a
tax on fossil fuel consumption or introducing quotas for specific resources does
not have the same consequences for companies than labelling schemes or
engaging in voluntary agreements.

•

The characteristics of the different sectors, particularly in terms of production
processes (resource intensity), market structure and tradability of the
production (which determines the level of competition both on national and
foreign markets). Companies for which resource use (e.g. fossil fuels) represent
a significant share of their production costs and face a competition from both
local and foreign producers (e.g. textile industry, large strands of the
manufacturing sector) are likely to be the most exposed.

Given the number of potential drivers, the variability in impacts both across sectors
and within sectors is potentially large, as illustrated in Figure 14 in the case of carbon
taxation in France. For example, the energy sector and industries producing
intermediate goods are likely to be the first to suffer from an increase in energy taxes
aiming at reducing fossil fuel consumption. However, within these specific sectors,
businesses that invest on renewable energies and more fuel-efficient production
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processes would be comparatively better-off and potentially even benefit from net
gains compared to the pre-policy situation.
Figure 14: Impact of a carbon tax (32€/tCO2) on industrial sectors in France (% of the
sector’s value-added)
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Source: Maurel & Moisan (2009)

On average, sectors facing intense competition on national and/or foreign markets
might be comparatively more affected, given their limited ability to increase their
output prices in order to maintain their margins. This is likely to be the case for
businesses producing equipment goods or globally traded raw-materials, given the
structure of the market, characterised by a relatively high number of actors and the
nature of the production (highly tradable products, production easily transferable).
Again, intra-sectoral variability is likely to be significant: businesses which have
innovative production processes and differentiated products might suffer less than
others and possibly benefit from net overall gains due to higher demand for their
products.


Medium to long-term impacts

In the medium to long-run, direct gains from reducing resource intensity of production
processes become more apparent and go well beyond the scope of eco-innovation and
related sectors. Increased resource efficiency directly translates into lower costs for
businesses as substitution possibilities become available at a reasonable price. For
example, policies aiming at regulating fossil fuel consumption spur businesses into
finding new and cleaner energy sources. This shift in the energy mix is likely to lead to
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lower costs as alternative energy sources become more widely available and cheaper.
These extra resources generated by reduced energy costs can then be invested and/or
used to reduce output prices and increase price-competitiveness.
Regulating resource use is also likely to provide incentives for businesses to change
their production processes in order to increase their resource efficiency. The costs
induced by innovation on the short-term are partly offset by increases in output prices
(innovation premium) and decreased overtime due to learning effects, as shown in a
recent article by Weis et al. (2010). More efficient production processes have the
potential to yield significant productivity gains and lead to higher competitiveness for
businesses that would have adopted them.
In addition, specific sectors, such as the agricultural sector, may directly benefit from
lower resource consumption: reduced pesticide use, which is an energy-intensive
input, can provide environmental benefits in terms of soil fertility, soil organic matter
and biodiversity, which are also likely to lead to higher crop yields and incomes.
Overall, the combination of reallocation of demand, investments and growth across
sectors and across firms within sectors may result in net positive impacts at the
aggregate level on the medium to long-term, as illustrated by Figure 15 in the case of
shift of the taxation burden from productive capital to resources (green tax shift).
Figure 15: Impact of a green tax shift on GDP growth

Source: ADEME, 2009

3.5.3. NON-MARKET IMPACTS
Industrial activities and resource extraction can potentially have significant adverse
environmental impacts on biodiversity and ecosystems. A more sustainable use of
natural resources would underpin the preservation of well functioning ecosystems
which could deliver services to people and the economy as a whole. Such services may
include:
•
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•

Regulating services, i.e. benefits obtained from eco-system processes that
regulate the environment, such as the regulation of climate, floods, disease,
wastes, and water quality.

•

Cultural services, such as recreation, aesthetic enjoyment and tourism.

•

Supporting services, i.e. services that are necessary for the production of all
other ecosystem services, such as soil formation, photosynthesis, and nutrient
recycling.

These services are not incorporated in global indicators such as the GDP because they
are often difficult to value in monetary terms. An illustration of the services provided
by specific ecosystems is given in Table 2. Not taking into account the negative impacts
on the economy related to degradation and over consumption of resources lead to an
incorrect estimation of potential gains from lower resource consumption.
Table 2: Estimation of reference values for recreation, aesthetic and cultural services
(in € or $ per ha)
Nature of the landscape

Country

Value

Forest

Turkey

0.1$ (~0.1€)

Forest

Canada

15$ (~11€)

Forest

USA

35-88 (~26-65€)

Forest

Scandinavia

15-20$ (~11-15€)

Forest

Italy

77-85$ (~57-63€)

Forest

France

90-126€

Forest

Ireland

250$ (~185€)

Forest

Germany

214$ (~159€)

Forest

Switzerland

216-777€

Forest

UK

134£-2290$ (~1492544€)

Permanent meadows
(excursion/walk)

France

< than for forests

Permanent meadows
(aesthetic amenities)

France

60€

Source: Conseil d’Analyse Stratégique, 2009
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KEY MESSAGES
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•

Most of the EU policy initiatives conceived since the adoption of the
Strategy take into account more or less explicitly the key concepts except of
life-cycle thinking, for which the uptake is still limited. Overall, in these
policies, the concept of sustainable use of natural resources appears to be
the most widespread while decoupling is rarely mentioned explicitly.

•

The key concepts are only heterogeneously and partially taken on board in
the screened post-2005 MS policies. A progress in the integration of the
concepts has been achieved over time, in particular for decoupling.

•

Impacts on production costs and incomes at an aggregate level and also
reallocation of growth among economic sectors, from resource intensive
and polluting to more environmentally-friendly sectors are expected as a
result of a wider diffusion of the key concepts.
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4. RELEVANT INITIATIVES WITHIN AND BEYOND EU
4.1. INTRODUCTION
Analysing initiatives developed by MS since the adoption of the Resource Strategy is of
particular interest to understand how MS have materialised the Resource Strategy’s
recommendations and what lessons can be learnt from their initiatives. Besides, relevant
initiatives exist outside the EU. The analysis of non-EU policy initiatives was meant to
underpin and enhance recommendations for future orientations by complementing the
analysis of MS and EU initiatives and potentially bridging the identified gaps. Keeping in mind
the perspective of policy-makers potentially promoting some features of these initiatives in
their own MS or throughout EU, the focal point of these case studies was to highlight the
lessons that could be learnt from the enforcement of these initiatives, and in particular the
reasons lying behind their success or failure. In that respect, the barriers these policies
encountered and the measures taken to overcome these difficulties are particularly stressed.
In the context of the EU 2020 Strategy of which flagship is to ensure competitiveness and
resource efficiency, the issue of acceptance and feasibility of any initiative throughout EU is
likely to be conditioned by their cost-benefit ratio. In that respect, estimates are provided for
the case of Australia supports its transferability potential. Such quantified information could
not be provided for the cases of China and Japan due to the lack of availability of related data
and the nature of these transversal and holistic frameworks. Nevertheless, a particular
attention is given to the qualitative analysis of potential costs and benefits of taking on board
relevant features of these policies in the EU.
This section first provides an overview of the policy initiatives implemented within and
beyond EU, and summarises the main outcomes of the analysis of the most relevant policies.

4.2. POLICIES IN MS
Much before the adoption of the Resource Strategy, a number of MS were confronted early
on with environmental and economic issues arising from unsustainable resource use and, in
response, developed innovative and efficient resource specific tools and policies. Examples
include Spain which was regularly confronted with water shortages or the Netherlands which
is one of the most densely populated countries, thus calling for a rational management of
land use. However, overall, the trends of resource use observed in many MS illustrate that
much progress still remains to be made for a large range of resources in an enlarged EU.
With the adoption of the Resource Strategy, MS were encouraged to develop measures and
programs to achieve a sustainable use of natural resources. Actually, the whole range of
policies that are relevant for natural resources and that could be implemented do not fall
under exclusive EU competence. MS, on the other hand, have certain policy tools at their
disposal, such as economic instruments, that are difficult to deploy at the EU level.
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4.2.1. OVERVIEW OF MS INITIATIVES
To study the existing initiatives, MS were formally asked by the Commission in 2009 to give
relevant information on the situation of the policies related to the sustainable use of natural
resources. The requested information was relative to the trends of natural resources use and
to the resource-use-related initiatives implemented in the country. In total, reports were
received from 13 MS: Belgium, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Finland, France, Germany, Lithuania, the
Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, and the UK. These reports were provided
to the project team at the beginning of this study.
The reports are characterised by significant difference in their content, which indicates the
variation in the manner in which each MS handles the resource issue. Such specific
approaches also reveal a country’s concerns regarding the natural resources use and its
socio-economic and political conditions. The main differences are noted in terms of the type
of resource and policy initiatives. All resources were not covered in the same manner and
detail: in some reports, MS made a focus on some specific resources while others reported
information linked with energy. Besides, it is worth pointing out that some countries also
reported initiatives linked to product policies (Romania) or waste as resource policies
(Portugal, Slovakia).
Based on this information provided by the MS and on complementary research, existing
actions and policies in MS were identified. This overview of MS initiatives is presented in
Annex III, section A. It highlights a wide range of initiatives at the MS level, either which
tackle specific categories of resource, which have a direct or an indirect impact on resource
use. These initiatives vary by their type, scope, and the method of governance:
MS have implemented different types of initiatives including:

60

•

Strategies or general frameworks, such as the Development Strategy for Forestry
and related sectors in Latvia (2006), the National Strategy on the Development of
Biomass Resources in Romania (2007-2013) and the Water Strategy for England
(2008),

•

Legislation, such as the Law on Natural Resource Tax adopted in Latvia in 2005
(Amendments, 2009), the Framework Law on Water in Luxembourg (2008) and the
Slovenian Decree on Waste Management (2008),

•

Programs, plans, roadmaps or scheme, such as the 2007-2013 Action Program for the
Lithuanian Fisheries Sector (2007) and the Greek National Spatial Plan (2007) and the
Romanian National Long-Term Programme to Encourage the Use of Biomass (20082020),

•

Projects, methods such as the Task Force on Biodiversity and Natural Resources,
launched in 2009, and under development in the Netherlands,

•

Market-based instruments, such as the subsidies for nature and landscape
management introduced in the Netherlands in 2010 and the introduction of a carbon
tax on fossil fuels for non-ETS sectors in Ireland in 2009.
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Some initiatives have a transversal scope and address many or all natural resources,
such as the Cyprian Review of the National Sustainable Development Strategy (2009)
and the Hungarian National Sustainable Development Strategy (2007), while others
address a specific resource or group of resources, such as the Belgium General Plan of
Surface Mineral Resources (2008), the Bulgarian Act for Soil (2007) and the Strategy for
Water Management in Poland (2005). Besides, the initiatives are implemented with
different levels of governance.
Finally, as far as the implementation of National Strategies on natural resources is
considered:
•

Only Finland has implemented a National Natural Resource Strategy.

•

Some MS are developing initiatives other than Strategies to deal with all natural
resources: the Task Force on Biodiversity and Natural Resources in the Netherlands,
the Resource Efficiency Action Plan in Austria, the Law on Natural Resource Tax in
Latvia, and the Natural Resources Conservation and Preservation Programme in
Lithuania.

•

Some MS adopted a National Strategy focused on specific resources (Biomass
Resources in Romania, Water Strategy in England).

On the basis of the reports received and on complementary research, two categories of MS
could be distinguished:
•

The MS who have adopted a pro-active approach to manage natural resources, at
least in regard to specific resources, often referring to the key concepts of the
Resource Strategy. Finland, Austria, Germany and France, for example, are part of
this category. They have taken initiatives to promote the concepts of the Resource
Strategy which go beyond the sheer transposition of EU measures.

•

The MS who seem to be in a lag phase in the management of the natural resources
use. They don’t seem to have developed yet a coherent approach to better
understand and govern the resource use and mainly implemented resource policies
following the leading examples of European measures such as EMAS, Green public
procurement, Integrated Product Policy, WEEE etc. Slovakia, Poland, and Portugal are
examples. However, a few of them have been given a new impulse by the Resource
Strategy. For example, Lithuania has adopted a Natural Resources Conservation and
Preservation Programme in 2007 and Romania is implementing its National Strategy
on the Development of Biomass Resources (2007-2013).

These initiatives were assessed on the basis of criteria such as feasibility, avoided
environmental impacts, degree of innovation, and potential for diffusion to other MS or
scaling up at the EU level. Among the large number of screened initiatives, some were
identified as relevant in the development and implementation of a sustainable resource use
policy, and in-depth studies were conducted on these specific initiatives.
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4.2.2. RELEVANT MS INITIATIVES
In total, nine policies were scrutinised closely and are presented in detail in Annex IV.
For each relevant initiative, the context of implementation, the terms of enforcement with
the barriers and difficulties encountered as well as the potential for diffusion to other MS or
upscaling at the EU level have been highlighted.
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4.2.2.1


Austria: Resource Efficiency Action Plan

Aims

The Austrian Resource Efficiency Action Plan, currently under development and expected to
be adopted by the Government in late 2010 or early 2011, aims to achieve an absolute
decoupling of economic growth from resource use and environmental impacts. The Action
Plan considers the potential for efficiency gains, reducing environmental impacts and
reducing primary resource consumption, over the whole life cycle in a systemic way, while
focusing on the key use-related issues and complementing existing initiatives by targeted
measures.


Implementation

The task of the Action Plan is mainly to coordinate stakeholders already involved and to give
existing initiatives a common direction and guidance for becoming mutually supportive.
Currently, a broad stakeholder consultation process is ongoing, including academia and
business representatives. Its primary objective is to collect opinions on the priorities on
which the Action Plan should focus and to give future orientations. Then, the objectives of
the Action Plan are to be designed, and priority areas are to be selected. Gaps and
contradictions between the existing initiatives are to be identified, and measures are to be
defined which may fill the gaps. Finally, through consensus building, the measures to be
taken and the initiatives to be started first are to be decided.


Transferability/upscaling potential

Preparing a national cross-sectoral horizontal action plan on resource efficiency is an
initiative worth to be considered by all MS. These would be initiatives comparable to the
waste prevention programmes required by the waste framework directive 2008/98/EC.
Austria highlights the lessons learnt from the preparation of the Action Plan:
•

Several initiatives exist which address one or the other potential for efficiency
improvement on different stages of the life cycle.

•

The basis for developing the Action Plan is gaining good knowledge on the existing
initiatives and developing good contact to the stakeholders involved.

•

It is necessary to first open up to all dimensions of natural resource use and all
phases of the life cycle, and then, to focus on the most stringent problems.

•

When performing the task of creating win-win solutions for environment, economy
and the society as a whole, the objectives of reducing the life-cycle environmental
impacts and reducing primary resource demand by increasing eco-sufficiency carry
the same importance.

•

While the setting of quantitative targets for providing a goal to which the resources
may be concentrated would be preferential, exogenous effects and the impossibility
to predict future developments with high precision, makes the setting of the targets
a difficult, maybe impossible task. Thus, it may be necessary to get along with
qualitative targets.
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4.2.2.2

Denmark: Consumption Tax

Aims



Approved by Parliament in May 2009, the Spring Package 2.0 tax reform will gradually come
into force between the years 2010-2019. This initiative reforms or establishes energy and
environmental taxes, which specifically aim at changing behaviour (i.e. affecting the tax base)
towards less resource use by increasing the relative cost of resource intensive energies,
products, technologies and habits.
Implementation



The main difficulties as regards the implementation of the reform is its potential impact on
the country’s economic competitiveness, which is a particular concern for businesses which
have to face a higher tax burden than competitors. Conversely, taxation is however likely to
reduce the overall consumption bills and production costs.
Achievements



Energy taxes have contributed to reduce overall consumption of fossil fuels by stimulating
energy efficiency and increasing the share of non-fossil fuels in the energy mix. However,
taxation is not as efficient in achieving swift changes in every sector, especially when systems
are deeply locked into established technologies as is the case in the transport and energy
sectors. Moreover, with population and economic growth as the main drivers, waste
generation has continued to climb and water use turned out to be little impacted by the
adoption of this policy options.
Nevertheless, the overall acceptance and success of environmental taxation can be
attributed to the history of taxation in Scandinavian countries and to the existence of
alternative resources, such as nuclear- and hydro power instead of fossil fuels based energy
generation.
Transferability and upscaling potential



The extent to which this type of policy can be applied in other MS depends on local
characteristics (e.g. social and political acceptance of taxes), on the degree of awareness on
environmental issues and on the short and long-term prospects in terms of substitution
possibilities and alternative technologies.
Regarding the upscaling of this initiative at the EU level, fiscal instruments are the
prerogative of each MS and EU-wide taxation thus requires the approval of all the MS. It
seems highly unlikely that an agreement on a fiscal reform at the EU level which would aim at
shifting the tax burden from productive capital to natural resources could be achieved, given
the heterogeneity between MS in terms of economic characteristics. EU legislation could
however provide a general framework as regards environmental taxation by MS and
continue gathering and disseminating information on good practices, which is already the
case, for example, with the Directive on Energy Taxation which ensures the application of
minimum taxation levels across MS.
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4.2.2.3


Estonia: Laws governing Material Extraction

Aims

Several policy documents governing mineral resource extraction have recently been adopted
in Estonia including the “Earth’s Crust Act” as amended in 2008 and the “Development Plan
for Mineral Resources” used in the Construction Industry 2010-2020. The “Earth’s Crust Act”
provides the rules and the principles for the exploration, protection and use of the minerals,
with the purpose of ensuring an economically efficient and environmentally sound use of the
earth’s crust.


Implementation

The implementation of the “Earth’s Crust Act” and the “Development Plan for Mineral
Resources” are mainly supported by local authorities and by the Ministry of Environment.
These stakeholders have a large range of instruments at their disposal to foster better
extraction practices. This includes for example minimum period of time for restoration of
disturbed land, national annual extraction quotas and taxes, standardised environmental
impact assessments and extraction volumes reporting, as well as market-based instruments
(i.e. mining land rent). The Plan for Mineral Resources sets quantitative targets, such as the
reuse of construction demolition waste from 40% in 2008 to 60% in 2020.
Both policies seem to encounter several difficulties closely linked to the social acceptance of
mining activities and their effects on the local life. Further adjustments remain to be made to
achieve practical and efficient steps towards more sustainable practices, especially from the
vague guidance given by the Earth’s Crust Act.


Achievements

Both initiatives are still too recent for their outcomes to be consistently assessed. However,
they are overall considered successful with some shortcomings.


Upscaling potential

These policy initiatives in the field of aggregates extraction show a very first attempt of a new
MS to catch up with overall EU standards while at the same time integrating the Resource
Strategy’s key concepts in the field of mining. The main lessons learnt might be about the
variety of instruments deployed to promote better practices in the field of land-use planning.
These initiatives are tailored to Estonia and adapted to its domestic context. This may limit
their transferability to other MS, in particular with different land-use patterns. However,
several features could be successfully implemented at the MS or EU level, such as the
transparency of licensing process or the mining land rent. Overall, if these mining policies
require local adjustments, the EU would gain at considering the different instruments
provided in order to tackle the economic and environmental issues of construction
aggregates more consistently in the different MS.
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4.2.2.4

Finland: Natural Resource Strategy

Aims



Finland’s 2009 Natural Resource Strategy (Strategy) provides a “vision of the Natural
Resource Strategy for Finland for 2030” and promotes the concept of using resources
intelligently by promoting four key strategic goals which are that 1) Finland becomes a
thriving bio-economy generating high added value, 2) it utilises and recycles material flows
effectively, 3) regional resources generate both national added value and local-well-being
and 4) Finland takes initiatives and leads the way on natural resource issues.
Implementation



The Strategy gives future orientations on a range of topics considered focal points to bring
about change towards a more sustainable natural resource use, including the enhancement
of controls over the material cycle, product-centred resource efficiency and interaction
between rural areas and growth centres. Its implementation follows a work plan, with an
iterative process specifying strategic goals, specific steps and periodic reviews of the overall
progress. A number of development projects translate the principles conveyed by the
Strategy in concrete steps. Examples include projects to develop the expertise on the
reserves and characteristics of various types of biomaterials, the establishment of
biorefineries that process organic materials to produce energy and new raw materials and
the development of calculation methods and measures to express the use of natural
resources and material flows.
Achievements



This initiative is still too recent for an assessment of its efficiency but the added value of such
a transversal approach and its potential for being adopted in other MS or upscaled at the EU
level can already be highlighted.
Transferability and upscaling potential



The Finnish Natural Resource Strategy quite clearly follows some of the principles of the
Resource Strategy, such as the improvement of resource efficiency. Its main interest as
regards its diffusion or scaling up at the EU level resides in its long-run and holistic approach
of natural resource use and conservation, for a range of resources and across sector
boarders, which makes the strategy quite unique in the field of resource-related policies. The
Strategy also makes a major step in integrating resource efficiency with business
opportunities.
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4.2.2.5


France: Raw Material Accounting

Aims

Based on the guidelines produced by Eurostat in 2001 and by the OECD in 2008, this project
aims to define a relevant framework for measuring resource consumption by the French
economy. The objective is to provide a set of metrics against which to assess the resource
intensity of the French economy and the effectiveness of environmental policies.


Implementation

In its 2006 Sustainable Development Strategy, France stressed the need for the development
of raw material and natural resource flow indicators for assessing the sustainability of its
economic growth and overall development. The authority in charge of defining the
accounting framework and implementing the calculation methodology is the French Ministry
of Environment and Sustainable Development (MEEDDM). It will work closely with domestic
data providers (e.g. ministries in charge of industry, foreign trade). This initiative is
coordinated by Eurostat, which is responsible for ensuring the coherence of the approaches
across Member States and providing technical guidance.


Achievements

Based on a first set of estimate by the MEEDDM, a first clear picture of France’s main macrolevel flow indicators has been made. For example, France’s Total Material Requirements
(TMR: all the materials required for the economy to function, mobilised in the country or
abroad) have been evaluated at 46 tonnes per inhabitant in 2006.


Transferability and upscaling potential

As this is a new accounting framework in its experimental phase, the potential for
improvement is significant. In particular, measuring hidden flows (unused extracted
resources and resource consumption incorporated in imported goods) is of specific
importance, given the structural evolution of imports towards goods that are more
processed. Hidden flows can represent a significant share of the total resource consumption
(almost 50% in the case of France). This issue is particularly challenging as in order to provide
precise estimates, a clear picture of foreign production processes is needed over the whole
life cycle of products. EU MS need however to work together and share their experience to
be able to develop a agreed upon framework in the long run. This case study is meant to
underline to need for such a process.
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4.2.2.6

Germany: Targets for Resource Efficiency and Raw Material Productivity

Aims



Germany’s federal Government is pursuing the target of doubling raw material productivity,
i.e. the amount of abiotic primary material used to produce one unit of gross domestic
product, from 1994 to 2020. The Federal Ministry of Environment’s 2008 Resource Efficiency
Strategy even strengthens the target of doubling raw material productivity by promoting the
factor 4 (quadrupling resource productivity) in the medium term (i.e. beyond 2020). This
initiative is one of the rare attempts to set quantitative targets regarding overall resource use
in EU.
Implementation



The starting point is meant to structure policy processes and practical initiatives around an
ambitious and challenging target. All industrial sectors including final consumers and public
purchasers are targeted, with special focus on steel, copper, housing, construction and
environmental technologies industries. The outcome is the development of a number of
initiatives in different Länder, such as the Effizienz Agentur set up in North-Rhine-Westphalia.
The PIUS-Check initiative of the Effizienz Agentur an audit scheme, aims at helping SMEs
improve their resource efficiency through the production process.
Achievements



A general trend towards increased resource productivity is observed, as German raw
materials productivity increased at an average rate of 2.9 % per year from 1994 to 2004
(BMU, 2008). In 2007, the overall raw material productivity was by 35.4% higher than in
199421. However, progress remains to be made to achieve the 2020 target: the average
annual increase of raw materials productivity for the period 2004 to 2020 must achieve 4.4 %
per year. The German initiative must contribute to this success even if its impacts cannot be
discerned yet from the general trend. However, specific related initiatives can show great
success in increasing resource efficiency. The Effizienz Agentur has been particularly
successful in assisting SMEs with adapting clean production processes, especially in the metal
processing, the metal finishing and the food processing industries.
Transferability and upscaling potential



This approach mainly tackles abiotic resource use. Expanding it to biotic resources such as
overall biomass may be worth being considered. Moreover, the lessons learnt from the
further implementation of this initiative and the innovative instruments put in place will be a
leading example for setting resource-related targets and coordinating actions within the EU,
in the MS or EU levels, towards a common objective. The PIUS-Check shows great potential
for being scaled up. The potential economic benefit from resource savings by offering the
PIUS-Check to all SMEs in the EU-27 is estimated at EUR 776 million.

21

DESTATIS (Statistisches Bundesamt Deutschland) www.destatis.de
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4.2.2.7


Netherlands: Sustainability criteria for Biomass

Aims

The Netherlands Standardisation Institute (NEN), with the support of market parties, the
government and NGOs, is currently developing the NTA 8080 and 8081 standards to ensure
the sustainable production of biomass along the whole chain and help companies and
consumers adopt more sustainable consumption patterns.


Implementation

This voluntary instrument sets out specific criteria based on the minimum requirements for a
sustainable biomass production recommended in 2007 by the Cramer’s Commission, a
project group which worked on the sustainable production of biomass. A certification
expected to be enforced in 2011 will ensure the compliance of applicants with those criteria.
Barriers and difficulties to the implementation have not been identified yet since the
initiative has just been initiated.


Achievements

This initiative is too recent to be assessed but is proactive in the field of sustainable
production and is expected to bring promising results in mitigating the impacts of resource
use.


Transferability and upscaling potential

In the Netherlands, it is currently foreseen that the certification for complying with
sustainability criteria is applied to companies. It might however be worth investigating the
possibility for biomass purchasing entities such as local authorities or companies which
commit to purchasing solely certified biofuels to use this for promotional purposes. For this
to be done in a logical way NEN’s auditing system could be extended to such entities and for
this type of requirements. Other than the need to adapt the criteria to the specific national
contexts and uses, there do not seem to be major obstacles to a transfer of this policy
initiative to other EU Member States. In addition, there would be good grounds for
investigating the possibility to upscale this policy at the EU level and introduce sustainability
criteria in particular in legislation on biofuels, especially since the Cramers’ criteria are now
widely considered minimum requirements for sustainable production. However, the
indicators would certainly need to be somewhat adjusted as they have been designed for the
Dutch economic, social and environmental context. Furthermore, this initiative would also
show great interest in being expanded to the production of a wider range of resources, such
as abiotic materials.
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4.2.2.8

Portugal: Organised Waste Market

Aims



In September 2009, the Decree-Law No. 210/2009 establishing the Organised Waste Market
in Portugal was adopted. The aim of decree is to create the Organised Waste Market in
Portugal, setting up various online waste transaction platforms which are meant to bring
together waste producers and materials consumers. This market is meant to enhance the
recovery and introduction of materials thereby prolonging their life cycle, cutting demand for
raw materials and promoting industrial symbiosis.
Implementation



Each platform, which is required to meet conditions for sustainability and security, is to be
managed by a private entity which will be responsible for administrative and mediating
aspects. Actors who may use the platforms to carry out waste transactions are all producers
of non-hazardous waste and buyers of raw materials. Portugal took advantage of the
provisions of the EU Waste Framework Directive to turn a number of obligations into
opportunities which it intends to exploit by a strengthened Organised Waste Market.
Achievements



No assessment of the initiative was available at the time this case study was being compiled.
Transferability and upscaling potential



Expanding waste markets across the EU would allow producers and buyers to better use a so
far insufficiently tapped potential to reduce the amount of waste which needs to be treated
and the amount of primary resources extracted. This type of instrument is already been
partially introduced in place in some MS such as the UK, France or Italy, and has also been set
up at regional level in some MS. It would certainly be possible for other Member States to
develop legal frameworks and incentives for the establishment of such systems. The
implementation of such a tool within EU should not encounter major difficulties indeed as
the legal framework already exists to set up such an instrument in the EU (EU Waste
Framework Directive), but differences in interpretation are significant amongst the different
MS.
Furthermore, due consideration might be given to up scaling waste markets for specific
waste streams at the EU level as for certain waste streams the national market might not be
large enough to make the establishment of a market worthwhile. Also the buyers for waste
as raw materials might not always be present in the MS where wastes are produced and
could be put on the “market”.
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4.2.2.9


Sweden: Carbon Tax and Fossil Fuel Use

Aims

The Carbon Tax is a market based instrument which mainly aims at changing consumer
behaviour by setting a price which more adequately reflects the environmental externalities
of fossil fuel consumption.


Implementation

Several factors contributed to the development of the Carbon Tax, such as the long history of
fuel and energy taxation of Sweden, the opportunity to replace fossil fuels with nuclear and
hydro power as well as incineration techniques for waste, and the globally-increasing oil
prices. The Tax has however been criticised because of its alleged adverse impact on
competitiveness of companies and limited environmental benefits due to carbon leakage
(displacement of carbon intensive industries to developing and emerging countries).


Achievements

The introduction of the Carbon Tax has resulted in an observable reduction in fossil fuel
consumption, in particular through the adoption of more resource efficient technologies. If
the Tax was introduced to preserve air quality and reduce greenhouse gas emissions, it has
also quite clearly displayed the potential to result in efforts towards more eco-efficient use of
non-renewable resources.


Transferability and upscaling potential

A number of MS, including Denmark, Finland and Slovenia, have also introduced carbon
taxation. Similar form of taxation might be applied to other natural resources, but it is worth
highlighting that through the taxation of emissions, the carbon tax is currently primarily used
as an instruments to address the environmental impacts of resource use even through in
practice it also contributes to resource savings, generates an income and may reduce
dependency on imports of resources extracted abroad.
Theoretically, resource taxation could be introduced in other MS for a range of resources.
However, the threat to a national industry’s competitiveness often results in such attempts
being abandoned. Moreover, their respective achievements or failures in terms of mitigation
of resource use impacts highlight the fact that MS are affected by taxation in different ways
according to their economic situation, their ability to replace non-renewable resources by
renewable ones and the extent to which their industries depend on specific raw materials.
Therefore, past experiences from various MS such as Sweden may provide some guidance in
the development of similar taxes. The approaches will however always need to be further
adjusted not only to the resource at stake but also to the national context. Although
upscaling such an approach would address the major issue of competitiveness between MS,
the diversity of economic and political contexts within the EU is more than likely to hinder
the implementation of resource taxation at the EU level.
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4.2.3. ANALYSIS OF RELEVANT MS INITIATIVES
The analysis presented in this sub-section is based on the overview of MS initiatives which
are listed in detail in Annex III, and the relevant initiatives presented in the above section,
and in Annex IV. It entails two main outcomes in the context of the implementation of the
Strategy’s objectives. Firstly, MS have at their disposal various action leverages to define and
implement a suitable initiative according to the domestic environmental conditions and
orientation. Secondly, MS could refer to relevant key factors to ensure a successful
implementation of an initiative. Table 3 presents the outcomes.
Table 3: Action leverages at the MS level and key factors for an initiative’s implementation
Action leverages







Nature of initiative
Scope
Steps of the life cycle targeted
Economic agents targeted
Economic sectors addressed
Approach of resource efficiency

4.2.3.1

Key factors for implementation
 Defining clear objectives and targets
 Using project management tools and methods
 Implementing a stakeholders consultation
process
 Establishing information and cooperation
between policy makers and other sector
representatives
 Implementing additional and supportive
measures
 Taking into account and fully implementing the
existing initiatives inside the MS or in other MS
 Assessing the local characteristics when
considering transferability

Action leverages at the MS level

The best practices which have been developed by MS are different in many aspects, including
the nature of action, the scope, the implementation process and the step of development.
The outcome of the analysis of these initiatives entails a better understanding of the actions
leverages at the MS level in order to achieve the Strategy’s objectives:
Nature of the initiative



The MS best practices offer examples of the various measures and programs that MS have
implemented to achieve the Strategy’s objectives. At the MS level, the set of initiatives may
include general frameworks, programs, action and management plans which define the
terms of implementation and tools which support the implementation.
•
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Framework and transversal strategies: In some MS, transversal strategies have been
implemented in order to build a framework for the sustainable use of natural
resources. They provide future orientations and sometimes prioritise some specific
approaches for the implementation of the objectives. The policies can be transversal
across natural resources such as the Natural Resource Strategy in Finland or the
Resource Efficiency Strategy in Germany. They can also target a specific resource or a
group of resources and be transversal across sectors, such as the Criteria for Biomass
in the Netherlands. They cover a wide area of topics related to the use of natural
resources. The achievement of the objectives materialises in a number of actions.
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•

•



Programs, action and management plans: They are developed in order to set the
terms for the implementation and to focus the action on a specific topic related to
the sustainable use of natural resources. For example, France has implemented a
project to work on the definition of an accounting framework and the
implementation of the calculation methodology for raw materials. The Resource
Efficiency Action Plan in Austria, which is currently under development, aims to
organise the action to achieve decoupling.
Tools: MS have at their disposal various typology of tools, including market based
instruments (e.g. the Spring Package 2.0 tax in Denmark), minimum standards (e.g.
the NTA 8080 and 8081 standards for the sustainable production of biomass
developed in the Netherlands), and labelling schemes.

Scope of the initiative

The Resource Strategy covers a wide scope, including a broad range of resources. Also,
depending of the MS orientations and priorities in terms of natural resources use, the
initiative’s scope may cover the issue of natural resources as a whole, a specific resource, or a
group of resources. Some initiatives treat natural resources as a whole, such as the Natural
Resource Strategy in Finland, while some other initiatives seek to target the use of a specific
natural resource or a specific group of natural resources, such as the National Forestry
Strategy in Portugal, the spatial policy for land use and the standards for biomass
implemented in the Netherlands.


Steps of the life cycle targeted

The MS initiatives target one or more stages of the life cycle. Although the link between
waste and resource use is still being explored, end-of pipe approaches have still enjoyed
privilege for a long time, and are nowadays more mature. Today, the development and
promotion of upstream approaches allows some MS countries to develop their own
approach. For example, the Estonia’s “Earth’s Crust Act” focuses on material extraction
phase. In Portugal, the “Organised Waste Market” was established to prolong the life cycle of
materials. As for the Netherlands, they target the production of biomass along the whole
chain.


Economic agents targeted

The screened initiatives for a sustainable use of natural resources target one or many
economic agents. Both producers and consumers in a microeconomic level can contribute to
the change in pattern of natural resource usage. Producers of biomass are targeted in the
Netherlands, while consumers are impacted by the Carbon Tax in Sweden. The Organised
Waste Market in Portugal brings together waste producers and material consumers. The
spatial planning in the Netherlands advocates the involvement of citizens, private sector In
Germany, small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) are targeted in the PIUS-Check
initiative of the Effizienz-Agentur of North-Rhine-Westphalia.


Economic sectors addressed

Depending of the resources which are targeted by the initiative and of the type of initiatives,
one or more sectors can be addressed, in a different way depending on if they are users or if
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they are impacted by the use of the resources. In Finland, the Strategy seeks to involve all
industrial and social sectors although a priority is given to six main areas: bioeconomy,
material cycle, regional resources, international cooperation, administration and regulation
and expertise and communications. In Germany, all industrial sectors are addressed, with
special focus on steel, copper, housing, construction-industry and environmental
technologies industries.
Approach of resource efficiency



The approaches that initiatives follow in resources efficiency diverge from the micro scale of
technological improvements through to system change in the business chain or at a macro
scale:
•
•

4.2.3.2

The Effizienz Agentur initiative supports the implementation of clean production
processes and eco-design in SMEs
The Finnish Strategy integrates resource efficiency with business opportunities.
Key factors to ensure a successful implementation

Another essential outcome of the analysis of the MS initiatives is the identification of key
factors for a successful implementation of an initiative and then, the achievement of the
Strategy’s objectives:
Clear objectives and targets



The successful implementation of an initiative relies on the definition of clear objectives and
targets to be achieved. However, while the setting of quantitative targets on resource use
would be preferential, exogenous effects and the impossibility to predict future
developments with high precision, makes the setting of the targets a very difficult, maybe
impossible task. Thus it may be necessary to rely on qualitative targets. The Resource
Efficiency Strategy in Germany is one of the rare attempts to set quantitative targets
regarding overall resource use in Europe.
Project management tools and methods



Considering the deployment of an initiative as a project itself is a key factor for its successful
implementation. The deployment of an initiative might be based on project management
tools and methods. Using project management principles for the initiative’s implementation
ensures a suitable allocation of resources and means, and the achievement of objectives
while respecting constraints. The project management may include piloting tools such as
control-monitoring and planning. For example, Finland is implementing its Natural Resource
Strategy complying to a work plan, setting strategic goals and specific steps, and scheduling
periodic reviews of the overall progress. An iterative process ensures the reorientation and
adaptation of the goals depending on the outcomes of the reviews.
Stakeholders consultation process



As a first step in the development process of an initiative, a successful consultation process is
a key factor in setting priorities, designing the initiative and finally deploying it. In the design
phase, one of the benefits that arise from a stakeholders’ consultation process is to prioritise
topics and areas by collecting opinions and ideas. As stakeholders are involved in the
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initiative’s definition and/or design, the consultation process is also a key factor for the
stakeholders’ adhesion to the initiative during the implementation phase. The stakeholder
panel is composed by representatives of the relevant sectors and areas which could be
directly or indirectly impacted by the initiative. The composition depends on the objectives
and scope of the initiative.
•
•

•

•

•



In Austria, a stakeholder panel that includes academia and business representatives
was set up to define the scope of the Resource Efficiency Action Plan.
The Finnish Strategy working group involves the participation of policy,
administrative, business, research institutions, interest groups and media
representatives.
To ensure that the sustainable production of biomass is achieved through the
development of the NTA 8080 and 8081 standards, the Dutch Standardisation
Institute has the support of market parties, the government and NGOS.
In Germany, the dialogue process, named “resource productivity and resource
conservation” was organised in the framework of 4-network-innovation-conferences
on the topics of green recovery, factor x, modern information technology, steel,
copper and housing construction
In Germany, for the implementation of the strategy different industrial sectors (up to
now the steel, the copper, the housing-construction-industry and the environmental
technologies industry) are involved.

Cooperation between policy makers and sectoral representatives

Cooperation between policy makers and sectoral representatives give the opportunity to
share views and findings.
•

•

•



For the PIUS-check policy in Germany, the success can be attributed to the good
cooperation between industries, industrial associations, regional government and
national institutions.
Active participation with scientists regarding green innovations and technical
development is also an essential element that needs to be promoted. In Germany,
the Strategy takes into account the fact-finding issues of the research program
“MaRess” (material efficiency and resource conservation) which leads to integrated
branch strategies.
In Finland, the existing background in sustainable forestry management and
renewable energy production helped in the development of the policy.

Additional and supportive measures

Add supportive measures to an initiative can contribute to its implementation and
acceptance by economic agents. For example, when implementing a tax reform, the social
context can be improved through additional measures. The Carbon taxation in Sweden is
complemented with information and education measures.


Deployment of existing initiatives within a MS or in other MS

Successful initiatives are developed by MS both at a local or regional level. Building new
initiatives based on the existing successful ones is a key factor for implementation. The
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Resource Efficiency Action Plan in Austria provides a common direction and guidance to
existing initiatives for becoming more mutually supportive than the design of new initiatives
from scratch.
Assessment of the local characteristics



The extent to which an initiative can be applied in other MS depends on their local social,
economic and environmental conditions, the degree of awareness on environmental issues
and on the short and long-term prospects in terms of substitution possibilities and
alternative technologies. For example, in Scandinavian countries, there is a higher acceptance
to tax than in other European countries. Therefore, the context of a country needs would
have to be analysed before considering the implementation of the initiative independently.
According to the competitiveness of a MS, the main difficulty as regards to the
implementation of an initiative could be its potential negative impact on the country’s
economic competitiveness.
Overall, MS can use various action leverages to implement initiatives in line with the
Resource Strategy. Moreover, the key factors from existing MS initiatives for a successful
implementation have been identified and MS can benefit by taking them into account when
defining and implementing an initiative. In this respect, managing knowledge on best
practices in MS is fundamental to improve the integration of the Resource Strategy’s
objectives in the MS initiatives. Also, improving the awareness of initiatives developed
outside EU gives the opportunity to broaden the knowledge of best practices.

4.3. RELEVANT INITIATIVES OUTSIDE EU
Outside EU, some countries are confronted with particular challenges with regard to the use
of specific resources. They were obliged to investigate, early on, how to reduce the use of, or
better manage, these resources. They have gained experience in the use of different
methods and some of them have by now established mature approaches to manage these
resources. Hence, the identification of initiatives implemented beyond EU, and therefore
designed in different contexts than the EU policy framework, is of great interest while EU
investigates the additional steps which could be taken to achieve a more sustainable use of
the resources.
Based on an extensive information collection, an overview of policies related to resource use
in five countries of particular interest to the EU, Australia, Canada, China, Japan and the
United States, could be established (see Annex III, section B). Among those, the Water
Trading Scheme developed in Australia, the concepts of 3R and Sound-Material-Cycle society
diffused by Japan and the Circular Economy promoted in China were selected according to
their potential interest for MS and EU policy-makers in terms of practical implementation,
environmental performance, added-value and transferability in the MS and EU
environmental, economic and geopolitical context.
These three efficient and innovative policy initiatives underwent an in-depth analysis which is
summarised below (for detailed analysis, see Annex IV, section B). The case study of Australia
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deals with the establishment of market-based instrument to achieve a more sustainable use
of a specific resource. The case study of Japan focuses on the development of a holistic vision
of raw materials management, with the concept of Sound Material-Cycle society based on
reduced consumption of natural resources at the heart of its approach. Less mature than the
Japanese initiative, the Chinese Circular Economy promotion also integrates a life cycle
approach but with a wider scope. As another example, a case study about the historic soil
conservation policy in the US is also provided in the annexes (see Annex IV, section B).
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4.3.1. AUSTRALIA AND WATER TRADING
A mature experience with the use of a market based tool providing the EU with useful
guidance for the design of trading schemes to achieve more sustainable resource use (see
Annex IV, section B.1 for the full case study and sources).
Context and aims



In Australia, the regular threat of water shortages, which has resulted in severe economic,
social and environmental impacts (Quinlivan, 2005), called for a more sustainable use of
water resources. The Australian approach to managing water resources relies on the two
following major policies:
•
•

the Water Reform of 1994 and the National Water Initiative (NWI) of 2004
the Water Act (2007), its 2008 amendment and associated regulations (2008)

These policies established the rules for the implementation of the “water trading” system as
a way to optimise the autonomous allocation between competing users of the increasingly
scarce water resources according to their most valuable use.
Implementation



Water trading provides irrigators with increased investment security and flexibility to
respond to market conditions while achieving greater security of supply and protecting the
environment, especially through the system of governmental payback for water savings. The
National Water Initiative defined specific objectives to be achieved, such as “completing the
return of all currently overallocated or overused systems to environmentally sustainable
levels of extraction (obj.4)”, whose progress is monitored by performance indicators.
Achievements



Water trading has shown to be of great support for farmers in drought conditions, as it nearly
halved the impact of a 20% reduction in water allocations on gross regional incomes.
However, little evidence has been given on environmental outcomes so far. Besides, Despite
its significant achievements, the implementation of water trading has encountered several
difficulties, including the low reliability of governance patterns (reluctance to withdraw from
irrigation infrastructure investment), the difficulty to manage water consistently with the
diversity of climatic conditions and hydrological systems among regions, and the
development of interstate trade and of the trade between urban and rural areas.
Transferability within the EU



The Australian initiative could serve as useful guidance for the implementation of market
based tools in the context of European provisions, such as those entailed in the Water
Framework Directive. Given the estimated cost of the introduction of such a water policy in
the EU (3.9 EUR/m3), the EU might have interest in identifying MS candidates to optimise the
benefits. For example, an investment of approximately EUR 36 billion in Bulgaria, Greece,
Spain and Romania could result in total potential water savings of around 6,600 million m3
annually (COWI, 2010).
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4.3.2. SUSTAINABLE MATERIAL CYCLE POLICIES IN JAPAN
A coherent integration of the life-cycle concept into a national strategic framework to
support the development of a sustainable material-cycle society (see Annex IV, section B.2
for the full case study and sources).


Context and aims

The economic and social consequences of the high Japanese dependency on raw material to
supply the domestic demand for goods and the export industries led to the recognition of the
need to maintain a reliable long-term supply of raw material through their sustainable
management. Furthermore, the significant environmental problems due to the shortage of
final disposal sites and prolonged periods of inappropriate waste disposal foster the
development of the 3R (Reduce, Reuse, Recycle) and sound material cycles (SMC).


Implementation

Several indicators allow setting specific targets and monitoring progress. The material flow
indicators aim to restrict resource inputs, clarify the sources of waste generation and foster
the cyclical use of material (e.g. resource productivity, cyclical use rate). The effort indices
measure the progress of measures and effort undertaken by entities towards the
establishment of an SMC society, to provide information and to formulate future policies.


Achievements

The monitoring of these indicators showed the great success of the set of policies in saving
resources by reusing and recycling raw materials, and in reducing the amount of related
waste by the establishment of closed loops, therefore mitigating the related environmental
impacts. Japan is today a leading example of absolute decoupling between economic growth
and resource use. Although it benefited from the development of trade and favourable
society’s requirements to reduce its material consumption, the success of Japan’s material
policy must be attributed to its intrinsic assets, including the thorough integration of the
concepts of life cycle, eco-efficiency and decoupling and the setting of specific and
homogeneous indicators.


Transferability within the EU

A whole range of features of the Japanese material policy could be successfully implemented
at the EU level. Although the modern approach of “waste hierarchy” has already been
introduced in the EU in several policies, the originality of the Japan’s strategy is to go beyond
the mere waste strategy by providing a core legislative framework based on the idea of life
cycle and the integration of resource, waste and product policies. The EU could also benefit
from this integrated policy as an interesting signal of resource inefficiencies to develop new
business opportunities. As regards its practical transferability, the efforts of Japan to diffuse
this sound material cycle strategy worldwide, starting with Asia, put emphasis on the
necessity to geographically expand this policy to ensure its consistency, especially given the
development of global material trade. However, it also stresses the need to take more into
account the specificities of local contexts.
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4.3.3. CHINA’S CIRCULAR ECONOMY
China’s circular economy promotion law is a comprehensive, thoroughly integrated,
environmental strategy. Based on a visually strong and intuitive concept (the circular
economy), it could be of importance in establishing a more strongly interlinked approach to
EU resource and waste management in the EU (see Annex IV, section B.3 for the full case
study and sources).
Context and aims



Environmental depletion and resource dependence have constituted a bottleneck for the
future economic development of China. Passed in 2008, the Circular Economy Promotion
Law, which is the nation’s most comprehensive environmental law in recent years, is aimed
at “facilitating circular economy, raising resources utilisation rate, protecting and improving
environment and realising sustainable development”. It tries to couple resource conservation
and environmental protection with economic development and social advancement. The
concept of circular economy is used to designate the activities of decrement, recycling and
resource recovery in production, circulation and consumption which is derived from the
Japan’s “3R” principle.
Implementation



The Law touches a large range of resources and covers several sectors, including the
manufacturing industry but also the tertiary sector. The design of a core legislative
framework as a basis for future environmental legislation is remarkable in comparison with
many countries that confine to non-binding policy documents such as guidelines or strategic
documents. Mandatory provisions are set out such as a catalogue of articles subject to
compulsory recycling and another list of “encouraged, restricted and eliminated techniques,
equipment, materials and products”. Nevertheless, how to achieve their practical
implementation would require clarification.
Achievements



It is still too early to assess the actual effectiveness of the Law. Its wide-ranging ambition can
however be considered both as a strength with regard to ambition and scope and as a
weakness with regard to its practical implementation.
Transferability within the EU



A number of aspects encompassed in the Chinese circular economy law have already been
enacted at the EU level, in particular through its waste legislation such as in Germany (Closed
Substance Cycle Waste Management Act, 1996). Although some of their features turned out
to be innovative and exemplary, their limitations (e.g. cost-benefit ratio, risk for
competitiveness) now call for a new perspective, and maybe them being recast. The added
value of the Chinese legislation is its clearly stated goal of achieving a Circular Economy
across resources and sectors through a core strategic framework. The identification of the
specific sectors that need to be particularly monitored, because they appear to be resource
intensive, bears the potential to steer public debate on the environmental costs of the goods
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they produce, and to oblige the companies to which this measure would apply to produce a
similar output with less resource input.

4.3.4. MAIN OUTCOMES AND LESSONS LEARNT
The analysis of these three examples of best practices, of which two were already proven to
have significant “real-world” effects, highlight their respective interest for policy-makers. It
would not be appropriate to praise these policies as leading and ideal examples to be strictly
followed in EU since they were designed in specific economic, environmental and geopolitical
contexts and have their own limitations. Nevertheless, although some aspects of these
policies are not relevant in the European context, the EU and MS may gain in further
considering some of their features. The outcomes of the analysis point to potential courses of
future action with regards to the gaps identified during the Resource Strategy assessment.
The Australian example (see Annex IV section B.1) illustrates an innovative initiative of
water trading which results in great water savings. Firstly developed at a state level, it is
being developed at an interstate level. The main outcomes are the establishment of agreed
standards for measuring water commodities and the improvement in water metering and
accounting. Also, this initiative results in the definition of interesting trading rules.
Nevertheless, the water trading scheme has to be combined with regulatory measures to
hinder overexploitation. Based on the lessons learnt from the Australian experience, the EU
might define specific regions according to geographical and environmental features and
develop market-based instruments implemented at a regional level even if monitored at MS
and EU levels. These instruments might be combined with other adequate measures. For the
most efficient implementation of water trading, the EU might have interest to identify the
MS candidates to launch an innovative initiative in the field of water management in order to
optimise benefits. More generally, the Australian initiative demonstrates the potential of
market-based tools, under certain conditions, as a flexible, efficient and reactive way of
managing a targeted resource with the idea of optimising its use in order both to ensure its
long-term supply in a cost-efficient way and mitigate the related environmental impacts. This
option may therefore be worth considering within the EU for a range of resources depending
on the environmental, economic and geographical (local or global relevance) impacts of
resource use, and in particular on the significance and urgency of the risk of shortages.
Difficulties might be overcome related to the measure of the resource metering and
accounting and the definition of resource trading rules. This instrument should however be
considered in the combination with other tools (such as mandatory restrictions on use to
prevent from overexploitation for example) in order to ensure the efficient use and
availability of the resource at the short, medium and long-terms.
The Japanese initiative (see Annex IV, section B.2) illustrates the successful integration of
the life-cycle thinking concept into a legislative framework, supported by a set of
monitoring indicators. It raises interest when demonstrating in particular how a waste policy
can be closely linked to the use of natural resources and reciprocally. Furthermore, the sound
material cycle policy is also interesting since it illustrates the fact that a strategic framework
related to material management does not necessarily impede the overall competitiveness of
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social and economic development, one of the strong concerns in Europe. On the contrary,
such a material management should be considered as a considerable asset for signalling
resource inefficiencies and new business opportunities (UBA, 2006). It stimulates the
economy by fostering the creation of markets for environmental goods and services, driving
innovation and ensuring long-term supplies of material on which rely our societies.
Largely inspired from Japan and previous European experiences, the emerging Circular
Economy of China (see Annex IV, section B.3) is interesting for the EU since it illustrates a
new attempt to develop this new paradigm across sectors and resources through a core
strategic framework, with the aim of simultaneously conserving inputs, managing waste, and
achieving sustainable development.
The Circular Economy example of Japan and the one, less mature, of China, suggest that EU
could benefit from a more integrated approach in the field of resources even if some past
or emerging initiatives at the MS and EU levels show conceptual progress toward the
integration of the life-cycle thinking. In particular, both these initiatives potentially point to
bringing the resource, product and waste strategies closer together since they are integral
parts of a common loop. The EU legislation in the area of waste and resource policy would
therefore benefit from being recast in a way which would provide the different set of
measures currently scattered across several major policy initiatives within a similarly
coherent framework stating a similarly clear ultimate objective to guide the implementation
of future policies.
Despite the great success of the Japanese material cycle policy, several barriers were
encountered that remain to overcome and that imply providing useful guidance for future
actions to be considered across the EU (see Annex IV, section B.2). The improvement
possibilities mainly include the need for better conciliating environmental issues and
business opportunities, the lack of consistency of national and local policies related to
material and waste management elaborated by the central and local governments, and the
need for promoting the sound material-cycle concept across borders. Likewise, the first
outcomes of the Circular Economy of China (see Annex IV, section B.3) show that its
overarching ambition seems limited by the complexity of its practical implementation. The
first results expected to be delivered by the system set by the Circular Law in order to assess
and audit the Circular Economy, associated with several monitoring systems, may provide
great guidance for the implementation of such a core framework at the EU level. Moreover,
the achievement of the Circular Economy seems to be strongly linked to the global economy.
The slow implementation of the Law may indeed be partly attributed to the recent economic
downturn following the financial crisis. This intrinsic weakness should be kept in mind.
Furthermore, and despite the conceptual progress of the Circular Economy of China, the
relative efficiency that is promoted seems to hinder efforts towards absolute decoupling.
This outcome should be taken seriously into account by EU since it targets absolute
decoupling.
The Japanese and Chinese experiences also point to worth-investigating new courses of
actions.
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•

Firstly, EU approaches may seek to better consider and integrate environmental
vulnerabilities such as the air and water pollution, energy and land allocation in
transversal and systemic approaches that for now especially focus on material
management.

•

Secondly, the definition of a set of indicators monitoring progress towards concrete
targets may help achieving complex strategic objectives.

•

Thirdly, even if countries like Japan have proven to achieve absolute decoupling for a
range of materials, the idea of absolute versus relative decoupling might gain at
being further promoted, especially in relation with the observance of the thresholds
of overexploitation.

The relevance of these potential courses of action for the EU or MS will be further considered
in the following sections.

KEY MESSAGES
•

Approaches in MS vary regarding the implementation of the
recommendations of the Resource Strategy, some of them having adopted
a pro-active approach to manage natural resources.

•

MS can have recourse to many action leverages to design and deploy
initiatives which will be adapted to their requirements and domestic
characteristics, while tending to achieve the Resource Strategy’s
objectives.

•

Lessons learnt from existing initiatives in MS highlight key factors for a
successful implementation of a resource-use-related policy.

•

EU and MS dispose of a broad range of resource-use related initiatives;
among them, market-based instruments have demonstrated their
potential to contribute to a more sustainable use of natural resources.

•

EU could benefit from a more integrated approach in the field of resources
for example the mature model of Japan.
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5. ASSESSMENT OF THE PROGRESS ACHIEVED BY THE
RESOURCE STRATEGY
This section aims to assess the progress made towards the achievement of the Strategy’s
objective – double-decoupling – since its adoption, five years ago. For this purpose, the
implementation of actions and strategic leverages promoted by the Resource Strategy has been
closely looked into.
This assessment is based on the hindsight gained from the findings of previous sections and on
new inputs regarding the implementation of the few actions specifically promoted by the
Resource Strategy such as the establishment of a Data Centre, an International Panel on
resource use, and a High-Level Forum. It has also taken into account previous assessments of the
Resource Strategy, including the impact assessment available in annex of the Communication22,
an assessment on behalf of the European Parliament23, the contribution of Members of the
Network of Heads of European Environment Protection Agencies on the Resource Strategy24,
and positions of stakeholders from NGOs, businesses and MS and EU representatives.
Although this assessment has been built on an in-depth desk study and a broad stakeholder’s
consultation, access to information may have been restricted by the limited hindsight of policymakers, stakeholders and experts on the outcomes of the 5-year-old Resource Strategy. The
absence of quantitative targets also makes it all the more difficult to measure the progress
achieved. Finally, this study could not be based on the contribution of the 27 MS, even though
several MS brought significant support.
The objective of this section is therefore to provide a clear picture of the progress achieved by
the Resource Strategy while acknowledging the limitations of this analysis. In particular, it
attempts to answer the following key questions:
•

To what extent have the specific actions promoted by the Resource Strategy been
implemented?

•

To what extent have some strategic leverages of the Resource Strategy, that are
awareness, understanding and knowledge, policy formulation and initiatives
implementation, and policy integration, been developed?

•

To what extent has the key objective of absolute decoupling been achieved?

22

European Commission, 2005c
European Parliament, 2006
24
UBA, 2006
23
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5.1. GENERAL OVERVIEW
Legend:
Efforts allocated

No
effort

Outcomes

Significant
effort

No
outcome

Little
outcomes

Significant
outcomes

Table 4: Key findings on the implementation of the actions promoted by the Resource Strategy
Action
Timeline
Status
Key findings
Efforts x
outcome
Data Centre

Dec. 2006

Completed
2006

•
•

•
•

•

Indicators

By 2008

Ongoing

Measuring
progress in
efficiency and
productivity

By 2008

Completed

•
•
•
•
•

Assessing
negative
environmental
impacts of
resource use

By 2008

Developing a
single ecoefficiency
indicator

By 2008

Ongoing

•
•
•

Ongoing
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Large range of indicators
Improvement of quality with less
uncertainties
Better description of material
flows: indirect and hidden flows
A few knowledge gaps (e.g. land)
Ongoing debate on the correlation
between productivity, outcomes
and competitiveness
Significant efforts
Few indicators, based on LCA
Methodological and conceptual
weaknesses

No progress due to:
•

•

86

Established
Roles: Web-based portal to access
information, coordination tool,
Information hub
Access general public?
Little information on projections
on material use and cross-cutting
themes
Little information on outcomes

The difficulty of harmonizing
approaches and aggregating
indicators
The lack of appropriate indicators
of environmental impacts
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Action

Timeline

Status

Key findings

High Level Forum

No
Not tackled
timeline set

•

No progress

International
Panel

No
Established
timeline set in 2007

•

Established
Dissemination of policy-relevant
information at the EU and global
scales
Promotion of life-cycle thinking
Better understanding of key global
environmental impacts of resource
use

•

•
•

Table 5: Key findings on the progress of the development of strategic leverages of the
Resource Strategy
Strategic
Details
Status
Key findings
leverage
Raising
awareness

Improving
understanding
and knowledge
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Policy
Ongoing
makers,
scientific
community,
stakeholder
s and
general
public

•

European
resource
use

Ongoing

•

Negative
Ongoing
environme
ntal impact
of resource
use

•

Concepts
promoted
by the
Resource
Strategy

•

Ongoing

•

•

•

•

Efforts x
outcome

Efforts x
outcome

Dissemination information
relevant to resource use via a
variety of communication channels
(e.g. data centre, international
panel, workshops)
Several targets:
o Development of the sciencepolicy interface
o Association of public and
private stakeholders with the
communication process
o Less dissemination towards
the general public
Insufficient understanding and
conceptualisation of resourcespecific approaches despite the
development of several indicators
Insufficient understanding of the
environmental impact of resource
use
Development of indicators in
progress
Significant uptake of the key
concepts, especially at the EU level
Heterogeneous or uneven
application of the key concepts
across policies and MS
Lack of concrete approaches to
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Strategic
leverage
Fostering the
development of
initiatives

Details

Status

Key findings

EU

Ongoing

•

MS

Ongoing

•
•

Fostering the
integration of
life-cycle
thinking and the
development of
cross-sectoral
policies

EU and MS

Ongoing

•

•

•

Efforts x
outcome

apply concepts
Development of EU policies which
encompass the objectives of the TS
Development of EU MS resourcerelated initiatives in specific fields
Strong disparities between
countries
Significant uptake of life-cycle
thinking, especially in traversal
policies
Low uptake in the High Level
Group on Competitiveness, Energy
and the Environment (HLG)
Significant consideration of lifecycle thinking in the latest EC
impact assessment guidelines

Table 6: Key findings on the progress of the achievement of the objectives
Objective
Detail
Status
Key findings
Achieving
decoupling

Resource
use from
economic
growth

Ongoing

•
•
•
•

Environmental
impacts of
resource
use from
economic
growth
Preventing
European
renewable
resource
resources from
use
over-exploitation
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Ongoing

•

•

Ongoing

•
•
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Efforts x
outcome

Significant progress in resource
efficiency
Achievement of relative
decoupling
No achievement of absolute
decoupling
On-going debate on the choice of
decoupling as an objective
On-going research on the link of
environmental impacts and
economic growth at macro and
micro levels, at local, EU and global
scales
Development of indicators under
progress
Increasing awareness
Difficulty to assess the threshold of
overexploitation
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5.2. IMPLEMENTATION OF SPECIFIC ACTIONS
The Resource Strategy specifically calls for the launch of four initiatives meant to lay the
foundations of EU, national and international policies in the field of sustainable resource use of
for the next 25 years. In particular, it calls for:
•

the establishment of a “Data Centre for policy-makers to enhance and improve the
knowledge base on resource use and its environmental impacts”,

•

the development of a set of indicators to measure progress achieved,

•

the establishment of a High-Level Forum to “facilitate the development of national
measures”,

•

the establishment of an International Panel on the sustainable use of natural resources
to address “the global aspects of resource use and environmental impacts”.

This section aims to assess the progress made in the implementation of these specific actions
since the adoption of the Resource Strategy.

5.2.1. SUPPORTING KNOWLEDGE BASE: DATA CENTRE
In order to enhance and improve the knowledge base on resource use and its environmental
impacts, the Resource Strategy suggested the establishment of a Data Centre by December
2006.
In 2008, the development of this Data Centre was stated as a key priority in the field of
environment statistics in the 2008 Database of International Statistical Activities (see additional
information in Annex V.A for more information). Today, this Data Centre is used by the four
European institutions as a web-based portal to access information, as well as a coordination
tool. The Data Centre for Natural Resources and Products also plays the role of information hub
for the DG Environment. It provides Metadata (or contextual information), raw data on the most
detailed disaggregation level, indicators (aggregated data), assessments (thematic analysis) and
tailor-made information related to specific requests. Amongst its two modules, the module on
natural resources has been developing estimation methods for the main material flow accounts
that the EU-27 aggregates on resource use, whereas the module on products has been building
up life-cycle analysis tools to better understand the environmental impacts of resource use at
each stage.
Despite these efforts, there are very few projections of material use over the coming decades,
neither for the EU nor at the global scale. The data base and knowledge about patterns and
drivers of material use only recently surpassed the critical threshold required to make
reasonable projections and scenario calculations. Currently, only two comprehensive scenario
studies dealing with overall material flows in the EU have been published and they are limited to
forecasts of material extraction without covering trade and material consumption (see Annex I,
section 4.4).
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Although the establishment and operation of this Data Centre is significant progress in itself,
little information is available on the actual outcomes of the Data Centre. An early assessment
(European Parliament, 2006), however, pointed out some limitations:
•

The access of the portal of the Data Centre requires a specific identification code from
an EU institution which is not available for the general public.

•

the dissent regarding the responsibility for the assessment and analysis of data in order
to provide policy-relevant information, which is likely to hinder the progress achieved by
the Data Centre,

•

the complexity of providing information on cross-cutting themes as it requires close
coordination with other Data Centres.

5.2.2. DEVELOPMENT OF INDICATORS TO MONITOR AND REPORT
As part of the basket of specific actions to be implemented, the Resource Strategy calls for the
development, by 2008, of a set of indicators “building on the substantial work already
undertaken in the fields of environmental accounting, material flow accounting and life cycle
inventories”. It should include:
•

indicators to measure progress in efficiency and productivity in the use of natural
resources, including energy,

•

resource-specific indicators to evaluate how negative environmental impacts have been
decoupled from resource use, and

•

an overall indicator to measure progress in reducing the ecological stress of resource use
by the EU (eco-efficiency indicator).

This section aims to assess the progress achieved in each of these areas by providing a clear
picture of the indicators available, the main research directions and the barriers or difficulties
which remain to be overcome for a better monitoring and reporting of resource use and its
environmental impacts. In particular, it will stress the knowledge and methodological gaps to
monitor and measure environmental impacts.
5.2.2.1

Measure progress in efficiency and productivity in the use of natural resources

In the past years, the physical dimension of economic processes, in particular the socioeconomic use of materials, was increasingly recognised internationally as a focal issue in
sustainable development (European Parliament and Council, 2002). Today, resource efficiency
has even become the flagship of the EU 2020 Strategy (European Commission, 2010). This
acknowledgement substantially increased the need for economy-wide, reliable and comparable
time-series data and indicators for material use. These data and indicators have a crucial role in
understanding the environmental impacts and the inter-linkages that occur in the use of the
resources, which eventually assist policy makers to set effective policies and measurable
objectives. Although GDP is a widely accepted indicator to measure economic growth, there is
still today no consensus on the best indicator to describe the use of natural resources in an
economy. Considerable efforts have been put forth in the past few years in the development of
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tools to measure and monitor mass flows and resource consumption, but further progress needs
to be accomplished.
More specifically:


Recently, economy wide MFA has emerged as an important tool in monitoring socioeconomic resource use, both at international, EU and national levels. Knowledge gaps
however remain regarding the accounting of hidden and indirect flows.

Over the past decade, MFA has been used as a framework for documenting and analysing an
economy’s material resource use. One of the main strengths of MFA is its systemic approach: it
seeks to cover all raw materials extracted from nature, and follows them through their life cycle
until they are finally returned back to the environment (BIOIS, 2010).
In its 2006 report25, the Network of Heads of environment protection agencies mentioned the
poor quality of global data on material flows and resource inventories. Today, significant
progress has been made in these areas (see sections 2.2 to 2.4 and Annex I, sections 4.2.2.5 and
4.2.2.6). A large range of indicators has been developed or improved (e.g. Domestic Material
Consumption - DMC, Domestic Extraction Used - DEU, Unused Domestic Extraction - UDE, Direct
Material Input - DMI, Total Material Input - TMI, Total Material Requirement - TMR, Raw
materials equivalents – RME, etc.)26.
Several national initiatives have also been working in this direction. Some MS have brought
innovative ideas and significant support by working on conceptual and methodological
approaches of material flows accounting in relation to resource productivity (e.g. Raw material
accounting in France and targets setting in Germany, see sections 4.2.2.5 and 4.2.2.6). For
example, Germany worked on an indicator of abiotic raw material productivity defined as the
ratio between gross value added and the sum of domestic abiotic raw material extraction and
imports. It therefore describes the efficiency with which “non-renewable raw materials” are
used in the national economy (OECD, 2008). The German initiative also provides SMEs with a
toolbox of services which includes resource cost accounting. Likewise, the French Ministry of
Environment and Sustainable Development (MEEDDM) is working closely with domestic data
providers to define the accounting framework and implement the calculation methodology.
This initiative is coordinated by Eurostat, which is responsible for ensuring the coherence of the
approaches across MS and providing technical guidance.
Due to the strong efforts to standardise accounting principles and estimation methods, and the
high quality of primary data available for MS, uncertainties of MFA data and derived indicators
have been significantly reduced. MFA data can be considered to be of reasonable quality
sufficient for cross country comparison and the interpretation of development over time.
However, while accounting principles and estimation procedures for used flows may be widely
standardised, this is not yet the case for unused extraction and indirect flows associated with
imported/exported materials. The quantification of unused and indirect flows is a difficult task
and methods for their inclusion into MFA accounts are still being developed.

25

UBA, 2006
Ibid

26
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To tackle the issue of burden-shifting, attempts to measure imports and exports are
currently carried out by Eurostat and several research groups with the development of
methods for the quantification of RME.



The inclusion of upstream flows may considerably change the overall picture of trends and
patterns, and their inclusion may provide a better picture of overall material use (see section
2.2). In two recently completed studies, the RME of Austria and Czech Republic were calculated
using a similar method which is based on monetary input-output data for each economy paired
with coefficients based on Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) for select resource flows.
Similar monitoring tools need to be developed to account for global land requirements
associated with EU imports/exports of biomass products. This is of particular importance in light
of strategies aiming at the large scale substitution biomass for fossil fuels.


The issue of hidden flows is currently tackled through the development of specific
indicators such as the Total Material Requirement (TMR) and the TMC (Total Material
Consumption).



Resource Productivity is a central concept in the Resource Strategy but is criticised for a
certain number of weaknesses regarding its link with economic activity.

There is an ongoing, decades-old research effort focused on first consistently measuring material
flows of EU countries, and secondly on systematically understanding the links between the
physical and the monetary economy. However, there is an ongoing debate regarding the
potential links between RP and economic activity. Knowledge gaps remain in some areas, in
particular related to land use. Although a number of quantified indicators have been
established (statistical data on the development of land use and land cover from Eurostat), data
sets often cover selected years and show data gaps for some EU-27 MS. In particular, data on
land taken by urban settlements and infrastructure are less comprehensive than the one
collected for agricultural and forest areas. Likewise, much progress remains to be made to
provide quantitative data on land use imports and establish a better link between land and
resource use.
Effort put towards the development of indicators of resource efficiency and productivity has
been significant. However, they have to be followed up in order to continue increasing our
understanding of resource use and efficiency from a global perspective, as data availability
sometimes needs to be improved (e.g. TMR, data on land requirements). Yet, what was already
mentioned in the 2006 assessment is even more valid today: sufficient operational indicators
exist to ensure a first attempt of target setting in strategic areas. In 2008, several EU countries
already used material flows indicators to set quantitative objectives (e.g. Austria, Netherlands,
Spain) or quantitative time-bound targets (e.g. Germany, Italy, Poland).
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5.2.2.2



Evaluate how negative environmental impacts have been decoupled from
resource use

Indicators measuring environmental impacts of resource use are scarce despite
considerable research efforts.

The complexity of assessing environmental impacts of resource use was already foreseen in the
impact assessment associated with the Communication on the Resource Strategy (European
Commission, 2005c). Today, despite the significant efforts in the field of indicators, the
assessment of environmental impacts still lacks of standardised methodologies.
So far, even if empirical findings gave interesting outcomes (see Annex I, section 3.6.4), no
comprehensive impact coefficients per unit resource use have been calculated. To our
knowledge, no quantitative time series data for environmental impacts exists, not even for
specific countries or specific impacts. Today, generally two aggregate indicators attempt to link
quantitative data on the amounts of resources consumed (from material flow accounts) with
information on the specific environmental harm (e.g. global warming) of different types of
materials on the macro level: the Environmentally Weighted Material Consumption (EMC) and
the Ecological Footprint (EF). Another accounting framework is given by Environmentally
Extended Input Output Analysis (EE-IOA). This approach combines Input Output Tables with
national accounting matrices including environmental accounts (NAMEA) which contain
information on the most prominent emissions, wastes and resource use (see Annex I, section
6.4).
Presented by the University of Leiden in the Netherlands, EMC is so far the most advanced
indicator derived from so-called “LCA” databases (Van der Voet et al., 2005), which is meant to
estimate the contribution of different materials to environmental impacts. It is based only on a
selection of base materials and measures only 13 quantifiable categories of impacts, which can
result in problems of selection, aggregation and weighting.
The Ecological Footprint (EF) was originally not defined as impact measure but rather as a
headline indicator of high communicative power which combines information from resource use
with CO2 emissions and land use. The EF meanwhile reached high visibility and calculations are
conducted for all countries in the world also in time series. The main strength of the EF is that it
refers to a very comprehensive benchmark – land area. Furthermore, results appear to be selfexplanatory (see Annex I, section 6.4).
These indicators are actually criticised for a number of methodological weaknesses27 and are
far from satisfactory with regard to measuring environmental impacts. For example, the
environmental impacts of material flows depend on various factors including the quantity of
flows in terms of material moved in space and time, the potential impact of the material moved
and the features of the exposed environmental system (Bringezu and Bleischwitz, 2009). In
addition, these indicators are far from ready for use in regular monitoring and reporting.
Moreover, most indicators don’t allow the identification of environmental impacts identified for
specific economic sectors activities, categories of demands (housing, food and mobility being
27

An example is given by Haberl et al., 2001
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identified as having the greatest environmental impacts (Van der Voet et al., 2005)) or for
specific functionalities.
Despite the research effort, the specific environmental impacts of material use are far less
understood. And yet, the understanding of resource “use”- specific impacts has been identified
as crucial to the formulation of policy targets.
Significant efforts have been made by the EU towards the collection of data and
development of methodologies related to life cycle assessment in order to better
understand environmental impacts of resource use.



As stated by in 2003 (European Commission, 2003), Life Cycle Assessments may provide the best
framework for assessing the potential environmental impacts of products currently available.
The need for more consistent data and consensus LCA methodologies was however underlined.
In this context, a series of studies and workshops were planned. In 2005, a European Platform of
Life Cycle Assessment was launched. This joint project between DG ENV and the JRC has been
focusing on methodological needs and underlying data. Together with the Thematic Strategy on
the Prevention and Recycling of Waste, the Resource Strategy calls upon the development of
appropriate indicators to support the idea of life-cycle thinking.
The European Commission is committed to providing support and guidance to businesses and
policy makers in life-cycle thinking and assessment, to which a specific website28 is today
dedicated. In particular, the section on life-cycle assessment provides overall information on the
objectives and rationale of this approach, on the projects in progress, on relevant publications,
on the partners, and indicators, databases and data available. The recent publication of the ILCD
Handbook, which gathers several guidance documents on life-cycle assessment, must be
acknowledged as significant progress. The publication of specific reports (e.g. JRC (2007),
recommendations for life-cycle based Indicators for Sustainable Consumption and Production in
the EU, Outcomes of the 3rd International Life- cycle Thinking Workshop on “Sustainability and
Decoupling Indicators: Life cycle based approaches”), brochures and flyers have also contributed
to the development of LCA-based indicators.
Although the EU has made some good advances via the European Platform on LCA, this area
must be strengthened in order to provide meaningful indicators that create a link between
resource use and environmental impact.
The correlation between environmental impacts and resource use at the macro level may
justify the “reduction of resource use” to mitigate environmental impacts.



Although mass flow indicators do not directly display environmental impacts, they are frequently
used as proxy indicators of environmental impacts. There is actually a correlation between the
material flows of DMC and environmental impacts on the macro-level. This was shown by the
comparison of the DMC and EMC indicators (Van der Voet et al., 2005). From this result, one can
therefore assume that, at the macro level, an overall increase in resource consumption will
result in an increase of environmental impacts, and vice versa. At the macro level,
conceptualising the reduction of environmental impacts of resource use by a reduction of
28

Website dedicated to life cycle thinking and assessment: http://lct.jrc.ec.europa.eu/
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resource use therefore makes sense, despite this partial perspective. This may thus justify the
use of DMC and raw material extraction (DE, RME) as first approximation for the impacts of the
economic activities upon the environment on a macro scale. It is generally beneficial for the
environment to reduce the consumption of resources, but still, there is a large difference in
environmental impacts caused by different resource uses and different vulnerabilities of regions.
Despite considerable research efforts made in the fields of indicators of environmental
impacts, one can consider the attempts to comprehensively measure environmental impacts
of resource use far from being successful.
5.2.2.3

Measure progress in reducing the ecological stress of resource use by the EU

An indicator of eco-efficiency would integrate both the parameters of resource efficiency and
environmental impacts of resource use. Although one can understand the rationale for this
indicator measuring a double objective (reducing resource use / reducing environmental impacts
of resource use), it today appears as highly ambitious with regards to the state of research in the
fields of indicators. Today, there is still no single and appropriate indicator allowing to measure
eco-efficiency in the EU. This was already explained in the previous 2006 assessment (European
Parliament, 2006), both by conceptual and methodological problems. Finding an agreement on a
single harmonised approach and aggregated indicators is indeed all the more complex as the
difficulties in measuring the environmental impacts of resource use – key element of the
concept of eco-efficiency – have not been overcome. Section 2.6 demonstrated previously that
although past research experience showed that environmental impacts can be identified for
specific activities and with reference to specific functionalities (“climate change”, for example), it
is chronically difficult to aggregate them to plausible and consistently measurable aggregates on
higher levels. In addition, the diversity of approaches and attempts to develop appropriate
indicators has also shown the current complexity of achieving consensus on methodological
approaches.
As a conclusion on the development of indicators, considerable research efforts have been made
in line with the expectations of the TS. Thus, significant progress has been achieved in terms of
monitoring of resource use, resource productivity and efficiency with a research priority
granted to the latter. However, knowledge and methodological gaps still hinder the
development of indicators to measure environmental impacts of resource use at the micro and
macro levels. The development of one single eco-efficiency indicator in the upcoming years
therefore remains a very difficult task.

5.2.3. HIGH-LEVEL FORUM
The Resource Strategy calls for the establishment of a High Level Forum (HLF) composed of MS
and EU representatives and other stakeholders (see Annex V.B for more information). The key
objectives of the HLF was to identify actions to promote and exchange best practices in the area
of resource use, and provide assistance to MS to integrate the MS objective and to develop
tailored- made national initiatives. Up to this date, this Forum has not been established,
although similar schemes have proven to be successful in the past, especially when it concerned
knowledge sharing (see Annex V).
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5.2.4. INTERNATIONAL PANEL
The International Panel is suggested in the Resource Strategy in order to better tackle the issue
of environmental impacts in a global context, and in particular the issue of burden shifting (see
Annex V.C for more information).
In November 2007, the launch of the International Panel for Sustainable Resource Management
(or Resource Panel) under the auspices of the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)
was a significant step towards the full implementation of this action proposed by the Resource
Strategy.
The establishment and run of the International Panel, in cooperation with UNEP and other
international partners, has been significantly contributing in raising awareness of stakeholders
both at EU and global scale, and in promoting the concept of life-cycle thinking. Highly
successful in providing a better understanding of key environmental impacts of resource use to
international stakeholders, the Resource Panel can be considered as a great achievement of the
Resource Strategy to be followed up. It could take advantage of the report status planned by the
end of 2010 to set new practical actions, such as the identification and sharing of best practices
related to a sustainable use of resources at national (EU-27 MS and third countries), EU and
global scale.

5.3. ACTIVATION OF STRATEGIC LEVERAGES
In order to achieve its key objective of double-decoupling, the Resource Strategy proposes to
focus on strategic leverages, including:
•

raising awareness among stakeholders and citizens of the significant negative
environmental impact of resource use,

•

improving the understanding and knowledge of European resource use, its negative
environmental impact and significance in the EU and globally,

•

fostering the application of strategic approaches and processes both in economic sectors
and in the Member States and encouraging them to develop related plans and
programmes,

•

applying life-cycle thinking to existing or emerging policies.

The implementation of specific actions promoted by the Resource Strategy such as the Data
Centre, the development of indicators and the establishment of a High-Level Forum and an
International Panel, assessed above, is meant to practically support these different strategic
axes. The following section aims to assess the overall progress made for each of these leverages
in order to highlight positive achievements and areas of improvement.

5.3.1. RAISING AWARENESS AMONG STAKEHOLDERS AND CITIZENS
The numerous EU and MS initiatives related to resource use and implemented since the
adoption of the Resource Strategy shows an increased awareness of policy-makers regarding
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resource use and the related environmental impacts. Several communication channels have
allowed disseminating strategic information on the trends, challenges, opportunities and threats
of resource use, but also on indicators and methodologies. They have targeted a large range of
stakeholders, from EU and MS policy-makers, through the scientific community, to businesses
and civil society. Attempts to communicate on the outcomes of the Resource Strategy and the
necessity of a global understanding of resource use and related environmental impacts have also
been made towards thirds countries.
Communication channels mainly include scientific and non-scientific publications, projects
reports, science-policy workshops, public conferences, creation of websites and information
hub, and technical guidance documents. Amongst these communication means, the specific
actions promoted by the Resource Strategy have been particularly supportive, especially the
Data Centre and the International Panel that allowed the collection, sharing and analysis of
information by joining the efforts of scientific and policy communities, at the EU and global
scale. Annex V.D lists a few remarkable actions of dissemination in the context of the Resource
Strategy.
The most frequent barriers to effective communication between policy makers, scientists and
stakeholders are the technical language, the accessibility of information, the overwhelming
number of publications and their respective challenges. These highlight the need to rationalise
dissemination initiatives in order to cover all the targets, and to ‘translate’ specialised jargon
into more accessible writing. So far, communication seems to be mainly occurring within the
policy community or within the scientific community, with more and more channels of
communication at the science/policy interface and policy-makers/stakeholders. Although the
general public awareness of sustainability of resource use has been increasing, especially
through communication initiatives from NGOs, the complex technical debates about the
measure of resource use and assessment of its environmental impacts seems to be still difficult
to deliver to the civil society.

5.3.2. IMPROVING UNDERSTANDING AND KNOWLEDGE OF RESOURCE USE
The Resource Strategy is based on the concept of “double decoupling”: decoupling resource use
from economic growth, and decoupling environmental impacts from resource use. This section
assesses the level of understanding of the notion of “resources” and its negative environmental
impacts, as this has been demonstrated through several MS and EU policies. A good
understanding of the inter-linkages that exist in resource use across its life-cycle is a vital
prerequisite to achieve decoupling.
5.3.2.1

Understanding of the notion of resources

The insufficient understanding of the notion of “resources” appears as a major barrier to the
concrete implementation of the Strategy’s objective in the MS. The Resource Strategy
distinguishes four main categories of resources (materials: minerals, biomass and biological
resources; environmental media: air, water, soil; space/land and flow resources: wind,
geothermal, tidal and solar energy). It also acknowledges the differences between resources
used as sinks or to make products, and renewable and non-renewable resources. Although one
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could therefore expect specific conceptualisation for different types of resources according to
these specific properties, the Resource Strategy only provides overall guidance on common
strategic objectives. It does not mention nor provide any specific guidance to tackle the issues
related to the different categories of resources. The absence of distinction between raw
materials and environmental media, for example, seems to make all the more difficult the
establishment of clear links between resource use, its related environmental impacts and
economic sectors, and is therefore likely to hinder the implementation of appropriate
management and mitigation actions.
5.3.2.2

Understanding environmental impacts

Improving the understanding of the environmental impacts of resource use is one of the priority
thrusts of the Resource Strategy, since a “better understanding [...] will allow policy makers to
better prioritise and concentrate on areas where they can really make a difference” (European
Commission, 2005a).
However, at this stage, there is not a shared understanding of environmental impacts (see Annex
I, section 3.6). The review of the broad literature on environmental impacts suggests that there
is no convergence to define, conceive or classify environmental impacts. On the most general
level, the notion is shared that environmental impacts are undesirable changes in the natural
environment (or one of its compartments) that can be causally linked to some socio-economic
activity.
The understanding of environmental impacts is limited by the following reasons:
•

There is a value judgement in considering environmental impacts as undesirable changes
in the natural environment, and this value judgement is historically variable, depending
on the prominent environmental problems perceived and policy issues at the time;

•

Environmental impacts may occur with considerable time delay which leads to high
uncertainty about the effects of substances released to the environment which may
occur in 50 to 100 years;

•

New impacts can appear that there were previously unknown (EEA, 2005d);

•

Impacts vary across regions, since there is a difference on the resilience and assimilative
capacity of environmental media and ecosystems;

•

There is a basic uncertainty when determining the local versus the global expression of
final impacts;

•

On high levels of aggregation, overall impact assessments become increasingly
indeterminate.

Regarding the link between environmental impacts and resource use, the understanding has not
been completed and comes up against conceptual difficulties. As an example, environmental
impact potential of resource use has to be understood as both a function of the material
(physical, chemical) qualities of a resource and a function of the ways it is used across a lifecycle. Also, the understanding of environmental impacts of resource use is even more complex
since it has to be related to the ability of the planet to absorb the environmental impacts and
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maintain its ecosystem services (World Resources Institute, 2005a), in order to consider the
actual damaged caused.
As presented in section 5.2.2., the development of indicators such as the Environmentally
Weighted Material Consumption (EMC) and the Ecological Footprint (EF) goes towards a better
comprehensiveness of the relationship between resource use and environmental impacts, as do
also the collection of new LCA data and the definition of new methodologies (life-cycle
assessment). Still, the relationship remains complex to determine, and one cannot expect any
significant progress in the ability of indicators to establish practical links between environmental
impacts and resource use at micro and macro levels if no conceptual progress in the
understanding of environmental impacts in itself is made.
As a conclusion, the understanding of the links between resource use and environmental
impacts has improved but both conceptual and knowledge gaps remain. Further exploration
should be encouraged all the more since the impact assessment of the Resource Strategy had
pointed up that an insufficient knowledge of the relationship between the use of natural
resources and its negative environmental impacts would reduce the effectiveness of resource
related policies (European Commission, 2005c).
5.3.2.3

Understanding of the key concepts promoted by the Resource Strategy

The Resource Strategy concepts provide conceptual directions and their deployment therefore
plays an essential role in achieving the Strategy’s objectives. Thus, the way MS and the EU have
understood and integrated these concepts was analysed in order to assess the influence of the
Resource Strategy. The key concept diffusion analysis suggests a widespread uptake of the key
concepts in policy initiatives at the EU level (see section 3.3).
At the EU level, the uptake is not homogenous across the policies as there is a variable
applicability of key concepts across resources and types of policies (transversal, sectoral and
resource-specific). Specifically:
•

Often, the concepts of sustainable resource use and resource efficiency are deployed in
energy related policies, and “decoupling” is used more in transversal policy initiatives.

•

In EU policies targeting specific resources such as forests, fisheries or biological
resources, most of the key concepts seem to be only partially applied.

At the MS level, the importance of achieving sustainable use of natural resources is highlighted
in the legislation screened. However, apart from “sustainable use of resources”, the key
concepts themselves are overall used heterogeneously. In addition, there is a variety in the
level of application of the key concepts. Specifically:
•

Certain policy areas seem to be more mature for the adoption of the Strategy’s
concepts. In several MS waste policies, decoupling has been deployed even before the
adoption of the Strategy.

•

Proactive MS have taken initiatives to promote the concepts of the Resource Strategy
which go beyond the sheer transposition of EU Environmental legislation. Other MS have
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not attempted to set up a coherent approach to better understand and govern resource
use in their country.
Generally, dissemination of key concepts into EU and MS policies is widespread, but remain to
be strengthened, in particular at the MS level. The relative appropriation of the concepts,
beyond their dissemination and integration, relies on the heterogeneous understanding.
In addition, the screening of selected post-2005 polices thus showed that the concepts were
rarely used explicitly, in a manner that they would provide specific targets or clear orientations.
For the MS, the strategic document proposes specific actions to be carried out in order to
achieve “sustainable use of resources”, but it does not give clear guidance for its practical
implementation. It draws a general framework on the basis of which the MS might build their
own ideas, with flexibility of how to ensure a more sustainable use of resources.
Within the Resource Strategy, the concept of eco-efficiency entails not only resourceproductivity but also the reduction of environmental impact per resource unit. As long as
resource impact coefficients do not exist (see section 5.2.2.3), it will not be possible to use ecoefficiency as a measurable objective, as shown in section 2.3. At the EU and MS levels, the
concept of eco-efficiency is generally used under the term “resource-efficiency” with a focus
on resource productivity and often without targeting any particular resource.
Although the concept of “absolute decoupling” promoted by the Resource Strategy may provide
a strategic direction to better understand the concept of sustainability, its implementation highly
depends on the own understanding of policy-makers and stakeholders, and could be a driver for
innovation in the field of resources management. In fact, in the consultation process, it was
acknowledged by several MS as an interesting basis for raising awareness to feed the national
debates. As for the concept of decoupling of environmental impacts from resource use, it is less
established in policy making and legislation. An explanation could be that five years after the
adoption of the Resource Strategy it still lacks of operational indicators.
Likewise, both at the EU and MS levels, life-cycle thinking is mostly used particularly in relation
to a more integrated approach to policy-making rather to ensure a reduction of the adverse
environmental impacts. In addition, when environmental impacts of resource use are addressed
within the concept of life cycle, these tend to focus on specific stages or resource exploitation,
rather than being tackled through a holistic approach throughout the processes of material flow.
However, this might not only occur due to the lack of impact coefficients but also due to the
short period of time that has passed since the adoption of the Resource Strategy, which has not
allowed the concept to mature across processes and resource-related policies (a detailed
analysis of life-cycle thinking in relation to policy integration, is given in section 3.4). For now,
the more subjective concept of “sustainable resource use” seems to entail varied visions of
sustainability for varied stages of resource life cycle.
As a conclusion, the absence of measurable associated targets in the Resource Strategy seems
to have hindered the practical implementation of the key concepts (further analysed in section
5.3.3.2). This outcome must be moderated because, in general, the MS consultation process
suggests that MS are increasingly developing clearer and more measurable objectives related to
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the key concepts, in comparison with those that the screening process indicated. The main
benefits should be felt gradually as the progress is integrated into the policymaking process.

5.3.3. FOSTERING THE APPLICATION OF RESOURCE-RELATED INITIATIVES
In order to further assess the overall progress achieved by the Resource Strategy in terms of
policy-knock on effects, a few questions remain which include:
•

To what extent did and still does the Strategy influence the definition, design and
implementation of resource-related policies at the EU and MS levels?

•

Has it been decisive in reorienting priorities and objectives in some areas?

•

Has it been a catalyst of the promotion of new approaches or the development of
specific tools?

5.3.3.1

Measures and programmes developed at the EU level

At the EU level, the Resource Strategy is meant to be a core framework which lays down
principles and a set of concepts to be integrated or strengthened in existing policies, or
promoted and used as guidance for emerging and future initiatives.


The Resource Strategy is part of a prior-to-2006 pool of policies which gives an overall
guidance towards the sustainable use and decoupling objectives.

The Resource Strategy promotes the objectives of sustainable use of resources, achieving
decoupling, improving resource efficiency and better integrating the idea of life-cycle thinking
into a single strategic framework. However, the Resource Strategy is not the first document that
aims to promote these concepts. Some of them were already referred to into a pool of EU
policies a few years before its adoption. For example, the concept of sustainable use of
resources was already introduced in the Water Framework Directive (2000), as well as the
concept of life cycle in the Integrated Product Policy (2003). Moreover, other policies were
adopted in parallel to the Resource Strategy and are now likely to share strong linkages with this
Strategy. In particular, the six other Thematic Strategies implemented under the 6th EAP are
meant to play a greater role in strengthening existing and fostering new policies related to
natural resources, such as the Thematic Strategy on the Prevention and Recycling of Waste, the
Thematic Strategy on the Marine Environment or the Thematic Strategies on Air and Soil. The
Resource Strategy reminds of and stresses on their respective challenges. Therefore, the
potential influence of the Resource Strategy must be considered so to encompass a wider set of
influence by a pool of previous policies, directly or indirectly related to resource use.


The Resource Strategy’s objective has a positive but low influence on a wide range of EU
policies.

The application of the approaches (e.g. life-cycle thinking) promoted by the Resource Strategy,
associated with the prior-to-2006 pool of strategic documents, across various policy fields, from
resource-related policies through sectoral (agriculture, industry) or transversal policies (product
and waste policies), is one of its significant and positive outcomes. However, in the case of the
Resource Strategy, the post-2005 policies have not been impacted to the same extent. Since the
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adoption of the Resource Strategy, the objectives and concepts presented in the Strategy have
been significantly referred to into several strategic policies such as the EU Sustainable
Development Strategy (2006), the EU 2020 Strategy, the New Directive on Waste (2008), the
Sustainable Consumption and Production Action Plan (2008) and the Raw Material Initiative
(2010). The screening of the post-2005 policies reveals that EU policies prioritise one or another
of the objectives promoted and rarely deal with the full set of concepts, mostly because they
usually focus on specific resources. When concepts are covered, it is to a low or high extent
depending on the respective aims and scope of the policies. Some of these EU policies could thus
show stronger inter-linkages between the environmental and economic objectives. The Raw
Material Initiative, for example, proposes significant and concrete progress in securing the
access to long-term supply of strategic resources but only raises to a very small extent the
question of environmental impacts.


Promising perspectives in terms of policy knock-on impacts result from the past or recent
strategic documents in line with the Strategy’s objective.

The overall understanding of resource use at the EU level and the guidance presented in the
recent EU policies are shown to be in line with, or to seek to better integrate, the principles
promoted by the prior-2006 pool of EU strategic documents mentioned above, with the
Resource Strategy being one of them. This in itself is a significant achievement for these directly
or indirectly resource related policies. Furthermore, the recent policies that integrated the
Resource Strategy’s objectives join, and concur with, these previous policies. Therefore, they are
likely to bring their own contribution to fostering the diffusion of the major ideas about
sustainable use of resources and decoupling through powerful rebound effects.
5.3.3.2

Measures and programmes developed in MS

One of the main ambitions of the Resource Strategy is to foster the implementation of national
resource-related policies and measures by proposing that “each EU MS develop national
measures and programmes on the sustainable use of natural resources to achieve the Strategy’s
objectives”. The consultation of MS representatives from Ministries of Environment enabled to
better assess the influence that the Resource Strategy has had on existing or emerging MS
initiatives, going beyond the analysis of both the diffusion of key concepts into the MS policy
documents (see Section 3) and the remarkable MS initiatives identified (see Section 4). The
consultation process had two ambitions: on the one hand, it aimed to determine the influence of
the Resource Strategy on the definition and design stage of resource-related initiatives; on the
other hand, it aimed to understand the reasons why it could foster or not the launch of new
initiatives related to resource use.
This assessment was mainly made in the light of countries that had previously shown a particular
interest in the assessment of the progress achieved by the Resource Strategy, by reporting the
resource-related initiatives that they have implemented since its adoption and attending the
workshop (i.eg.: Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Finland, France, Germany, Lithuania, the
Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia and the UK). As a consequence, this
assessment could not consider all national situations.
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The assessment of the actions taken by the MS determines firstly, to what extent MS have
actually seized in practical terms on the issue of natural resources use and secondly, the
limitations which hinder that the situation is in line with the level of the Strategy’s ambition.


National initiatives on sustainable use of natural resources have been developed in EU MS,
with strong disparities between countries.


The Resource Strategy mostly ensures a supporting role for national resource-related
policies.

For most of the MS representatives interviewed, the overall guidance provided by the Resource
Strategy validates and strengthens the national orientations when they were already set up (e.g.
in France, Finland, the Netherlands or Cyprus). Therefore, the Strategy is not considered among
these countries as having fostered the formulation of new policies, even in the fields that were
not well-covered by previous policies. On the contrary, for a few countries less advanced in the
field of resource use, such as Lithuania, the Resource Strategy has played a significant role as it
has been supporting the development of new policy initiatives and legislative propositions and
helping restore a national balance between the economic and environmental priorities.


The Resource Strategy is reported to have fostered the development of several
emerging initiatives.

Although the Resource Strategy has little impact on the formulation of new policies, it seems to
catalyse the development of initiatives. For example, the Strategy seems to push the
development of practical instruments in specific fields, especially by putting emphasis on the
need to develop knowledge about current and future trends of resource use, and to develop
economic tools. Therefore, mapping of the resource inventory usage or the development of
specific indicators for measuring and monitoring of material flows and resource-efficiency have
made great progress in most of the MS. The remarkable MS initiatives presented in the previous
section are further examples of the positive impact of the Strategy.
When developing national resource-related initiatives, strong disparities exist between
countries, mostly due to their level of maturity on the issue of natural resources.



MS have reported different approaches to tackle the issue of resource use. When asked to
present the national set of initiatives implemented since the adoption of the Resource Strategy,
the MS highlighted very different approaches of managing resource use. Therefore, while the
Resource Strategy covers a wide scope, without giving priority to any specific resources or
approaches, some MS clearly put a different emphasis on initiatives regarding the conservation
of environmental media, the efficient use of raw materials or on product policies. The issue of
land use, which is also related to burden shifting, remains little tackled in the reports received
from the MS. This might be explained by the fact that land use seems to be decided at local and
regional levels rather than at national level. This observation might however evolve with an
increased awareness across the EU about the assets of large-scale planning.
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The involvement of the MS in the achievement of the Strategy’s objectives varies depending
on their level of maturity. Amongst the countries interviewed in the framework of the
consultation process, the following two remarkable cases stood out:
•

Proactive countries who have already formulated their own approach of natural
resources and for which the Resource Strategy shows that they are already in line with
its orientations. In these cases, the Resource Strategy is mainly reported to have very
little impact on the formulation of new policies.

•

Countries that did not initiate concrete steps towards a better management of resources
before the Resource Strategy, and to whom the strategic document gave a new impulse.
It has therefore contributed both to raising awareness among policy-makers and
stakeholders. Also, beyond the development of initiatives, it also initiates and supports
the development of new legislative propositions.

Nevertheless, for a thorough analysis, the question would remain to know the influence of the
Resource Strategy on the MS who did not take part in the MS consultation, especially since a few
particular ones were identified as still having few initiatives towards more sustainable use of
resources.


The stated positive impact of the Strategy on MS initiatives has to be moderated because
of existing and more mature frameworks at the national and EU levels that already define
and encourage the development of new policies related to resource use.

At the EU level, specific economic and environmental challenges related to constrained material
supplies, environmental media pollution and increasing amount of waste resulted in the
formulation of a number of policies even before the adoption of the Resource Strategy. For
example, there has been a remarkable maturity of the waste sector for the concept of
“decoupling”. Although most of them do not explicitly target the issue of natural resources use
as it is proposed in the Resource Strategy, these more mature frameworks foster the
formulation of new national policies that integrate some of the concepts promoted by the
Strategy. For example, the previous decade’s work on the Sustainable Development Strategies or
the Sustainable Consumption and Production patterns, which are closely related to resource use,
highly influenced the initiatives that are emerging today in the MS. The parallel Thematic
Strategies implemented under the 6th EAP such as the Thematic Strategy on the Prevention and
Recycling of Waste also bring their contribution. Moreover, the legally-binding nature of several
existing EU policies, such as Directives (Waste Framework Directive, Water Framework Directive,
etc.), appears to have a stronger impact on the transposition of the EU objectives through
specific policies in the MS countries than thematic strategies such as the Resource Strategy.
Proactive MS have taken initiatives to promote the concepts of the resource strategy which go
beyond the sheer transposition of EU Environmental legislation. Other MS have not attempted
to set up a coherent approach to better understand and govern resource use in their country.
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Some limitations in the formulation of the Resource Strategy hinder progress to reach its
ambition.


The absence of concrete targets and timelines

Closely linked to the insufficient distinction of the different approaches between resource types
as mentioned in section 5.1.2, the Resource Strategy does not provide concrete objectives or
timelines, deliberately postponing the target-setting to the next 5-10 years. Without targetsetting, “a policy-cycle can hardly be set in motion” (European Parliament, 2006), also
commented by the EEB (EEB, 2007). This gap may be mainly explained by the lack of overall
knowledge and indicators related to resource use and its environmental impacts at the time of
the Resource Strategy adoption. Since then, quantitative targets have been proposed by
different stakeholders, such as the absolute reduction of the primary resource consumption of
the European Union from 1992 to 2030 by 25% (European Parliament, 2006) and the increase of
overall resource productivity by a factor of 4 by 2030 (EEB, 2007), and progress has been made
in the field of indicators as presented in section 2.1. No concrete targets have been fixed by the
EU in the framework of the Resource Strategy though. Other more mature approaches do fix
concrete targets. The Thematic Strategy on the Prevention and Recycling of Waste for example
puts much more emphasis on the necessity to set and reach quantitative targets. With
insufficient understanding of the notion of resources, the lack of concrete objectives and timebound challenges for the MS impedes new courses of actions to be started and organised.
Interestingly, the MS consultation process of this study suggests that in general, MS are
increasingly developing clearer and more measurable objectives, in comparison with those that
the screening process indicated. The initiative of Germany mentioned previously is interesting as
they fixed the target of doubling raw material productivity beyond 2020. Taking into account
that the consultation process provides recent trends, it points us towards the assumption that a
constant progress in the implementation of the strategy’s objectives is being carried out at a
MS level. The main benefits should be felt gradually as progress is integrated into the
policymaking process.
Despite this significant progress, more time is needed for MS to set measurable objectives and
practical measures for the achievement of sustainable use of natural resources.


An insufficient definition of responsibilities

Although the prerogative of defining concrete approaches and new courses of actions is left for
the MS to decide, the respective responsibilities of MS and EU for reaching the objectives that
are expected to be set and be consistent for all level of governance are not described explicitly.
Likewise, the respective involvement and potential partnership between the public sector and
industry are little tackled in the Resource Strategy, although they might offer great promises by
combining economic growth with environmental challenges, and therefore interesting
perspectives in terms of decoupling. The insufficient definition of responsibilities is likely to
have hindered potential shared and concerted efforts to achieve the objectives of the Resource
Strategy.
In this context, the limited impact of the Resource Strategy is worth putting in perspective with
the implementation and achievements of the Thematic Strategy on the Prevention and Recycling
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of Waste. The latter has indeed been supported by the impulse of several revisions of the Waste
Directive and especially by the latest one, which could integrate in 2008 its strategic objectives
and includes very specific measures to be implemented by the MS and the EU. Furthermore, the
Waste strategy targets a specific sector for which a dedicated department in the national
ministries already exists for the transition of the EU legislation. Although some ministries also
have their own department for natural resources management and sometimes a position
specifically dedicated to the implementation of the Resource Strategy, like in France, this
practice is not yet widespread. Finally, the Waste Policy has resulted in a routine-planning
process to update national waste management plans. Nevertheless, the implementation plans
and policies are not required to be adopted before 2012. Therefore, the barriers to the
implementation of the Resource Strategy identified so far may be mostly due to its exploratory
nature and low maturity.


Different levels of enforcement following nation-wide socio-economic conditions

The Resource Strategy is based on the voluntary actions of EU MS. In this context, the socioeconomic, environmental and political factors that characterise specific MS might explain the
variety of commitments taken by the MS in response to the Resource Strategy (e.g. more or less
ambitious integration of the Resource Strategy’s objectives). Specifically, the approach chosen
and implementation method by a country seems to depend not only on the understanding of
the wide notion of resources and of the concepts conveyed by the Strategy but also on the
specific economic or environmental challenges the country encounters regarding resource use.
In addition, the time that is needed for the transposition of the Strategy’s objectives at the MS
level and the degree to which these objectives are deployed are subject to experience and
capacity of the different MS. For example, the analysis of the key concept diffusion suggests that
the Strategy’s concepts are consistently applied in selected policies in France and Germany.
Austria, Finland and Germany are developing or have already adopted strategies which target
the decoupling of resource use. The reasons why in other MS the uptake of the Strategy’s
objective is rather limited are difficult to identify.
Particular characteristics of specific MS might contribute to a weak and non-ambitious
transposition of the strategies concepts.
Some MS are limited by the fact that their priority is to restore old ecological burdens. For
example, the Czech Republic in its SDS sets a rather non-ambitious goal which is to catch up with
EU’s average by 2030. Likewise, Greece, only recently adopted its first national spatial plan.
The recent global financial downturn has also affected environmental protection as a policy
priority. It is perhaps too early to evaluate the effects of the recent economic crisis on the
implementation of environmental policy objectives. However, the effects of the crisis in some
countries are severe, which allows us to make some empirical observations. For example,
although a need for “green growth” was emphasised in Greece’s policy agenda last year, the
recent crisis-related policies have not targeted green investments, technologies or enterprises
(OECD, 2010).
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Nevertheless, these trends may be compensated by the increasing competition and price
volatility of world market raw materials in the period 2006 to 2008 and since the beginning of
2010, which may increase the MS interest in long-term resource use policy.
As a conclusion, the Resource Strategy remains a general framework with limited impact.

5.3.4. APPLICATION OF LIFE-CYCLE THINKING TO EXISTING OR EMERGING POLICIES
The Resource Strategy acknowledges that the reaching of sustainable use of natural resources
requires an integrated approach in a wide range of policies and it calls for a holistic
consideration in cross–cutting environmental themes, such as climate change or biodiversity. It
also draws attention to the importance of integrating resource use and its environmental
impacts through policies in a coordinated way. For this purpose, the Strategy puts forward lifecycle thinking as a concept to be applied across policies that affect specific resources or a group
of resources. Specifically, the Strategy strengthens the need for life-cycle-thinking related
information by mentioning the application of this concept to existing policies as a privileged way
to capitalise on the existing policy framework. If the Resource Strategy gives a clear orientation
towards policy integration, it does not set specific actions on how the life-cycle thinking can be
usefully applied in various policy fields, partly because the necessary data and indicators have
not yet been developed.
As a point of comparison, life-cycle thinking is also a strategic concept of the Thematic Strategy
on the Prevention and Recycling of Waste (Waste Strategy). The Waste Strategy particularly
highlights the need of life-cycle thinking. Since the adoption of the Waste Strategy, a large
amount of effort and progress has been made towards integrating its provisions through the
publication of relevant guidelines.
The analysis of the key concept diffusion indicated that the screened post-2005 EU policies have
considerably referred to the Resource Strategy key concepts across various policy fields. EU
transversal policies emphasise the need of life-cycle thinking by highlighting the necessity to
develop integrated policies with horizontal approaches across sectors. In addition, the
comparative analysis of the 2001 and 2006 SDS showed that a step forward was made as the
latest SDS stresses decoupling among its operational objectives and targets (see Annex II, section
1.1.2). The EU2020 Strategy also makes clear reference to decoupling and calls for a “Resource
Efficient Europe”. These transversal policies might have important policy knock-on effects
through the implementation of future policies both at EU and MS levels and eventually might
gradually enhance policy integration. In the agricultural and transport policies that were looked
into, the uptake of life-cycle thinking was limited. However, both of these policy initiatives
acknowledge the necessity to develop integrated approaches to take into account resource
use impacts when developing policies in these fields, which is a significant achievement.
However, a low uptake of the concept of life-cycle thinking was found in policies targeted at
specific resources. The analysis suggests that life-cycle thinking probably cannot be applied
consistently at this policy level but it can be better promoted in sectoral policies which are
concerned with specific activities involving the use of specific resources or impacting these
resources.
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Progress has also been achieved in the integration of the Resource Strategy key concepts across
various MS policies, which indicates policy integration. As in the case of EU policies, a significant
uptake was overall found in transversal policies and points out to a more consistent
consideration of resource use issues in future policies. The reaching of life-cycle thinking in
different MS remains an ambitious challenge, especially in terms of harmonisation. The
creation of unanimity is necessary when tackling complex issues such as burden-shifting or
sharing of responsibility.
As a means of promoting life-cycle thinking in existing policies, the Resource Strategy also
intends to develop initiatives for specific economic sectors through policies such as the
Communication on industrial policy. As it was mentioned in section 3.2.2, the High Level Group
on Competitiveness, Energy and the Environment (HLG) was created to ensure the coherence
between different individual initiatives on these three distinctive areas and to improve
sustainability and competitiveness. In the previous assessment, it was stressed that this initiative
could support the integration of resource management in industry policy. Eventually, during the
two years of its operation, the HLG concentrated largely on energy efficiency and climate
change issues and non-energy related issues were not taken into consideration. However,
other sectoral initiatives, such as the Food SCP Round Table, have focused on developing
methods and approaches to quantify impacts and reduce them with life-cycle thinking. In
addition, there are several sectors that have already taken advantage of the life cycle-thinking
approach, including Eco-design and Eco-labels (mainly through the Key Environmental
Performance Indicators, Environmental Management and overall guidance).
The Resource Strategy also makes an explicit mention of the Commission’s integrated impact
assessments regarding a thorough consideration of economic, social and environmental issues. It
suggests that these will be an important means in applying life-cycle thinking. The analysis of
the European Commission Guidelines on Impact Assessment (European Commission, 2009a)
suggests that the whole approach of impact assessments does build on these general concepts
(see Annex II, section 1.1.6). The guidelines acknowledge the interlinkages between media which
is a first step towards life-cycle thinking. Overall, the interactions between natural resources are
required to be considered in order to thoroughly assess the impacts of policies. Likewise,
interlinkages between policies at the MS or EU scale are increasingly taken into account. The call
of the guidelines on impact assessment, for “[identifying] the areas in which a proposed action is
intended to produce benefits, as well as the areas where this may lead to direct costs or
unintended negative impacts” also implicitly refers to the concept of life-cycle thinking since it
requires to draw a comprehensive picture of outcomes of the policy considered. In addition, the
uptake of international impacts of a policy option is a major component of the life-cycle
thinking, especially when it comes to change the material flows or to displace the environmental
burden of a given production.
Overall, there has been a significant progress in policy integration through the application of lifecycle thinking. However, more time will be needed for this integration to occur across all
resource-related. A prerequisite for effective integration would be the development of
indicators and impact coefficients which would enable the setting of tangible targets. The
importance of indicators for successful integration was revealed in the case study of Japan. In
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order to overcome the dual challenge of long-term supply and environmental impacts while
bringing answers to the waste disposal issues, Japan has implemented a set of policies since the
1970s (for a detailed analysis see section 4.3.2.1.), which increasingly acknowledge the
importance of a sustainable management of resources. The country developed the 3R and sound
material cycles (SMC). Within many years, Japan managed to develop several indicators which
allow both setting specific targets and monitoring progress and has become is today a leading
example of an integrated approach achieving absolute decoupling between economic growth
and resource use.

5.4. ACHIEVEMENT OF THE KEY OBJECTIVES OF DOUBLE DECOUPLING
As stated in the Resource Strategy, the overall objective is to “reduce the negative
environmental impacts generated by the use of natural resources in a growing economy, a
concept referred to as decoupling. In practical terms, this means reducing the environmental
impact of resource use while at the same time improving resource productivity overall across
the EU economy. For renewable resources, this means also staying below the threshold of
overexploitation.” This section analyses the extent to which the Resource Strategy has reached
its objectives of decoupling and observance of thresholds of overexploitation.

5.4.1. DECOUPLING
In order to assess the achievement of the decoupling objective of the Resource Strategy, the
analysis focuses on the combination of the reduction of resource use and the improvement of
overall resource productivity of the EU economy. As presented in Section 1, resource
productivity is defined as the ratio of economic output (usually Gross Domestic Product, GDP)
and resource input (usually materials or energy in tonnes/joules). The analysis, which focuses on
material productivity (measured as DMC or DMI per unit of GDP), indicates the main trends in
decoupling that have been set in motion over the past few years in the EU.
In 2006, nine MS already established the policy objective of decoupling resource use from
economic growth (EEA, 2005c). Also, it was considered that “sufficient data and political
experience [were] available to implement a target-oriented policy in the spirit of decoupling”
(Moll et al., 2005). In addition, the Wuppertal Institute has since identified the disadvantages of
the concept of double-decoupling, while promoting the reduction of the amount of resource use
to achieve the decoupling of environmental impacts and economic growth in the EU.
Today, the situation remains quite far from the ambition of absolute double decoupling
promoted by the Resource Strategy. The assessment of the progress made towards the
achievement of the Strategy’s objectives reveals that the barriers identified previously have not
been overcome. In particular, the relevance of the concept of double-decoupling in itself is still
controversial.
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Relative decoupling has been achieved in the EU.

The EU is exhibiting relative decoupling as the data on the long term development of material
use reveal that the level of per capita material and energy use in the EU-15 and EU-27 is
remarkably stable, leading to an increase in resource productivity simply due to economic
growth. The trend of continuously increasing RP results, in sustainability terms, is relative but
not absolute dematerialisation.
As exposed in section 5.2, material flow accounting (and other tools to account for aggregate
resource use) measures socio-economic material use but does not provide comprehensive
information on the environmental impact of these materials. Appropriate tools, which allow for
a quantification of these impacts and aggregate impact measures are still lacking. Hence, no
aggregate information on the decoupling of environmental impacts related to resource use
(double decoupling) and economic growth is available.


Absolute decoupling of material use and economic growth has not been achieved in the
EU.

Absolute dematerialisation happens only when RP growth is larger than economic growth, that
is, when DMC recedes while the economy growths. Individual countries in the EU have
experienced growth in RP larger than their GDP growth, leading to absolute dematerialisation.
One of the most interesting outcomes is that countries only experience absolute
dematerialisation when they are at the lower end of their economic growth (see Annex I, section
5.8). In the vast majority of cases, this was for economic growth rates of 2%/yr or below. The
two countries with a period of negative economic growth, Finland and Greece, did dematerialise
during that time. Actually, apart from the Netherlands and Ireland, no country experienced
economic growth rates of 3%/yr or more while reducing material consumption – and even these
two countries did not durably dematerialise.
The countries which did experience large and consistent dematerialisation (France, Germany and
the UK) did so by a combination of fuel shifts (moving from coal to oil and gas, or nuclear), and
de-industrialisation. The fuel shifts may not be available to all countries in a world where coal is
more plentiful than either oil or gas, and the process of de-industrialisation generally means that
manufacturing activities are displaced overseas which is not rendered more efficient.
It appears that resource use and economic activities are still coupled in an absolute sense in the
EU, both for materials and energy, even though many countries and the region as a whole has
been experiencing relative decoupling for decades.
According to a “business-as-usual” scenario (considering annual economic growth rates of 2.3%
(EU-15) and 3.6-3.8% (EU-10)), technological progress (resource productivity) is not improving
enough to achieve an absolute decoupling. Furthermore, in order to achieve a stagnating
material input, as a minimum, resource productivity has to grow at the same growth rate as the
GDP.
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There is an ongoing debate on whether higher RP is correlated to income or to
competitiveness and technological efficiency.

Since the analysis showed that material productivity in the EU-27 is significantly correlated to
income (see Annex I, section 5.7), but only weakly to competitiveness, countries with larger RP
may simply benefit from richer economies rather than being more environmentally efficient. At
the global level, RP is strongly correlated to income. This can be explained by the “inelasticity” of
resource use: the more inelastic a resource, the stronger the correlation of RP with income. In
other words, RP is largely a function of national income and the international income elasticity of
the resource. This means that international differences in RP are mainly due to differences in
income. Internationally, RP is thus not an independent indicator of efficient resource use or
sustainability, but rather an indicator of wealth. The challenge of maintaining RP growth at or
above economic growth rates can also be expressed in terms of the income elasticity of resource
use. The resource elasticity should drop and eventually become negative at higher incomes (as in
an Environmental Kuznets Curve), in contradiction with past evidence and present trends.


There is some evidence that the Resource Strategy’s objective of decoupling can be
achieved more easily under conditions of low economic growth.

It has been observed that up until today, absolute decline of material use only occurred during
very short periods (1973-1975; 1979-1983; 1990-1993; 2000-2004) which have always been
linked to phases of recession or very low economic growth. As for the current economic crisis,
there is no data yet available to judge its impact. The latest available data on resource use and in
particular material use cover the year 2007 as the most recent point in time and do not allow
investigating the effects of the most recent economic crisis. Thus, it has not been possible to
study whether the lack of growth has potential impacts on achieving the Strategy’s decoupling
objective.


Absolute decoupling will require actions beyond business-as-usual, and beyond the “best
performance” of most countries.

Aggressive and ambitious measures far beyond the usual promotion of technical efficiency need
to be pursued in order to reduce or even stabilize resource use levels.
The goal of an increase in productivity at par or above economic growth is certainly laudable.
However, it constitutes a deviation from the business-as-usual of EU economies, a more
significant deviation than what has perhaps been acknowledged to date. Economic growth
almost always surpasses growth in resource productivity, leading to a net growth in resource
use: the savings occasioned by increases in resource efficiency contribute to the growth of the
economic system through macro-economic rebound effects. In this sense, resource efficiency
increases can be seen as economic factors of production, since they contribute to economic
growth, a growth which outpaces the progress in efficiency. New sustainability measures will
have to be wide-ranging indeed to overcome this normal phenomenon of market economies.
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5.4.2. STAYING BELOW THE THRESHOLD OF OVEREXPLOITATION FOR RENEWABLE
RESOURCES
The risks of severe negative economic impacts that can be caused from the exhaustion of nonrenewable resources are considered seriously by policy makers, from the experience of several
resource crises that have occurred in human history (e.g. oil crisis in the 1970s). Overall, the
same level of understanding does not seem to occur in the use of renewable resources whose
overexploitation can even lead to their exhaustion. In the context of the Resource Strategy, the
concept of “sustainable use of resources” applies to both renewable and non-renewable
resources. In the case of renewable resources, the Strategy’s objective of absolute decoupling
means in practical terms “staying below the threshold of overexploitation”, i.e. that renewable
resources should be harvested in a way which would preserve the resource stock itself from
being exploited beyond a critical threshold which would affect its capacity of renewal and the
possibility of using it in the long term.


Policies and initiatives at the EU level

The analysis of post-2005 EU and MS policies suggests that the need of setting limits in the use
of renewable resources has been taken thoroughly at EU level, more specifically:


The need of staying below the threshold of overexploitation of renewable resources is
promoted increasingly through EU policies.

EU 2020 policy directly links eco-efficiency with the need of “using renewable natural resources
at a rate that does not exceed their regeneration capacity”. The 2006 SDS stresses the
importance of “improving management and avoiding overexploitation of renewable natural
resources such as (...) air, soil and atmosphere”. A better integration of environmental concerns
and natural regeneration capacities has been observed in the Common Agricultural Policy, the
Common Fisheries Policy and the EU Forest Strategy. The message is more clearly stated when
the policy targets a specific resource which is under scarcity. In fisheries policies specifically, the
Commission emerges that the growth of the fisheries sector has to slow down or a reduction has
to be organised to palliate for past unsustainable trends in the use of the resource.


The issue of setting limits in resource use, as it has been deployed in the EU policies,
focuses on the economic viability of the resource sector rather than preserving the
resources as an environmental asset.

However, the uptake of this economic approach does not necessarily affect the preservation of
resources over their critical limit, over time.


The international dimension of resource use and related environmental impacts is not
stated clearly in the context of the renewable resources.

Although the strategy itself highlights the importance of the international dimension of resource
use and environmental impacts, the need of setting limits in imported resources is not being
addressed in the EU policies. For example, the Biomass Action Plan (European Commission,
2005c) does not address the issue of burden shifting.
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Policies and initiatives at the MS level

The screening of selected MS policy initiatives and the analysis of the consultation process of
MS indicate that on the whole, the need of staying below the threshold of overexploitation of
renewable resources is not taken into account sufficiently. In MS, the emphasis seems to be
more in the promotion of resource efficiency to achieve competitiveness than to set limits on
the use of certain resources. Increasing resource efficiency certainly is an essential component
to achieve sustainable use of natural resources but, by itself, it is not sufficient to preserve
natural resources from overexploitation. However, in some MS, the demand is addressed
through the clearer and more effective concept of absolute decoupling.
The endorsement of limits on the use of renewable resources has been increasingly taken into
account, being more clearly stated in the following cases:


When there are specific and legally-binding requirements by EU resource-targeted
legislation (e.g. fisheries, water).
The National Plans on fisheries that have been implemented deploy explicitly the need
of renewal and enhancement of the fish stocks. In Lithuania, for example, a target has
been set to create favourable conditions for the long-term sustainable development of
the fisheries sector, by conserving and renewing fish stocks.



When a resource which is under pressure or scarcity is addressed.
Often in different MS, various resources are at stake (e.g. water, forestry, fish). In
Poland, the National Plan in forestry sets the requirement that the annual value of the
raw timber harvested should not exceed its annual increment.



In several cases, the Strategy’s call to stay below a threshold on the use of natural
resources has been answered through a vague commitment to preserve natural
environmental resources, biological diversity, the landscape and the value of the
natural heritage, but no specific targets or means of implementation are suggested.

However, limitations remain to tend towards the objective of staying below the threshold of
overexploitation for renewable resources.
The concept of overexploitation of resources is first linked to the carrying capacity of the
environment. Then, the concept reveals more complexity, since it could be applied both to
renewable and non-renewable resources. As stated in the previous assessment of the Resource
Strategy, if biotic resource generation capacities can be estimated, the “thresholds of abiotic
resources use for the protection of life-support systems can hardly be determined”. Since this
assessment, there has not been much progress to determine the thresholds. Besides, there is
still a difficulty of translating the idea of overexploitation of resources into operational terms.
Therefore, the need of setting thresholds in the use of renewable resources has been deployed
rather explicitly at the EU level. However, as planned in the Resource Strategy impact
assessment, this uptake is insufficiently reflected at MS level despite an increasing awareness of
the issue. Overall, it seems that MS tend to react when a resource is already at stake rather than
to carry out a proactive approach.
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5.5. CONCLUSIONS
5.5.1. IMPLEMENTATION OF SPECIFIC ACTIONS
Significant progress has been achieved in three of the four specific actions promoted by the
Resource Strategy: Data Centre, indicators and International Panel. Most specifically, the
assessment indicates:
•

Promising outcomes in the upcoming years in terms of knowledge sharing and
production/dissemination of policy-relevant information related to resource use and its
global environmental impacts, at the EU and global scales

•

Important achievements in the field of production and collection of data on resource use
and material flows with the development and improvement of a large range of
indicators, and promising attempts to take into account hidden and indirect flows, with
a life-cycle perspective.

In addition, the assessment concludes on considerable efforts and mobilisation to try to develop
a set of appropriate indicators.
However, progress on indicators is balanced by knowledge gaps, methodological and conceptual
weaknesses, in particular when it comes to link environmental impacts with resource use:
•

A few knowledge gaps regarding resource use also remain to be filled, in particular to
ensure the availability and consistency of data for the MS-27, for several years.

•

Relative limitation in assessing the environmental impacts of resource use and
developing an eco-efficiency indicator, and foreseen complexity to do so despite the
considerable efforts granted.

Finally, whereas it was highly promoted by the Resource Strategy, the High-Level Forum has not
yet been established. MS support would need to be improved to further foster the respective
development and adaptation of new and existing policies.

5.5.2. DEVELOPMENT OF STRATEGIC LEVERAGES
5.5.2.1

Awareness

Several tools and actions have been developed to raise awareness among policy-makers,
stakeholders and citizens of the significant environmental impacts of resource use, such as a
panel of communication channels targeting policy-makers, stakeholders and public society and
the development of science-policy and public/private interfaces.
The overview of communication channels showed there may be remaining room to improve the
dissemination of the challenges of resource use towards the general public.
5.5.2.2

Understanding and knowledge

The Resource Strategy has achieved important progress in the understanding and knowledge of
material use. The significant and EU-wide development of tools to monitor resource use
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confirms the impulse provided by the Resource Strategy to better understand and measure
resource use and material flows in the national, EU and global contexts.
In addition, the key concepts promoted by the Resource Strategy have been increasingly
integrated into EU and MS policies, especially at the EU level.
Nevertheless, it is worth noting that the understanding of the notion of resource, of the related
environmental impacts of resource use and of the key concepts promoted by the Resource
Strategy still comes up against conceptual and methodological difficulties. These difficulties are
today pointed out as limiting factors to the concrete implementation of the Resource Strategy.
Among them, the following was identified:
•

Blend of different categories of resources (raw materials, environmental media and
land) without identifying specific approaches

•

Insufficient understanding of the link of environmental impacts with resource use,
within and beyond the EU.

•

Lack of clarity and of defined approaches to concretely implement key concepts

5.5.2.3

Development of initiatives at the EU and MS levels

The Resource Strategy provides a general framework on the basis of which the MS could build
their own initiatives, with flexibility and innovation, to ensure sustainable use of resources.
Together with a pool of prior-to-2006 policies, the Resource Strategy strengthens and supports
policies. It can be considered a catalyst for the development of practical instruments in specific
fields such as inventories and indicators.
An interesting outcome of the assessment is that strong disparities exist between countries
depending on their national challenges and level of maturity in the field of environmental policy.
These strong disparities can be explained, among other reasons, by the fact that this very recent
framework provides insufficient guidance: no guidance on resource-specific approaches, targets
and timelines, or sufficient definition of responsibilities. These factors are identified as potential
barriers to the implementation of the Resource Strategy. In particular, they are likely to hinder
the concrete integration of the key concepts of sustainable use, decoupling, resource efficiency
and life-cycle thinking into policies and initiatives, as well as the effective observation of realworld effects and the Resource Strategy’s achievements.
5.5.2.4

Policy integration

The assessment of the progress made on policy integration suggests that the life-cycle thinking
approach has been disseminated and taken into account across policy fields. In addition, the
method of impact assessments, presented as an important means of applying life-cycle thinking,
has been increasingly wide-spread. Despite the significant progress towards policy integration,
no global approach has been adopted or promoted yet at the economic or political EU level.
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5.5.3. ACHIEVEMENT OF KEY OBJECTIVES
5.5.3.1

Decoupling

After assessing the progress towards the achievement of the strategy’s objectives, the analysis
concludes on that:
•

Relative decoupling has been achieved in the EU, but most likely as an outcome of
standard technological innovations and the externalization of industrial production
processes to other parts of the world, and not as an outcome of specific policies in this
direction.

•

Research is on-going on the link of environmental impacts with economic growth at
macro and micro levels, at national, EU and global scales.

•

Given the complexity of measuring the environmental impacts of resource use, it is not
clear whether a decoupling of environmental impacts from resource use (i.e. a reduction
of environmental impacts per unit resource use) has occurred.

•

The current trends remain quite far from the ambition of absolute double decoupling
promoted by the Resource Strategy: absolute decoupling of material use and economic
growth has not been achieved in the EU and will require actions beyond business-asusual.

5.5.3.2

Observance of thresholds of overexploitation

The assessment reveals that the need of staying below the threshold of overexploitation of
renewable resources is increasingly promoted through EU policies. In addition, the endorsement
of limits on the use of renewable resources has been increasingly taken into account. It is being
more clearly stated, when there are specific and legally-binding requirements by EU resourcetargeted legislation, when a resource which is under pressure or scarcity is addressed.
However, the progress remains limited considering that the international dimension of resource
use and related environmental impacts is not clearly stated in the context of the renewable
resources. Also, the complexity of setting appropriate thresholds linked to the carrying capacity
of the environment, and more generally of translating the idea of overexploitation of resources
into operational terms, is likely to hinder the observance of thresholds of overexploitation.
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6. FUTURE ORIENTATIONS
The assessment of the Resource Strategy and the progress achieved suggested that important
steps forward have been made in the uptake of the Strategy’s concepts and the implementation
of its key objectives. This exercise also identified specific areas where improvements still need to
be made. This final section of the study aims to identify possible orientations for the future that
could potentially increase the effectiveness of the Resource Strategy’s objectives. For this, a
thorough consideration was given to the discussions that were held during the Stakeholder
workshop that took place in Brussels on June 2010. The submitted feedback from the
workshop’s participants was also examined systematically to identify expertise of the
stakeholders on key aspects of the Resource Strategy.
A combination of the analysis of the assessment of the overall progress of the Resource
Strategy, with the consideration of the workshop’s outcomes, suggests the following as possible
future policy development.

6.1. SETTING A MORE PRECISE FORMULATION OF THE STRATEGY
The Resource Strategy’s objectives could be achieved more effectively by setting a more precise
scope.


More precise definitions in the Strategy to limit misleading interpretation
 Improving the understanding of ‘resources’

A narrower definition of resources, closer to the economic aspects while including the issues
of scarcity and pressure, would provide policy makers with a better understanding of the
Strategy’s scope.
Today, the Resource Strategy covers a wide range of resources that encounter very different
challenges and require specific approaches. It seems therefore difficult to adopt a single and
consistent approach of resource use without distinguishing the main resource types. As
resources and resource use conceptually serve as one of the most important links between the
environment and economic activities, we suggest choosing a narrower notion of resources that
is better linked to the related economic processes. We suggest defining resources as follows:
“Resources are natural assets deliberately extracted and/or modified by human activity for their
utility to create economic value. They can be measured both in physical units (such as tons, joules
or hectares), and in monetary terms expressing their economic value”.
Such a narrower definition allows environmental media (e.g. sinks, which have been already
addressed in specific frameworks under the 6th Programme) to be distinguished from
quantifiable resources such as water, land, energy and materials. Their inclusion in the concept
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of resources through the notions of pressure and environmental impacts would facilitate and
foster the analysis of their interactions, which would provide policy-relevant information.
 Improving the understanding of environmental impacts

A better understanding of environmental impacts will be possible through a wider conception of
the systems impacted by resource use and a new conceptualisation of environmental impacts.
 A wider conception of the systems impacted by resource use

In order to better account for the environmental impacts of resource use, we suggest not
restricting the object of these impacts to static environmental media but rather translating them
into relevant systems that provide human societies with certain services. These systems would
include:
•

atmosphere

•

aquatic systems

•

soil

•

lithosphere

•

living systems (ecosystems/organisms/genes)

• human health
Doing so would better highlight existing interactions and ecosystems. Therefore, the rationale
behind this proposal is not only of a systematic nature, but also strategic: the conceptual
framework should be as inclusive as possible and as open as possible for fruitful recent
approaches such as earth systems theory (Schellnhuber et al., 2005) and theories of ecosystem
services (Daily et al., 1997). The inclusion of the lithosphere is important, as deposition / erosion
are key mechanisms to reproduce soil nutrients and contribute to global bio-geospherical cycles.
Living systems need to be explicitly addressed as they are an important source of (ecosystem)
services, and so as to include the important issue of biodiversity. It also seems reasonable to
address the human organism (health) on its own, as this is a key source of services for human
activities and an issue where the arena can be shared with the important debate on health
promotion.
 A new conceptualisation of environmental impacts linking socioeconomic activities,

environmental impacts, and earth system/ecosystem services.
In the traditional meaning, (negative) “environmental impacts” are unwanted changes in states
of the environment that are triggered by (socio-economic) pressures on this environment. We
would rather suggest another definition that better highlights the systematic link between
impacts and ecosystem/earth system services: “negative environmental impacts of resource use”
could therefore be “side effects causally linked to resource use that put certain earth system /
ecosystem services at risk”. It seems that many of those problems can be overcome only
partially, for concrete system services (such as an acceptable climate system) and concrete
policy goals, but not on a generic level.
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Setting clear targets

The relevance of decoupling as a concrete target has been discussed in an on-going debate.
Various orientations have been proposed to set quantitative targets as an alternative to the
operational the objective of decoupling. One of the most sustained orientations is to focus on
resource use and target an absolute reduction, one of the means being increasing resource
productivity. In the light of the successful example of Japan which introduced a quantitative
target for resource productivity in 2003, propositions of “an absolute reduction of resource use
of the EU from 2010 to 2030 by 25%” (European Parliament, 2006) and a Factor 10 target
(Schmidt-Bleek, 2008) were formulated in 2006 and 2008, respectively, to guide EU countries. To
date, Austria and Germany have adopted quantitative targets on resource productivity.
If this study does not allow definitive recommendations towards setting a specific target to be
given, four possible perspectives can be proposed to set policy targets in the future:
•

The perspective of limitations to the resource base (depending on local and regional
security of supply and affordability, equity considerations, nature of the resource);

•

The perspective of limitations to absorption capacities of the earth’s ecosystems (for
example through policy targets designed according to climate considerations, policy
targets for a global stabilization of livestock numbers, or policy targets limiting specific
types of uses of certain resources). Setting targets linked to the absorption capacities of
the earth’s ecosystems will allow risks for future ecosystem and earth system services to
be taken into account;

•

The perspective of efficient and equitable resource supply for people. For example,
resource use such as the primary energy supply of countries can be related to the
improvement of HDI or social wellbeing (Steinberger and Roberts, 2009);

•

The perspective of efficient and equitable resource supply for economies. It is difficult
and often inconclusive to compare resource productivities between different systems
(such as economic sectors, firms, or even countries) that have a different position on the
life cycle axis. Despite these precautions, using economic material productivity as a basis
for political targets makes a lot of sense, particularly if this is one among other targets,
for example, in the Japanese “3R: reduce, reuse, recycle” policy (Japanese Ministry of
the Environment, 2009).
Some conditions can be derived from the above mentioned arguments that can feed into policy
debates on the setting of targets:
•

Any targeting has to bear in mind the mutual dependencies of resources, resource use
and environmental impacts. A systemic view can help to prevent overlooking the
outsourcing or shifting of effects.

•

Targets on resource use or environmental impacts have to be linked to other existing
policies such as climate policies, agricultural policies, energy policies etc.

•

Setting targets on the aggregate level is not reasonable – neither for environmental
impacts nor for resource use.
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Considering policy options

The Resource Strategy can be the basis for future policy developments in resource-related
issues. With regards to the policy options, the debate is currently focusing on the value and
effectiveness of a separate strategy on materials and of a strategy on space / land. This debate is
a part of a wider discussion on whether the Resource Strategy should focus on specific stages of
the life cycle or instead follow a differentiated targeting on resource use.


Developing a separate materials strategy

A separate materials strategy that would distinguish the materials from other types of natural
resources could be a significant step forward towards more sustainable use of resources. This
specific approach could indeed enable to build practical measures targeting the issues and
challenges encountered by this category of resources. Two main prerequisites must apply to
ensure an effective strategy that would strengthen the implementation of the Resource
Strategy’s objective:
•

This approach must encompass the environmental impacts of the use of materials on
other categories of resources, including in particular land and environmental media, if
an absolute decoupling is sought. The economic perspective which often motivates the
analysis of material flows must therefore be closely combined with environmental
concerns throughout the stages of the material life cycle, especially since there is a
strong functional interdependence between material use and energy water and land.

•

A common set of targets encompassing all materials seems to be an inefficient option.
As explained above, materials are different in terms of characteristics, impacts and
economic sectors or products in which they are used for. In other words, a possible
strategy on materials should focus on materials at a disaggregated level.

Within this context, an initial and fundamental categorisation of materials would be between
biotic and abiotic materials. The Resource Strategy points out that a basic condition for the
accomplishment of its objective is to “ensure the consumption of renewable and non-renewable
resources and the associated impacts do not exceed the carrying capacity of the environment”.
In the 2006 assessment, it was stated that the limits of consumption are different between biotic
and abiotic materials and, therefore, a different approach needs to be applied for each category.
Specifically, the thresholds of biotic resources rely on their regeneration capacities which call for
a more efficient use. The setting of limits in abiotic resources seems to be more challenging as
the concept of threshold of use is not related only to the natural capacities but also to social
acceptance. Abiotic resources are geographically distributed in different regions and the social
impacts (and social acceptance) imposed by a change in resource use would be felt accordingly
in each region.
Within the EU, there are already policies in place for both biotic and abiotic materials. As shown
by the analysis in section 4.1, the need for the endorsement of limits on the use of resources has
been acknowledged in EU policies, especially in relation to renewable resources. A separate
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material strategy would be a first step towards the identification of most effective case-by-case
approaches on material use.


Developing a space/land strategy

Land is a key resource whose use is closely interrelated with socio-economic material flows. The
availability of biologically productive land is the basis for the production of biomass and the
provision of food for humans, feed for domesticated livestock, raw materials for manufacturing
and industry and, increasingly, for renewable energy carriers. Land-use is therefore a major
indicator of environmental pressure. Specifically, incorporating the real land-use costs in the
resource use would constitute significant progress in the challenge of preserving the
production capacity of our ecosystems29. A specific policy related to spatial planning or land use
could also help to achieve this decoupling.
Given the strong linkages shared by the demand for goods and resource use, and land use, this
policy could be a significant asset for a better integration of the different, and sometimes
competitive, types of resource use. This would allow managing in a centralised way issues
related to waste, resource use and sustainable consumption and production, and concretely
support the concept of life-cycle thinking. It could also expand previous EU attempts to
conciliate competitive uses of a same territory — for example, economic growth and nature
conservation via spatial planning such as the Habitats directive or the EU strategies on
biodiversity.
The development of such a policy could draw inspiration from national policies such as the Dutch
National Spatial Strategy (Nota Ruimte) (VROM, 2004). The optimisation of resource use and
mitigation of its environmental impacts could result from this exploration of potential synergies
that exist within a same area via the promotion, across the EU, of the idea of large scale and
spatial planning.
Furthermore, beyond the reasoning at the EU scale, large scale and spatial planning could be an
operational tool to avoid burden shifting at a global scale. The enhanced life-cycle perspective
that would be imposed by this approach would contribute to the avoidance of burden shifting
between regions and resources.


Developing a differentiated targeting of resource use.

The Resource Strategy could endorse a focus on specific stages of the resource life cycle. In this
context, two main approaches are promoted at present, upstream and end-of-pipe approaches.
Today, the upstream approach is widely promoted at the EU level.
In addition, it would be effective if the Resource Strategy focused on differentiated targeting of
resource use. This approach would support future resource policies that focus on resource use

29
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Feedback from the Dutch Ministry of the Environment (VROM) for the workshop held in Brussels on 23 of June
2010
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with the highest environmental impact. More specifically, a differentiated targeting of resource
use could have the potential positive effects detailed below.
This approach would allow for deeper insights into the production and consumption patterns of
specific types of resources to be obtained. It would therefore be an answer to the current
insufficiency of LCA data and would allow further exploration and concrete development of the
life-cycle research area. Examples of the potential of such an approach have been previously
identified for steel, iron, and copper.
This life-cycle approach would moreover help identify the respective issues associated with
specific resources and even with categories of resources, such as specific issues encountered by
biotic versus abiotic materials, or by renewable versus non-renewable resources, etc, what
would support the design of more appropriate policies.
In particular, this would help identify the resource use with the greatest environmental and
economic impacts, which would allow focusing efforts on the most strategic resource use. For
example, this could prevent from, or anticipate, the risk of resource shortages or scarcity, and
therefore try to better tackle the issue of local availability, as well as long-term supply of
resources on which the EU economy strongly relies, or the issue of the observance of the
carrying capacity of the environment.
An important prerequisite for this approach is the examination of the environmental impacts
through an international and intergovernmental perspective. The identification of the
geographical distribution of impacts and the dynamics that occur within and beyond the EU
could set the basis for avoiding burden shifting.
The risk of this approach might be to miss synergies and substitutability between resources, in
other words, not to have a global picture of resources. However, this could be overcome by
other recommendations, developed below, that allow the systemic and holistic vision of
resource use to be fostered.

6.2. RAISING AWARENESS


More effective dissemination methods could be used to communicate the Resource
Strategy’s objectives.

The achievement of the Strategy’s objectives could be accelerated by developing
communication initiatives which would promote the key concepts of the Resource Strategy
more widely. The analysis of the dissemination that has taken place in the context of the
Resource Strategy (see section 3.1) showed that various dissemination channels have already
been used. However, the dissemination process could be intensified especially when targeting
the general public. Public awareness could have a double effect: increase both the social
acceptance of additional measures and the political pressure for research.
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Closer cooperation between policy makers at the EU level and sectoral representatives
could be established.

More cooperation with the industries and the business sector will be beneficial. Industries and
the business sector are already part of the stakeholder consultation. A wider association could
be established to share and encourage innovative practices and concepts deployed in those
sectors to improve resource efficiency.
Representatives of each sector impacted could be part of the stakeholder consultation. Since
the natural resource use is a transversal issue which concerns all economic sectors, the
stakeholder consultation should gather representatives of all concerned economic sectors.
Association with academia could be further developed. If existing or initiatives under
development have included the significant involvement of academia in the selection of priority
areas or issues, this practice could be generalised. Overall, the issue of natural resource use
requires more research to widen its understanding.

6.3. IMPROVING THE KNOWLEDGE ON THE SUSTAINABLE USE OF
NATURAL RESOURCES
A better knowledge base would set a strong basis for the development of more effective
policies. To establish a strong knowledge base, two key areas of action have been identified by
this study: the development of a basket of indicators and the fostering of specific research areas.


Research areas could be supported as a priority.

The study showed that specific areas related to resource use were subject to knowledge gaps.
Therefore, specific efforts will be needed in the following research areas:
•

Estimation of the impact of the lack of growth on resource use: the current economic
crisis will set the scene for such estimation on the forthcoming years.

•

Assessment of the impacts of resource use on competitiveness.

•

A long-term outlook with respect to shortages, availability and overexploitation of
resources: while a significant body of literature is available assessing past developments
of material use, only little is available with respect to projections or scenarios of future
materials use.

•

Research into the upstream requirements of trade flows (raw material equivalents,
imbedded energy, water, land-use) in order to track the process of outsourcing resource
use into other world regions.

•

Research into the functional interrelations between the use of different resources (such
as materials, energy, water and land) to identify strategic (combined) resource use
reduction potentials.
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•

Research on the hidden flows over the life cycle: increasing importance is given to the
environmental impacts of imports and exports of resources and their related hidden
flows.

•

Further research must be carried out on the environmental impacts of resource use: no
standardised measurement concept has been developed up to date on the assessment
of the environmental impacts. The ability to identify and measure impacts over the life
cycle and the development of coefficients is considered a crucial issue.

Practical steps to improve the analysis of resource use and its environmental impacts
could be taken immediately on the basis of the existing basket of standardised and shared
indicators at the MS and EU levels

Little consensus exists on the indicators to be used in order to describe thoroughly the
complexity of resource use and the related environmental impacts, especially at a global level.
As a consequence, MS develop their own indicators of resource use, in parallel of the EU work in
that field. However, despite the progress that remains to be made in the field of research, a
basket of existing operational indicators developed over years by Eurostat - the Domestic
Material Extraction (DE), the Direct Material Input (DMI), and the Direct Material Consumption
(DMC) - could allow practical steps to be taken immediately. These indicators are disaggregated
into biomass, metallic minerals, non-metallic minerals and fossil fuels. They are today very
successfully established, since they are now agreed to be generated by all MS annually. They
therefore provide a strong common basis for future policy development and further indicators
improvement.
 Advantage could be taken from the existing basket of indicators for future policy

development.
The annual monitoring of the DE, DMI and DMC, both at the MS and EU level, could be taken
advantage of in the development and assessment of resource-related policies. Indeed, the
quantitative trends could already be used more concretely as guidance to formulate new
orientations, priorities, and common objectives.
 In this context, qualitative objectives or specific quantitative targets could be agreed

for each of these indicators at the MS or EU level:
At the MS level, these indicators could be integrated into the production and consumption
patterns of both private and public sectors, respectively via the environmental reporting for the
companies (cost-benefits of resource savings) and via the green public procurement
(identification and promotion of the “best-practices”).
At the EU and MS levels, this basket of common indicators could allow shared standards or
criteria for the production or use of natural resources to be further developed, taking into
account the international dimension, in order to determine the environmental performance of
products or services. Basic quantitative targets could already be specifically developed for
certain categories of material as well as land use.
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 The basket of existing indicators could be progressively improved and complemented

in order to take into account the environmental pressure of resource use and design
more appropriate measures.
o

3 key conditions should be ideally met when expanding and improving the
basket of indicators.
Respecting these conditions, the indicators will allow concretely supporting the
debate on natural resource use and its environmental impacts:
•

Indicators must be comprehensive and integrative in terms of resource
use;

•

Indicators must be user-friendly enough to provide for accessible policyrelevant information;

•

Indicators need the potential to be defined and broken down to various
levels: globally, nationally, and possibly on the level of economic sectors,
firms and products; and

•

Indicators must build on a serious thinking of targets that relate, both
conceptually and ethically, to the meaning of long-term sustainability.

o Taking account the environmental pressure allows environmental impacts to
be better accounted for.
Resource use represents pressure that translates into environmental impacts30.
Indicators of pressure actually describe the variables which directly cause
environmental problems. Although indicators to measure the amount of
resource extracted, traded, recycled, etc. have been increasingly developed, MS
still have limited tools and methods at their disposal to measure the pressure
applied on the environment by resource use, in other words, to measure the
significance and urgency of a threat to the sustainability of the resource use.
Ideally, in order to describe the complexity of resource use and its
environmental impacts, the set of indicators should entail the notion of pressure
on the environment, with a life-cycle perspective, while covering each category
of resources, including raw materials, water and land. The basket of existing
indicators (DE, DMI, DMC) could therefore be progressively improved and
complemented following the progress of research.
Thus, the relationship between pressure and impacts could more clearly be
expressed with the help of a slight extension of the classical Ehrlich IPAT formula
(for a detailed description of the formula see (Annex I, section 6.2). Across time,
a “double decoupling” could be proven (or disproven) by comparing the total

30

JRC Website, Analytical framework: The Driving forces-Pressure-State-Impact-Response model (DPSIR model),
[Accessed 01/08/10], esl.jrc.it/envind/idm/idm_e_03.htm
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impacts (Impacts (t)) on the system level as modelled through the IPAT formula
across time with the time line of total resource use.
Also, indicators such as the EMC, the Ecological Footprint, the Human
Appropriation of Net Primary Production (HANPP) or the Land and Ecosystem
Accounts (LEAC) are promising research fields whose methodological
weaknesses remain to be overcome.
o Taking account the environmental pressure and risk parameters would allow
measures to be designed more appropriately
The systematic integration of such concerns into the indicators of resource use
at the MS level could be of great guidance in designing appropriate answers, and
in allocating efforts by formulating measures in the most concerned areas. This
recommendation is however made while keeping in mind a long-term
perspective for the overall resource management. The degree of intervention of
a policy (of which two extremes are the voluntary versus legally-binding natures)
could be conceived of according to these indicators of risk. Thus, the higher the
risk is, the more compulsory the policy could be. For example, incentives and
BAT could be the standard response to a medium risk-level, whereas quotas and
resource trading could be developed in response to a higher risk-level.
 The study suggested several promising ideas to better link indicators of resource use
with economic impacts.
The ideas are specifically:
• Monitoring material resource use and water use by sectors would be a great
step forward. It would allow for economic forecasting to be linked with resource
use forecasting.
• It is important not to conceive of the impact of “resources” and “resource use”
in terms of the impact of specific materials. The environmental impact potential
(see Moll et al., 2004) of resource use is not mainly a function of the material
(chemical, physical) qualities of a resource, but a function of the ways it is used
across a life-cycle from extraction through production/manufacture to
consumption and the end-of-life-phase (See Annex I, section 6.3). Economic
impacts of resource use must be considered both from intra-resource and from
inter-resources perspectives.
• Because of the strong statistical (and causal) interrelation of the quantities of
various resources used, it is a great challenge to estimate “indirect impacts”
(such as the impact of the use of a specific material resource and the impact of
the energy use associated with it) without ending up with double counting. We
therefore suggest focusing on direct impacts, but care for system completeness
by taking into account all resources used by a particular social system (See Annex
I, section 6.3).
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6.4. FOSTERING THE DEVELOPMENT OF MS INITIATIVES
The Resource Strategy could provide stronger support and guidance to MS for the
achievement of the objectives.
Share of roles and responsibilities between MS and the EU could be better defined. Given the
responsibility of the EU to enounce a future vision on natural resource use and to define general
objectives and recommendations for action, MS could be responsible for identifying their
priority areas and implementing their own actions to face their most stringent limitations to
resource use efficiency.
More concrete objectives and timelines could be provided to MS. Concrete objectives and
timelines would help MS to define their future orientations, select their priorities and design
their action plan.
Tailor-made initiatives could be better identified and promoted. Designing tailor-made
initiatives according to the main features of a MS in terms of requirements and general context
could ensure a more effective achievement of the objectives at MS and EU level. The tailor-made
initiatives could be designed according to the level of maturity of a MS on dealing with the key
concepts of the Strategy, its readiness and ability to implement specific initiatives, its national
concerns and specificities on natural resources use, and its current economic and political
context among more features.
Sharing best practices between MS could be promoted and widely established. Sharing best
practices is a key factor for a successful implementation of an initiative and, more generally, for
an optimisation of the actions of MS. This can be achieved through the development of a
framework of processes that would collect, identify and share best practices between MS. The
outcome of this framework would be a database of best practices.

6.5. FOSTERING POLICY INTEGRATION


There is a need for a cross-cutting integration of input and output of economic processes
across policies and adoption of the approach of life-cycle thinking.

The Resource Strategy’s objectives can be integrated more coherently into other resource
related policies. An increased level of cohesion across policies could be achieved at a sectoral
and transversal level on the one hand and at the national, EU and international scale on the
other hand. For this, the definition of clear roles and responsibilities of the different authorities
is critical.
In this respect, it is particularly important to foster cohesion and synergies between sectoral
policies. Numerous sectoral policies bear the potential to result in significant direct or indirect
impacts on a number of resources.
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The cooperation of the different Directorate Generals can further strengthen when resource
related policies are developed. The inter-linkages of the Resource strategy’s key concepts call for
more close inter-sectoral synergies.
Resource use could be addressed more effectively in cross-cutting policies. Issues such us
large-scale planning, the development of transportation networks and the promotion of longlasting infrastructure choices have a direct impact on resource use.


At the EU level, there is a need for a common framework dealing with Waste, Resource
use and Sustainable Consumption and Production (SCP).

Today, resource use, sustainable consumption and production patterns, and waste constitute
three distinct policy fields, with their respective Strategies and Directives. However, the three of
them are encompassed in the resource life-cycle and therefore share strong links that could be
better exploited.
A specific policy on materials as a core framework could be a promising starting point in order to
link resource extraction, resource use, cleaner production and consumption policies, reuse,
recycling and waste disposal, and achieve a closed-loop. This overall framework, associated with
individual life-cycle analysis of specific material streams (as seen above), will allow identification
of possible substitution and alternatives, or end points in the use of materials. This strategy
would above all help reduce the economic risks represented by resource scarcity, but also the
environmental risks linked to impacting resource use, and to develop specific measures to be
taken in this context. For example, the question of the balance of the use of different types of
resources and substitution opportunities is of primary interest in avoiding overexploitation of
renewable resources and scarcity or shortages of non-renewable resources. It is an integral part
of thinking about the management of resource flows and stocks.
This kind of resource-related policy would take advantage of the more mature approaches
developed in the field of waste and sustainable production and consumption. In particular, this
policy could build on the well established organisational “infrastructure” developed in the field
of waste which shows several contact points with all industrial sectors and therefore covered
several stages of the life cycle. The waste sector however lacks the necessary margins to
improve production processes, eco-products or consumption itself. The product policy
complements the waste policy by giving a new impulse to the integration of the entire life cycle.
It is furthermore closely linked to the resource policy since it allows for society’s needs to be the
central focus, which require a certain degree of resource use.
Therefore, the combination of the three policies could foster the achievement of the common
aim of absolute decoupling by optimising the efficiency of resource use at every stage of the
life-cycle. In this context, the quantitative targets that have already been taken on board for the
prevention and recycling of waste could, for example, be better linked to the challenge of saving
depleted or scarce resources.
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